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-| the preachers and the people. Only
can bring them together. The missio

=

MIDNAPORE, Nov. 2s, 1831.

They dias to i with the utmost! snacity,
It is npt too much to say that many: of them

would be the case, were it not for the
fever epidemic, which still holds strongly

its’ way

here from

in sections of owr

our southern

few

Seld.

delegates

Quarterly

Meet-

ing on this account.

We

usually

begin

touring

but,

for

same

this

month,

the

reason, this too has been put off

till De-

cember.
It was my good fortune to be present
at the meeting of the Calcutta MissionaConference this month. For many
years this, body of earnest Christian

for

discussion wag‘ the.out-still system.”
f this I have 8
in previous letters,
¢ | need only say that it has proved,
the time of its introduction in 1876,
hty foe to social order and peace,
reasing and encouraging intoxicairoughout the land. The missionf seven societies took hold of this
t without gloves, and the Govern-

vill soon hear from their action.
ms to be Revenue versus Right
ur Government just now.
The
ndeavor is to raise the revenues of
and to the utmost.
ha Rongali brothron

havo

held

their

Avuual Conference in Calcutta this year,
he

day have

the

The modes of observing

ized.

greatly degenerated, and perbaps it would
be as well if its observance should cease
entirely.

Indignation meetings ate held in our country over the Mormon question,
and in England
over the persecution

of the

Jews

in

Russia.

This movement against . the Jews Is one of the
"strangest and most disgraceful things of the

present day.
are ot

Even we in the United States

blameless in this matter.

The treat-

tent Which ‘Jéws, have often received at
hotels and elséwhere, is upjustifiable and

shameful.
The

aH

:

Christian Intelligencer speaks a forci-

ble word about the immoral influence of the
fashionable society novel, which almost invari" ably

derives its

interest

matrimonial

infelicities.

found all the

elements

in

great

* Sir

part

Walter

of romance;

Dickens

all the bumorous aspects of life ; and Thacker
ay a sufficient field forsocial satire and sweet
philosophy, without drawing their inspiration
from the divorce courts.”
But they are gone
and have not left their like,
Of the leading
novelists of to-day, few indeed are guiltless of
working evil -in the choice of their topics oftentimes, if not in their particular mode of

treatment,

4

1t will not do to expect too much from mere
legislation in the accomplishment of desirabel

reforms.

It is one of the plainest of political

truths that very much df our legislation instead
of being, as it should be, but the beginning, is
really the end, of ** reform” efforts. (‘ongress
has been trying for a dozen years to legislate

polygamy out of Utah, but in vain.

a good prospect of much more

this subject.

years ago ‘Prof,

Christianity

We

have

legislation on

After legislation, what next?

The Christian Leader

remarks

Fisher's

in the North

American

of

would

Very likely.

It

is well for us all to remember that while the
truth in Christ remains unalterably the same,
human interpretations and opinions are liable
to change. Nevertheless, loyalty to present
convictions, even advocacy (in the Christiun

#pirit)of present views, remains no less a duty.
The suspi¢ion that our views

morrow

may change

affords but poor excuse

weather-cocks and ciphers to-duy.

was

known

comparatively little

or said about it,

tendance was

and

the

at-

smaller than usual. . The

ong thing our native folk seem to lack

religious enthusiasm.

is

I have been able to

find no good word for it in the Bengali
language, possibly for the same reason

long pull of the hot and rainy seasons

the plains.

to-

for being

We do not

ask even a close-communion Baptist to expand until, gifted with greater light than he

now has, he can do 86 conscientiously.

finding him the Bengali word for conscience. The pith of the pundit's reason
was this :—** Whatever does not exist in
a country can have no name in the lan-

guage of that country.”

1t

is

to be

hoped that both of these words, conscience and ‘enthusiasm, may yet have
synonymous words in the vernaculars of
India.
;

Aud this brings me naturally to the
important topic of self-support, or church
independence. I wish I could report

hours by rzil from Calcutta, is the Very

spot for our Mission Sanitarium.
J. L. F, 5 |
re
pp AA

AN UNWITHERED GOURD.

rapid

progress

in

this

direction.

time being.

There has been a sad

missionaries

of

the

London

Missionary

Society has the pastoral care of it now,
and gets what help he can for the pulpit
from brethren of other missions. Notwithstanding this- bitter disappointment,

pendence.

Khristiye Bandhab, our Ben-

gali Monthly Magazine, published at the
Baptist Mission

Press of

Calcutta,

fre-

quently contains cheering tokens pointing
in this direction. There can be no doubt

that our native brethren are beginning to

begun

by

a

Christian

Babu

ant legislation on the basis of the new treaty
between China and the United States, * It

In our own mission churches I am
thankful to be able to report real prog-

one of our

excharges.

‘! that we car not in some way utilize the Chinaman,” * But there is probably no prospect

for substantial justice being done the China-

man.

Both political parties are committed

putting a check to the Asiatic

emigration

to
to

this country. . The treaty with China; with full
knowledge of its effect by the Chinese

govern-

ent,

purpose

was. mgified for ‘the express

© of giving the United States the right of forhiddig the industrions Cbinaman
hig fortunes 04 our shores.”

from seeking

What will be the

influence of such legislation as is contemplated
upon Cbristiun Missions in China? .

FECT IN ORIGINAL

of Pharoah

to

Not one minister dn’ Moses; when the latter appeared: before

he night’ go out” of
‘but’ what:
Will be | bios, and-asked-that

extensively thao it has been heretofore in
the. preaching of the Gospel.
oe
It is but right for me to say

here

that

At the outset,

the

Mormons

I used these ging: for an even- municate
with him concerning these
ing serohon the first’ sabbath in: Nov- paintings for pulpit use, his address is
ember, 1880. They proved so satisfac- ' Rev. E. M. Long, 1020 Arch St.,
Philatory to the large audience who were delphia, Pa.

have

been greatly benetited by Mormonism.
1. Financially. The masses are mostly
foreigners, who have never before ownell
a home of their own, or a foot of land, and
who secured only a precarious and meager

Itis not unfrequent thgt a

confident champion of orthodoxy
finds
himself at a disadvantage with some ordinary Mormon layman by the wayside.
the whole Mor| ‘ The ‘fact is, that
‘moh church is one vast school of theology.
What Brigham Young knew and said, they
all know and say. The argument used
by the ablest of their number is communicated and understood throughout their
entire ranks, and one will find it fired at
him, at whatever point he comes in contact with a Latter Day Saint.
Then,

Mormonism

isthe

attracted to see and hear, that I decided
to make further use of them; and, for six

months on successive Sabbaths,

most

not come

in contact with it, and seen

its inner workings, to.comprehend how
thoroughly it is systematized,and how com-

pletely

each

element

and

individual is

subordinated to the central power. Something of it may perhaps be understood by
the fact that in corsequence of the arrest
by the United States authorities of ¢* Apostle” Wells at 6 o'clock p.M,,at
6 o'clock
the next morning ten thousand Mormons

in the delivery of these lectures, at the
same time, attracting congregations that

subsistence, as miners or peasant laborers,§;
‘eame marching up the principal street of
to whom meat and white bread were nearly

unknown

luxuries.

In

Utah,

they

have

comfortable and cozy homes, surrounded
with fruits and flowers, and fields, and are

possessed of herds of cattle and sheep and:
swine. In comparison with anvthineg thaw!
had,

or could

have

had, .

AO

had

they

remalno

«&

u

t

the masses of our non-Mormon Americ
wr
people.
2. Physically. Uncouth and aniachéd
as they may appear to our eyes, Utah life
working a wondrous physical regeneration
among them--a regeneration

of soap

and

sense, manifesting itself in garb and speech
and habit and muscle,
which is still
move manifestly apparent in the rising gens

eration. Vigor of muscle and the glow of
health are obviously on the increase among
them—inuch beyond that enjoyed in theid
ante-Mormon experience.
3. Intellectually. The discussion ood
new thoughts incident to their new doctrines and greatly altered lives have stims
ulated and strengthened their mental pows
ers much more than our people generally
suppose. Those who suppose them igno-

4.
gy

Theologically.
isin some

Bad as their

respects,

some points, on

a bald

not too

say

much to

theolo-

verging hard,

at

materialism, it is
that,

praftically

to

them, it is considerably better than that of
their previous lives. At least, itis so to
sheir conceptions; and this, so far as it affects the problem,is all the same as though
it were real,
5. Religiously. I use this term in 4
somewhat modified sense, as applied to the
devoutness, conscientiousness and fervor
of religious life. Nowhere else will one
find people more given up to religious obgervances, or more conscientious and devout in their performance; and, certainly,

their Mormon

leaders; and probably not a man would
have flinched from any order that might
have been issued.
Something, too, may be seen of it, from
He admitted fact that when Gen, Johnson
ned tg army into Salt Lake, just befae ne ii selliong.pvery Mormon’ was in.

tip
ark.
Ihave
also
found
these:
Pantiogs. very
_ p3ake
up his march for Mexico|

embraced Mormonism, t
prosperous.
The leaders, who are 1
enjoy pesition, power a
anything they could '
tain,

Salt Lake, ready to do the bidding of their

the church could not always accommodate.
~
One of the advantages which I have
found in the use of these paintings, is that
they attract large congregations. Nonattendants on regular church service have
always been present in large numbers.
Scores of people have come regularly
into these services, whose presence in
church was so unusual as lo. aituct Bien:

experience

has

advanced

these beyond what had before impelled and
characterized them.

from Brigham Young. It Is
bable that such another hegira
. again be contemplated.
The
1 probably never again resort to
such an expedient. But, if they should,
there would be few Mormons that would
not obey the mandate. So complete is this
subordination of every one to the whole,
that the whole Mormon
church can be
hurled, as one immense unit, at any point,

aidful in the preseutation of the truth.
They give the preacher a double power
in the use of the eye, as well as the ear
of his hearer. For the purpose of illustration, they are very much what the
blackboard is ‘to a teacher before his
class} they help to make plain and im-

at any time the hierarchy may decide to do

the pictures prepared for the blackboard
and Sunday-school reom, and different in
use as well, “For, these puintings are not
mere pictures, but illustrations of texts of

pressive to the mind what might otherwise fall dull and heavy on the ear.
They are, however, very different from

it.

V.

Under such

a state of things, and

while converts to Mormenism
are constantly multiplying, there are no converts
Jrom Mormonism.

There are, indeed, * Pnostates.” in Salt
Lake, and perhap# elsewhere. But it would
be hard to find one who has gone over to
any other church; they simply stand aloof.

They can be counted nowhere. From five
'to tem thousand people assemble every
‘Sunday, in summer, in the Salt Lake Tab~
ernacle,

while

scarcely

fifty

persona

will

be found in any orthodox church; and
‘they will all be strangers, or settled there
as * Gentiles,” as the orthodox are called.
In an

emergency,

President

Young

can

Scripture, and are thus so connected

God's word, as to be simply aids in ‘conveying truth to the mind and heart,
through the eye as well as the ear; and
so they increase the power of the pulpit.
They have invariably secured a good
hearing. To this the eye helps by gaining the attention of the listener.
Those
who in ordinary service would be inatten(tive and restless, eagerly
follow the
preacher as the illustrations before them
make plain or emphatic his teaching,
And then the impressions received through

gather twenty thousand Mormons at.Salt
Lake, in from twenty-four to thirty-six
hours notice, and of all the rapidly increasing ranks of Mormonism, not an ap-

the eye, while

like Jonah’s gourd. But, unlike that, their
growth never decays.

with

inany

ner.
They
thousand

inconsiderate

overrun
to one;

Utah.
and

or

hasty mdn-

Therg,they are
the influx

a

of ‘‘ Gen-

equally

strong,

are more

lasting than those received through the
ear. What the preacher says is likely to
be forgotten, but the impres-ion made by
the painting is carried away to be remembered long ufter.

preciable number can ever be counted on
to go over to the opposite side. They grow

The Mormons are already fowl
YI
ble in numbers, too formidable to be daalt

with

i

More than a year ago, I used a roll of
these paintings in a sehool-house lecture,

'to illustrate the parable of the virgins.
Within afew days,a lady who was preset
at the serviee, told me she carried with
her now the most vivid impression made

upon her mind:

by

the

paintings.

She

tiles,” as yet, has made
no appreciable could not reproduce, I presume, a single
headway against the multitude of the sentence I uttered ; bug, the startled apSaints, and is not likely to,in any near fut- [ pearance of the virgins at, the ¢midnightcry,” the anguishof; those who were vainure. They nearly hold the balance of power in Nevada, Montana, and Wyoming. So ly knocking at the closed door, remuined
far from losing Utah, they are more Hisely indelibly pietured in her memory.
to capture out-lying territories. '
These services interest old and young

SPP

NEW YORK CORRESPONDENCE.
NEW

fol-

lowing each seggice in the audience room
of the church by a prayer-meetingin the
vestry.
‘A revival soon commenced,
which continued through the winter and
spring, and resulted in introducing a
large number of earnest workers into the
church;of whom many dated their conviction to the impressions made in attendance upon these sermons.
The first of last Oétober, I commenced a
series of twelve lectures on the ¢ Pilgrim’s Progress,” using the paintings prepared by Mr. Long to ‘illustrate them,
thirty-six in all, three for each lecture.
These, equally with the paintings on
Scripture topics, 1 found very useful

thoroughly
organized
and
compacted
body in the world.
It is perhaps impossible for one who
has

Iemployed

these paintings tor evening sermons,

PRP

YORK CITY, Feb. 2,

1882.

On Monday last I dropped into a class-room’
of the Union. Theological Seminary (Presbyte-

rian)to hear Dr. Shedd

expound to the Junior

class election and reprobation.
His views are:
hyper-Calvinistic, delivered with such c¢learness of statement and
logical accuracy that

none can avoid his conclusions,
his premises.

‘‘ God

is

if they admit

not our

debtor.

does not owe us, but we owe him.
donot choose God, but

God

The

He

elect

chooses his

own

whom he has predestined ; und" compels. them
to submit by irresistible grace.” The Doctor
claims that election and reprobation are conjoined; that the one is the antithesis of the

other, and that all the creeds which

formulate.

the doctrine of election must logically, whether it is stated or not, be held to teach reprobation. The
Scripture
argument was drawn
largely from the 8th,
9th and 11th chapters
of Romans and that much quoted
passage
from the 110th Psalm, ¢ Thy people shall be:
willing in the day of thy power.”
¢ These
words,” said the Professor, ‘ prove the * doctrine of irresistible grace.” The statement that
the all-merciful and loving Father, who gave
his only beloved Son to die-for a world of sinners, compels beyond resistance the wills of
some of His creatures and reprobates others to
eternal damnation, has no place in Providence,
in the economy of grace, nor in the tenor and
scope of the Word of God. These lectures of
Dr. Shedd will be followed by others to the

same, class from Dr, ]Hitehoock aud other Professors who: will say ' to these young men,
“ Go forth to your work and preach unlimited
‘atonement, » and they willdo it, despite this

teaching of Dr. Shedd.
The Metropolitan press and pulpit are just
now in the throes of a spasm of wordsindignation against Mormonism.
It is to be hoped,
however, the interest will prove to be something more than a spasm.
We hope for an.
abiding purpose, to be steadily pursued by
these two great powers for good till this iniqui~
ty of polygamy shall be overborne and crushed
out forever. Rev. Dr. J. P. Newman preached a sermon on Mormonism ia bis new chureh
‘on Sunday evening last. The
comgregation
was large; the address was able and full of
telling blows against the great evil; but it wasa mistake of the Doctor’s to turn aside to lug in:

an irrelevant topic in order togive a digat Mr..
Blaine; whom he called the retired statesman.
Perhaps General Grant and other * stalwaufs”
who were present were pleased; but there:
were many men and women in the cougregation who failed to see what Mr. Blaine had to
do with the subject matter of the discourse.
Another great and good man has gone. Rev.
Dr.Henry Whitney Bellows, pastor of All Souls
Unitarian church inthis city, died on Monday
last of a painful disease.
He had been the pastor of that church 44 years. He was much beloved by his people and by men and women of’,
all denominations who knew him.
Qutside of
his pulpit preparations, his literary labors.
were abundant,and his work for humanity was.
ever cordial and effective. Dr.
Bellows was
President of the Sanitary Commission,
and all
through the period of the war he was activeand*
laborious in this chosen field of labor in * behalf
Under Dr. B’s supervision:
of our soldiers.
the Commission expended $3,000,000 and dis~
tributed many millions of supplies.
He was
not absent from his pulpit a single Sabbath,.
except during his visit to California where he
eollected $1,000,000 for his work.
He rests
from his labors and the lessons of his life ure:
with us. He was born in Boston in 1814.
Twenty-three homeless boys, picked wp: ow
our streets, were sent to Virginia yesterday
to homes already provided for them.
This is
the twelfth lot, or company, which has been

sent out under the direction of Mr. Whitelaw

Reid, making in all, 500; and of this number
nearly all have

become

industrious

and well~

behaved. Only two have returned to New
York. The Children’s Aid Society has sent.
over 50,000 of these homeless children to the
country and many

thousands of them are now

well-to-do and
honorable
Christian citi
zens.
The great fire of Tuesday last was. a fearful
horrer. The loss of life and all the heart-rending details will be found in the daily papers.

I do not present these as a full. gnumer- alike. Children in lange numbers have
feel strongly on this subject. Some of
II. This leads to the great: fact that, al- ation of the difficulties that beset this been in attendance on these sermons.
them are expressing themselves with most without exception, the Mormons look -question.
They
are
numerous and
Now, while I do not feel that ¢ illusdistinctness and emphasis, and, what is upon thelr Mormanism 8s their great Ree grave enough to show that the problem is
trated sérmons” are to be a substitute for When our people think less of the ‘‘ mighty
still better, some are taking steps to generator.
not one of easy solution.
In view of them
;
the ordinary form of pulpit preaching, I dollar,” and more of human life and happiness,
That there need be no marvel that polygamy
make Christianity indigenous, that cannot
It has done great thipgs for them.
think they can be used as auxiliary, ang these.occurrences will be less frequent. The
but. cheer and encourage all Christian it has not done as much as they think, is and Mormonism are not demolished by a
to very great advamage.
Neither do I N. Y. Woman's Suffrage Convention is in full
workers in India. The Bengali Mission no doubt true. But, beyond all contra. proclamation, or cowed into submission
OBSERVER.
"agree
with
the
late
President
Hitchcock blast at Chickering Hall.
among the poor low caste people of Fur- diction, it has taken them out of the slough by a statute, especially when there is a
O-0-0
>

gration, introduced in the House by Mr. Willis

seems a pity,” remarks

I.

break

between the pastor and the people, and
he has gone away to another field, leaving
the church more dependent than ever
upon the Missionary Society. One of the

unconnected with any of the missionary
societies, is getting on wonderfully well.

of Kentucky, is likely to lead to some import-

were the three proposals

some out-of-the-way ranche of his.

1V.

BY THE REV. A. D. WILLIAMS, D.D,

Some of your readers may recollect my
saying, in a letter written full two years rant and ‘intellectually weak will need torevise their views, after any considerable
ago, that of the ten or twelve native
contact with them.
Their schools are not
churches in Calcutta only one was®inde- the: best; but they are opening to thé
pendent in the sense of being free from youn ,and to some extent to the old, flelds
foreign missionary cash and control: wkknowledge and thought, altogether beOur high hopes concerning that church’ yond their reach before the Mormon gospel
have been disappointed, at least for the impelled them to their hegira.

readpore,

The bill to regulate and limit Chinese immi-

ed is so well versed ‘in the tenets of
iy church, as is the humblest Mormon on

ney

very

well how much of interest is imparted toto

the paintings making three divisions of a pression of double intensity would be
sermon. The subject sent me, I' remem- produced, so that it seems to me not only
ber, was called * Dangerous Compro- |
possible but most desirable that the eye
niises.” and the texts above the paintings should be addressed more directly and

carrying the whole arsenal of Mormon the
oles Fe. Not one orthodox Christian in a

“More than that.

atedsed the
t eye as well. “All krmow

a iscoutse from seeing the speaker, and
noting his attitude and gestures. Half of
him {0 send mé a roll of his paintings for the effect, sometimes more, comes of this.
pulpit use. This ¢anie in due time, and If now the ‘very truth that fs spoken to
consisted of three" connacted paintings, the ears of men could at the same time
each seven féet by five. '’ Above each be represented with equal or greater
painting: was a Scripture: text; these with clearness to their ‘natural vision, an im-

point--their thorough Indoctrination in the
tenets of Mormonism.
:
There is no other people so siniformipamt
thoroughly familiar with their own tenets,
and of the arguments by which they are
supported, Every Mormon is a theologian

Could we have a Sanitarium | against him.

of our own up at Darjeeling, it would bi
3
a manifest blessing to all our num
and, I doubt not, would result in the prg
longed life and augmented usefulness pf
the laborers in this field.
Dacjod.
ing, 7000 feet above the sea, and only 24

that Dr. Winger’s pundit gave for not is slowly and silently, and yet manifestly;

I firmly believe that the native church of
Bengal is moving steadily towards inde-

that forty

elaborate defense

have led to a trial for heresy.

4s Jwice before, but

fromf more

Scott

phia, Pa. , I wrote bim for information,
and, after ‘some correspondence, directed

us . to: snother

‘him and others, and of the: various arguments used, not only on his side, but

ture than once sent up a firm protest or
Mormonism has sprung up like Jousil
vruent memorial to the Government in gourd. But it does not wither like i
If of great public interesfs, and thus The Mormen problem is surrounded with
fluence for trath bas been felt and more difficulties than most people sup
cknowledged.
This month the topic | pose.

Valentine was a 2d bivhop beChure
headed at Rome by the emperor Claudius
in the third century, and soon after canon-

This = brings

iA phase of the points of difference between

a change to the hills before beginning the

questions of the greatest practical importance in connection with missionary
progress in India. This Conference has

oy

would literally and actually Yesfor it.

¢ HII,

to these sermons, pe

preached in En- rested and refreshed energies that Datjedl- ". | surprised, if not nonplused, even on ‘the | Egypt with the people to worship. The this article is in ho sense an advertise“| subject of ‘polygamy, ‘by the 'thorough paintiogs were Soares Musesting these. ment, and is wholly without Mr. Long’s
glish. There is a fair attendance from
ing never fails to give, aod it is poss
4
fi
all our churches, but not so large as that others of our circle may have to take ‘| familiarity of every Mormon with "every texts. & iit
knowledge. If any one desire to com-

workers has met once a month to discuss

Jn

ny, atiention

pared. by Rev. E. M. Long of Philadel-

gali, and Bro. Marshall

There: are comparatively

»

5 News Summary,

_

Some of your readers will be glad to
a
for these native workers that.
know that my dear mother and sister
higher
than the native church can mept
reached this mission field safely on the
hence time will be néeded to rectify Gur
26th inst. Many grateful hears here bid
faults or blunders in this and other p#
them hearty welcome. They come to us
ticulars.
The native church will haveito
in excellent health aud spirits, and we
rectify many of our mistakes.
hope eager for the work which ‘willing
Our tents are being repaired for c
hearts and ready hands find quickly
work, and for three months to come th se |
enough. Our Yearly Meeting, which
be missionary parties moving abdiit
was to have begun on the 6th inst, was will
in those two Districts that constitute g
postponed until the 27th in anticipation
mission field. The general health of |
of the new comers and for other reasons.
;
our foreign force is, I am thankful to »
It opened yesterday. Bro. Burkholder
very good. Those who have had a vA
preached the Conference sermon in Ben- tion in the hills have come back with 4d

on
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ress.

Without

an

exception

all

our

churches are contributing something for
the support of their own ministers, though
no church has as yet been able to raise the

full amount needed for the minister's support. I cannot but think, however, that:
the native preachers and the church
members are coming to a better understanding of their mutual relationship.
Independence, such ns we wish to see in
thoee native churches, means downright
self-denial and sacrifice on the part of both

Fy

4

of poverty and a pinched life, put |the song
of plenty and rejoicing into their mouths,
and ‘set them out on the road towards an
otherwise unattainable wealth and outward prosperity.
other
They « recognize—they .see—uo

good deal of buncombe in the former, and
perhaps something of make-believe in the
latter.

| 6f Amberst

College, that *‘before

the

close of the present century pictures will
be as much used in the preaching of serOOO
0-0
mons as manuscripts” ; but still [do know
from my own experience that ** illustrat.
ILLUSTRATED SERMONS. .
ed sermons” are eff ctive, and lead to
"| BY THE REV. 0. ¥. PENNEY.
the result sought in all true preaching,
agency in briogiug this about than MorIn fact, it has been an essentia
monism.
For several months past, I have. been the conversion of souls.
agency, in this, that without it they had.|. in the weekly receipt of letters of inquiry,
They may not be used with the same
pever been in Utah, had never emjoyed' from brethren in New England and New success, by every one, or with like sncthese pleasgnt places and surroundings, "York, concerning my experience in the ‘ess al different times, by the sawe
bad nevep’enjoyed this new and to their
use of illustrated sermons.
It has oc- person ; , but of their pracuical atility,
at least, immensely better
bd vr
curred
to
me
that
a
brief
statement
of this, when rightly used, | bave no donb at alt.
life.
6 to the couclu,
experience
might
be
of
interest
to
the My experience has led
their devotion to Mormonism.
Hence
sion tnat preachers haves. ‘ntented thems
They look upon it as the!r great Deliverer, readers of the Star.
An
advertisement which I
noticed selves too much with, ; $peakipgy tos the
a real and practical Redeemer. They love
"in
some
religious
periodical,
first
called ear alone, when they should have adit as the dearest thing to them in life,

Many a Christian trusts. Christ to carry
bim through the valley of the shadow of

death, who does not

rely upon

him to

tuke him through the dread to-morrow.
If you are Christ's, youhave no right to
worry.
He is a safe pilot. You eam
trust him jn the shallow,

quiet

riven,

as

wull as in the sea beyond.
Sr
+O

Out

of suffering

stron gest souls, and

have
the

emerged

thg

massive

most

cha 8 térs.are seamed’ withscars’ 3 martyrs,
hye put on their coronation robes glittering with fire, and through their ° tears
have the sorrowful first seen the

heaven.— Chapin. -
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‘THE MORNING STAR, FEBRUARY
DARJEELING—SANITARIUM.

| HARPER'S FERRY CORRESPONDENCE.
We don’t want to say much about
first week of our winter term, which

M. M. H. HILLS.

BY MRS.

In the early days of our India mission,

after Several

missionaries had

of our

to
to

been so prostrated by the climate as
be obliged to return home, I used

wonder why they could not have gained
‘the needed invigoration in the north of
India, in the vicinity of the Himalaya
mountains. So I made the inquiry, (I
It was replied
think) of Dr. Sutton.
that it would cost more to overcome the
obstacles in the way of reaching the
mountains and living there, than a return
and rest in America.
What a change
has since been wrought in traveling facilities—a completed railway from Calcutta

to Darjeeling!

Who cannot see that it would

the
be-

heat of the plains, thus

quently

precious

lives?

and

not

Some

saving
unfre-

of

the

ished;”

and

with

pounding, pounding,

pounding, before, behind and beneath, is
ita wonder if we sometimes found it difficultto keep down the words of the poet,
“O for a lodge in some vast wilderness!”

But Monday, the 19th, found

us

with

desks enough for all, a more than suffi
cient supply of heat from two registers,
and the hammering far enough removed
acoustic properties of our new room,

still

The roll for

the year beginning with the summer
term immediately after anniversary has
reached 210. This number includes sixteen who are out teaching, but will, most

members of thesyoman’s Board "became of them, be in again after their schools
so impressed with the crying need of close. - Counting out those who are kept
such a restful home that, unknown to away temporarily by sickness and other
each other, they wrote to our India work- causes, the actual attendance is about 190.
ers, making inquiries in regard to such For the first time in the history of the
an ehterprise. Some of the replies were school, we have no pupils below the third
couched in almost ,ecstatic language, so reader. This might be a subject of contransporting was the very thought ot such gratulation, but for the fact that we can
a retreat. A quotation from Mrs. J. L. remember many men and women who
Phillips's reply, written last summer, will were in lower classes last year. Some
. *¢ As to Darjeeling, I have some

- living] texte that ought to make me: very
eloquent to-day. Our darling Beebe is lying
beside me this moment, burning up with
fever. Ob, the'fever of the plains! My
good husband is mustering every parti«cle of strength to pull through the rush

ones, they
this, that

ingly over him, every now: and then. the one person who had the disease has
Mrs. Bacheler has been down several recovered without givingit to géhers and
days with very severe fever. Dr. Bachel- there is no more reason to fear it here
er said to me in commencing evening than in any other small town.
Two items from our Washington paper
_ service the other day—it was English
" service at our house—*“It must be as will interest readers of the Star. (One,
brief as possible, for it is about all I can "the sudden death from apoplexy of Rev.
do to keep up to-night— the heat is in- Charles Wheeler Denison, who was an
tolerable.”
You will remember that we occasional contributor to the St«r. Since
have about four months of dog-days inten-

within the tropics, and some days,

Sept. he had been a member of our
church here because there was no other

F. B. church so near..

He was for many

the steam baths’ we work in are fairly overpowering, and at best very pros-

years before the war an active abolition-

trating.

ist and after its close was for some time
associated with Frederick Douglass on

‘Oh,

Dear

Miss

Crawford

I'm so tired!” Think you she

writes,
would

say that,if her's was any ordinarygfatigue!
A letter from Balasore yesterday, speaks
loudly of the same weariness, though the

a corpse

Boston.

over

can

any pastor look on and see debts increasing and even the house of God endangered by mortgage, and money going to pay
interest year after year which is needed
for many other purposes, without sounding the alarm, and calling for the fruit of
that consecration which is one of the best

of other leading cities have also been very
successful.
In this connection it is quite fitting to
say that the friendly editorial greetings
of the Star-to Free Baptists just across our
Northern borders is very appropriate.

Bates college is much indebted to these
British Provinces for some of her reflected honors. = At the present time there are

evidences of true sanctification? We mistake the material of which many of our

five

pastors are made,

of

the

*‘ Queen's

subjects,” young

RELIGION | IN NATURE.
BY THE REV. E. W. STEVENS,

T

M. D.
@

It is customary,
in writing a series of articles, or giving a course of
lectures, to start out with a dissertation
on elementary principles, but such a
course is usually pretty dry, if not tedious
to the reader or listener. In view of this
fact, I will only say, by way of introduction, that the design of these articles is to
demonstrate the fact that the infidel's favorite book, the volume

of nature, is not

Let it be understood

in the

“

if we think they can

be

many of its friends, perhaps, have ever

:

dared to imagine.

But when

we

know

that her sons, and daughters, are found

>ro-re

How seldom is any man contented with
the station where he happens to be
placed ! He is ever coveting that of
hi

i

in so many states and territories of the
nation, forming a little nucleus of culture

wherever they go, it must be, indeed,

wanting which otherwise would give to
the financial engine greater velocity ; and

on the other hand, if money comes hard,

above difficulties. No pastor can long
neighbor, from which the neighbor in his that the little
one has already become a neglect the financial interests of his parstrong oie. No condensed report of mine, ish without endangeriug the home in |
turn islonging to be free.— Goethe.
i

»
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When thou, with all mankind, shalt stang

Before his judgment.-seat.
:
How wilt thou then endure his eye,
And what, oh, what, wilt thon reply?”

8

From

bless the world, and

when

the

business

percentage

of

we

consider

men

Miss

as Christian men,

Crawford.

to be moré munificeht

'\ | and more liberal in their contributions in
Thanks to whom thanks are due, for the future
than they have been in the
that excellent and beautiful black silk past.—HuG Mason, M. P., in Presby-

dress which I wore one evening during

our Y. M. held in Midnapore last month.
The money to bny the silk was contributed by ladies in New England, (and by

gentlemen 'and children too, for aught I
know, ) and was made over to Mrs. D. F.
Smith, who was soon to embark for this
country. On her way, she purchased the
silk in Scotland, and presented it to me

in this place. Oa receiving
unworthy of such agift, es-

H

The area of India is nearly one-half
that of the whole United States, while its
population ¢s more than five times as
great, being an average of one hundred
and sixty-four to the square mile. Think

of it! Of every six persons in the world,
one is a native of India. The Ongole
field is larger than Massachusetts and

uncut until last

Island

Rhode

oh

:

theswants of our mission
It was put eof!
To

I took it to Balasore,

;

terian Messenger ( English).

In

the

contains

and

combined,

Manta

whale

of

Rit.

Qt. Then

where Mrs.

Smith,

Whe" Miss” Folsom. and Miss Ida Phillips susooner or later fail, we are impressed perintended the cutting and building of
with the fact that pastors have shown as the beautiful garment. Miss Folsom did
good financial executive ability as is much of the sewing, while making me a
found elsewhere. Let the church second visit, and you may be sure that every
their movements, and all love to sacrifice stitch is properly taken, and in exactly
for God ; let there be no withholding, no the right place. I write the above to let
fault-finding,
but one united effort through-- the contributors know that their wishes
out the world’s field, and glorious will be ‘in regard to the dress have been gratified
‘the harvest gathered in. Dear brethren, and again I thank every donor. May fhey
lend a helping hand.
and I at last be clothed in garments pure
O-O
4-3
and white, that will never wax old.
CHOICE PARAGRAPHS.
Atour Y. M, we had the great pleasThey say I am growing old because ure of welcoming back dear sister Philmy hairis silvered, and there are crows’ lips, and of greeting her daughtér Nellie
feet upon my forehead, and my step is for the first time since she was a child.
not so firm and elastic as of yore. But Both appeared in remarkably good health
they are mistaken. That is not me. The and eager to begin the work which was
knees are weak, but the knees are not awaiting them. But seeing the widow
made us keenly feel the want of the strong
Ta
roa
’
WOOD WUIY
“me. The brow is wrinkled, but the brow
na. This is the house in which I man'who used to labor so earnestly in after traveling through the town, and an
1 young; younger now thanl this mission. It was sad, too, to find noth- nounced a woman's meeting, Whick way
.| ing of the dear Lawrence, in Midnapore crowded with eager listeners, Lord 1.
i
~Dr. Guthrie.
Tigi
alarity which is the re- “but the grave of ** Our Frankie,” that is stock then went there, took a room in a
} ©
f
.n for talent is a poor well cared for, and the pots of beautiful factory and preached to audiences which
ng
compared tothe gratitude felt by plants that surround it, show that loving numbered 800 on week days and 600 on
the
‘vied as a brand from the hands care for them. But what are ‘all the Sabbath. The people carried away
the beauties of earth compared to the glo- copies of the gospels and tracts to read at
burning.—4. ‘n. Messenger.
That which is the truth teaches the doc- ry into which the departed one has enter- home, and seemed deeply interested.—
ed? May rays of that glory fall on the Ibid.
:
trine of love to all persons, but by virtue
lone path of the bereaved one who has .sA;missionary asked an old African woand that love it teaches alsoto hate the
gone to his native land. Christmas and man what the earthquake was. * Me
errors which mislead and the delusions
New Year's will have passed before this tink,” said she, ** God Almighty pass by
which blind them.
The truth, therefore,
reaches my friends on the other side of and de world make him a courtesy.”
is necessarily exclusive of its opposite;
the
globe. May the New Year be one of This was a strange answer, but it was
and to suppose a peace between them is
especial
blessingto all of God's people. her way of saying, ‘‘ The Lord reigneth,
simply a disguised mode of proposing to
Jellasore, Dec. 24, 1881.
and let the earth be moved."—American
truth suicide, and obtaining for falsehood
L. CRAWFORD.
Miscellaneous.
victory.— Gladstone.

spiritual life is low, the ofl and fire are

the spirit is defeated in its attempts to rise

;

dumb under such circumstances.
When we consider the vast number of on her arrival
religious enterprises the ministry has con- it, I felt quite
ceived and engineered to a successful ‘pecially while
completion, many of which without the were so great.
ministry would never have appeared to and remained

mer,
father of Mrs.” Mary Clemmnier. ‘while'nature teaches much;
workers there are
bound to hold on For several years he had been quite help- of God and religion, it is only
_ awhile longer. Mrs, Lawrence has been less, and nearly speechless, though ap- of revelation that we are ena
-very ill with dysentery, another plain parently free from pain. The funeral ser- the lessons which nature te:ch
trouble. Hattie Phillips and Mary Bach- vices took place Dee. 27 at their home on an open Bible in our hands,
eler are looking hollow eyed and cadaver- Capitol Hill, where the length of each stand that the earth, and all wi.
ous enough to frighten away any ordina- dreary day had been shortened for him, in, as wellas the heavens, ¢* declare the
ry cannibal. Lastly, Miss Hooper and I by being carried every morning to the li- glory of God.”
belong to ¢the poor,” and ‘the poor brary window which was set apart to his .Commencing with the lowest form of
use, looking on Pennsylvania Avenue, creation, inorganic matter, let us graduhave no right to be sad or tired.’
~ “Now were you to suggest to any one of and where he had been as comfortable as ally ascend the scale, and see if'it is not
the above dear missionaries, that they conjpgal and filial devotion could possibly true that the elements around and behim.
:
neath
us, as well as the stars, are forever
were rather ill, worn, and somewhat wea- make
In this connection, will the Siar correct singing,
ry, they would every one deny it. They
vie with each other in trying to be super- a mistake made in its columns a few
“ The hand that made us is Divine.”
human, so never tell what Ihave written; months ago? In the absence of the editor
To be more specifi¢, the usual, and albut itis the truth, every word of it. a communication from one of our teachmost unvarying, forms of mineral subHence, do you think it possible for me to ers, by the compressing needed to bring
exaggerate my delight at the thought of it into the space it could have, lost a par- stances preclude the idea of accident,
- Sacred music can never produce its
a retreat, a quiet resting-place, a little agraph by which language was left to ap- or chance, in their formation. No mebest
effect unless it be performed with
ply
to
Mary
Clemmer
that
was
meant
for
chanic can shapea peice ol wood into such
respite, however brief, away up in the
her
mother,
a
large-hearted
Scotch
womtrue
sincerity.
There ought to be a per- |
unvarying angles as are found in crystalhills, the blessed eternal hills whence
fect
concord
between
the music, the words
an
of
the
most
approved
type.
The
misline
substances,
whether
it
be
the
cube
or
cometh our help:?
.
and the heart. It is a just observation
+ take was very mortifying to the writer, the prism.
‘Now to your questions. I quote from
as those who would be most likely to
Take a cluster of crystals in your hand, that no man can sing well, unless he feels
Dr. Bacheler and my husband, who are
read it—the teachers who enjoyed her ac- and observe the wonderful accuracy of what he sings. The highest graces of
familiar with hill stations, very much so
quaintance here—would remember her formation. How absolutely perfect they music must flow from the feelings of the
with Darjeeling. Your first, ¢ Is it pracrather as a younger sister to most of us. are joined together, face to face. The nic- heart. Those who sing the praises of God
ticable ?’ They both say, ‘1t is very practiAnd now, notwithstanding the amount of est instrument can detect no departure must possess truly sublime, solemn, tencable. The erecting a Sanitarium at Dar- literary work she has done and the heavperfect uniformity. There may be a der feelings, in order to fill the minds of
Jjeeling is not in the least visionary.’ Dar- ier and more wearing burdens of other
great difference in the size of the crystals, u religious assembly with similar emoJeeling can be reached in twenty-four
kinds she has borne, she carries the inter- but there can be found no difference in tions and affections.—Dr. Emmons.
hours from Calcutta. The expense getvening years more lightly than most of the angles of crystalline forms. It has
Mr. Spurgeon recently censured seting there will be about $10 (!) for any us; and with more plumpness than then
been truly said, * Can such uniform regu- verely
¢ those Christians who get to
of our missionaries. They pronounce it to keep off the crows-feet, and her fault~
larity, such nnwavering constancy, exist suppose themselves perfect—a mere supone of the most delightful and healthful less taste in dress, whieh her large earnfrom without intention and design? and position—and who set up to judge their
hill stations, Children, going there for ings with her pen enable her to gratify,
if. there is evidence of design,there is eq- fellow-Christians asif God had made them
only a few months, come down on the in addition to maintaining a luxurious
ually positive evidence of a designer.
judges in Israel.”
x
:
plains as rosy as New England children. home for herself and parents, if she were
There have been many worshipers of
He whose life seems fair, by reason
It has done wonders for both Mrs. Bachel- taken for.any body's mother it would be
gold, ever since Israel bowed down to that his faults are scattered at large diser and my husband. . . . . What more of children considerably younger than we
the golden calf, and perhaps before that tances in the several paths of his life, yet,
can I say ? House rent and board are both were then.
period too; but iron is better than gold. if all his errors and follies were articled
"80 expensive at Darjeeling, that nothing
It caused us no little anxiety too, as we The world could get along very well
against him, the man would seem vicious
but dire necessity can make us feel that valued the friendship of [the family, still
without gold, but we should be in a sad and miserable.—Jeremy Taylor.
we can afford it. But were there a safe
neighbors, though more than fifty miles plight without iron. Because of its imhouse, then we could regulate dur expenTo the prayers of my mother, I think
away. For how could we know, fill it portance it is more abundant than all othses accordingto our purses. . . . There
had been proven in her case, that any er metals. It is mixed with the soil, and the conversion of ner children is, under
would be no necessity ot any one of us
woman’s friendship could stand the test diffused through nearly all the rocks on God, distinctly traceable. Who knows
living there constantly, as it could be
of being called twice as old as she was?
the globe, giving that variety of color how much the ‘prayers of mothers have
rented, or in some way cared for, when
B.
‘which
is seen in the different varieties of accomplished in all ages! The words of
the missionaries were not there.
Dr.
Harper's Ferry, W. Va., Jan. 19, 1882. rock. It would be a difficult task to enu- Cowper were never more beautiful to me
Bacheler, Mr. Burkholder, and my hus:
++
merate
the different and varied uses of than now :
band have been thinking much of this,
“
My
boast
is
not
that
I
deduce
my
birth
iron, and the great blessing it is to humA LETTER FROM LEWISTON, ME,
and all are agreed that it would be a
From loins enthroned, and rulers of the earth;
anity.
:
But higher far my proud pretentions rise,
Sunday, Jan. 22, was marked by an
great boen to the mission.” , ...
Iv will require a larger measure of
_ The son of parents passed into the skies.”
important
service
at
the
College
church.
We have sisters as well as brethren,
credulity to believe that the supplyof |
It is surely a great honor to be the son
whom the great Head of the church has After an impressive prayer by Professor iron is accidental than it will to believe
Howe,
the
pastor
of
the
church.
entered
of imparadised parents.—Rev. Dr. Penmade. his stewards of a good share of
that an All-wise Creator made this pro- dleton,in National Baptist.
earthly goods. Will such ones think of upon his new public labors for Bates Col- vision for the wants of hig creatures,
Sorrow and sighing are often as the
this matter and pray over it? In some of lege, by the delivery of an address preBan
on on oo
these families, the place of a dear father, senting the claims of the College upor}
Christian’s convoy on earth, but they quit
PASTORS AND FINANOE.
him for a better convoy the moment the
or mother, or companion, or child, is va- this city, the denomination, and the naWith the tisudl wide stretch of
disembodied spirit escapes from its earthcant to-day. What a privilege is here tion.
BY THE REV, J. MARINER.
!
offered to erect.a memorial to the memo- view which this pastor has been accusly tabernacle,
O, think !—to step on
tomed
to
take
from
his
study
windows,
The interests of every church are both shore,and that shore heaven——to-take hold
ry of such a one, which, unlike marble or
granite, shall so essentially aid in the Dr. Bowen markes out for the college a financial and “spiritual. Neither can be of a hand and find it God's hand-~to breathe
great work of evangelizing our India wider, grander sweep of influence than neglected without injury to the other, “If a new air and find it celestial air—to feel

mission field.

a.

Art thon Jesus Christ’s man?
This question rhust thou meet

Conducted by Rev. G. C. Waterman.

has ordained that teggporal and spir:
ATTENTION PLEASE !
interests should move on together;
To the notice of the Financial Secretary
are joined for this life, and let no in the Star of last week. Two weeks
put them asunder. Revivals are remain before the remittance should be

ring up by him is desirable. . How

His visits among the publishers

the infidels at all, but belongs to the
Christian, as an adjunct to the volume of
Revelation.

The New Era, published at Washington.
The other, the death, of Abraham Clem-

Thy gold, to speed the gospel’s flight,

And filleS
the world with truth and light ?
eon

Helping Hama,
heard in
decisive sometimes thought to be injuredby col- ‘sentto India. There is now on hand a
0
Items.
'
alluding lections, but superficial must be such re- little more than half the amount required.
‘COMMERCE AND Missions.—I look uppositions vivals. It is apostolic to care for church If all our friends will immediately send on the ‘Christian
missionary as the pi.
secured by the Theological Alumni es- firiances while caring for' the souls of “forward the funds already collected, and oneer of discovery.
I look upon the
pecially, the doctor called attention ' with men. Paul once asked
a church to for- give diligent attention to collecting mon- Christian missionary as the
pioneer of
commendable satisfaction to the pastorate give him a wrong he had done them, and.
eys pledged but not paid, and stir up commercial enterprise; and many gq
of the Roger Williams church, that of the that wrong consisted in not making them
those who do not make pledges but intend market in distant parts of the globe
Lawrence church, soon to be, and (please self-supporting, when they might have
to
pay something, and remit the results, would have been closed for years ang
print it, Mr. Editor,) the occupancy of the been made so. He robbed other churches
we
believe there will be * enough and to years to the introduction of the manufac.
Star's Editorial chair.
:
‘| to their injury. Wehave two classes in spare.” In some places, where the cards ures of Lancashire,
if it had not been thas
Perhaps it is premature now to at- the most of our churches. One never deare not used, and perhaps in some where devoted missionaries had. first led the
tempt to give any of the results of the sires to hear money mentioned by the
‘they arejit will be wise and proper to take way in an attempt to raise the heathen iy
late vacation (?) labors of Prof. George C. pastor or any one else. The other will
a collection, If that is done letthere be a ‘the scale, not only of Christian Position,
Chase in behalf.of the college, for he has get quite as happy under a wise, earnest
previous notice of it, and:a sermon, or but of social position.
I think that com.
not yet returned to give his full report. appeal for aid as under a sermon on the
ee
on the subject; so that mercial men are bound to sapport the
But I have been informed that he had al- «Higher Life.” Some societies inform a
the
people may know just what is want- missionary societies very much more no.
ready secured valuable gifts for the libra- new pastor that they will look after the
ed and what is being done with moneys
bly than they have done, and that thoebl;.
ry, and a handsome
sum in cash for the finances of the church. He need give raised. At all events, let us every one gation
rests upon them as commercia)
| general work of the college, from: that himself no uneasiness. Yet it is not long do something, and do it quickly.
men, ever as much as it rests upon them
dear old American mother of culture, before he receives a hint that a little stir-

ment upon the address that I
passing down the aisle was the
remark, ‘* He will succeed.” In
to some of the many prominent

men of talentand earnest piety, within
discouraged, others, perhaps,
because the walls of the Theological school. Quite
the weather is so good they can’t get a fair propertion among 22 students.
away from their work ; but most of them, Not a few churches, too, I have heard,
probably,
by fear of small-pox. If Dame . have learned to love these strangers from
Rumor could be depended upon to carry over the border, notably a church in
good reports with the speed and assiduity, Maine's:Harbor city, Portland.
even without the
overflowing
meas%
1. H.

~ of the Rible-school term, though his old | ure, with which she does bad
would have found out, before
enemy—this same fever, hovers threaten-

sified

a ** quarter of $100,000,” to say the least.
The most cheering and flattering com-

are kept away, we fear, because they are

suffice for our present purpose :

to have

which he ministers to no apparent profit.

for our new desks that had’nt come, was
partly filled with benches. Though it
was the coldest weather we have had the
supply of heat was only half what was
promised, because one pipe wasn't fin-

Missions.

presence

God
itnal
they
man

under the circumstances.

much time and expense,

the Spirit's

lege so lifted up and ennobled was worth

missionaries could resort
. tracted

without seeming

To have

<

condescended to dwell;
neglect

had one’s conception of the Christian col-

we had kept

cool and bracing climate, to which our
when prostrat-

was full of important meaning.

which Ged

gan Jan. 2. - Though we were in our’ new

quite unfinished, are excellent.
Our school is larger than we expected,

ed by Indian fevers and the intense pro-

nor can he

room, the center of it, which

be a to give us a chance to find out that the’

priceless boon to our Mission could it
have a sanitarium or rest house in that

owever, can do justice to this earnest,
eloquent address whose every sentence

§&, 1882.

invigorated and find it immortality!

©

think! —to pass from a storm and a tempest for one unbroken rest—to wake up
and find it glory!
:
“ My heart is resting, O my God!
I will give thanks and sing;
. My heart is at the source
Of every precious thing.”

:

Lv

The

Freedman,

The lot of the Freedman
brightening.

It is,

©

is certainly

indeed,

high

time.

The day of his sojourn in the wilderness,
it is hoped draws to an end, and Canaan
is nigh. Since the war ended, he has not
travelled on a highway thrown up for
him, and swept clean of stones. He is
not yet across Jordan. Ignorance is always liable to be imposed upon, and his
vote is not so certainly free and sure to be
rightly counted as we could wish, but ig-

norance is giving way, and the ballot is
freer and surer than it was.

~ The better element in the South is coming more and more to his help.
little

likelihood,

we

judge,

There is
of

another

Notes

and

News.

the Anglo-Chinese college at Foochow at
a cost of $14,000. The grounds are ample and beautiful,
and the building well
located and suitable. It is expected that
the purchase-mgney will be raised wholly

from Chinese sources.——In the province
of Nganwhei, the people are said

not to

be so much given to idolatry as in other
parts of China.——From Catholic sources
the statistics of Romau-Catholic missions
in China are reported to be, Bishops, 41;
European priests,664 ; native priests, 559 ;

colleges, 34; convents, 34; Catholics, 1,092,818, including in this last number
many who are merely nominally Catholics. Their missions were established in -

hegira from ‘the South into Kansas. That
pathetic scene was an educator. Its lessons will not again be needed,
let us hope.
It is seen that the boundless continent is
the negro’s, if he wills to roam over it.
But he is needed just where his lot is
cast. We rejoice in the era of better
feeling, and the hopefulness that comes

only three missionaries ; the province of

tageous to all the people of the uhion.—

ants, has only four missionaries ; the prov-

with it of a readjustment, mutually advan-

.@ospel in all Lands.
Art

the Chinese Empire nearly three hundred

years ago.——The province of Shen-si,
with ten millions
of inhabitants, has only

two missionaries ; the province of Can-sub
with fifteen millions of inhabitants, has

Quei-chow, with five millions of inhabitince of Nganwhei,

Thon ee,

vs

Man?

with seventeen

mill-

ions of inhabitants,
has only five missionaries; In the above four provinces thé

The following stirring a
1, on be:
half of the mission po
icy
upon the eager inquiry once made by a poor
heathen to Dr, Judson,—‘* Art thou Jes-

members of the China Inland Mission are
the only missionaries, and: there are other

effusion but one from the pen of Drofes
-

HEBREW CHRISTIAN.—The Rev. Jacob
Freshman,
son of a converted Jewish rab-

us Christ's man?”

provinces in much the same condition.—
Tes

This is the last poetic Baptist Missionary Magazine.

sor Knowles, the lamented biogra her
Ann H. Judson,
ci
Art thou Jesus Christ's man,
Redeemed by precious blood,

of

bi, preaches every Sunday, in Cooper Union, New York. The services are in Eng-

lish.

Baptized iiito hile-death, and raised

Mr. Freshman has commenced »

much-needed work, and the prospect 13
very encouraging. He is personally €n-

In emblem from the flood ?
Dost thou heed his last command,
—
“" Preach my word in every land’
?
Art thou Jesus Christ’s man?
His image dost thou bear,—

dorsed as being an excellent

and efficient

Ioiaisters and his mission should Foceive
the prayers, sympathy, and contributions
of od 5 Avda
all Lands.

His love for guilty man, his zeal,

BURMAH.—Mr, Freiday writes from
Bhamo, Nov. 7, that”six Kakhyens and

His self-denial share?

Canst thou see the Burman die,
Hear unmoved his wailing cry?

Art thou Jesus Christ’s man?
Thyselt hast freely given
To live for him alone, till he
Shall eall thee home to heaven.

Ang #vilt thou stil] refuse to go

To réscne men from endless woe ?

one Shan have given excellent evidence
of conversion, and have asked for bap--

tism. More than five years
ave elapsed
since the first Bassein Kared\
taissionary
began work among them, and” these are
the first fruits.
Mrs. Dr. Lore and Miss- Bessie Lore

+

arrived in Cawnpore, India, Nov.

Art thou Jesus Christ’s many

wSelachd,

Missionary

CHINA.—The premises of the chartered
Mercantile Bank have been secured for

= And does he let thee live
:
om, peace, and plenty

And Bost thou grudge
to give

hg

in

reign?

16.

Rev, J. W.
Waugh, D.D.,
of India, i8
at Clifton Springs, x. Y., seeking to ré:
gain his health,
L}

RG
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Sunday

them. Sometimes the good seed falls
into a farrow and quickly springs up, and

.

for
a while seems to be growing in a

Lesson VIIL—-February 19,

gratifying way.

g

Lesson

Papers.

PARABLE OF THE SOWER.
DAILY

.

‘ Trembling, trusting, smiling, singing,
Hark! Again His voice is ringing;

for many
vest, =

7. Seed to be sown early. Deut. 6: 1-12.
W. Good seed. 1 Pel.1: 15-31,
oq. Obedience repaid. James 1: 16—27.
F. An aniruitiul vineyard. Isa. 5: 1-7.
8. Beed neglected. Prov. 1:20—83.
S. Attention required. Heb. 2: 1-9.

" IIL.

Seed choked.

He will deal it without measure
As thou doest His’good pleasure—
“Forward, march!”
Art thou faint?

1n His shadow he shall hide thee—
Forward, march!”

There are yet other

carefully

and

widely,

other

seed

will

him hear what the Spirit saith unto the
churches.”—Rev. 2: 29,

foul seed, sure to catch, requires but little nourishment.

Till thy bending head be hoary,

And

Indeed,

much of the
it will thrive.

on the very elements that destroy the life
of the good seed. The appetites and

12 out, ali things are done

perceive;

and

hearing they may hear and not understand ;

lodge in such soil.

they should turn again, and it
forgiven them.
And he saith

unto them, Kuow ye not this parable?

and

14 how shall ye know all the parables? The
16 sower soweth the word.
And these are
they by the way side, where the word is
Satan,

and taketh

away

the 8¢ in like manner are they

And

that are sown

and

And

others are they that sre sown smong
the
thorns; these are they that have heard
the
19 word, and the cares of the world, snd the
deceitfulness of riches, and the lusts of
other things entering in, choke the word,
And those are
~=90 and it becometh unfruitful.
they that were sown upon the good ground;
thirtyfold,

and

sixtyfold,

women,

and a

II.

There is work

18:

It is not intended
should wet forth all the
fable hearing. For
not bring into account

A parable is, according

to Webster, * an allegorical

representa-

tion of something real in life or nature,
is drawn

for

struction "'; it is defined by Dean

Rev. Dr.

in-

bought and put carefully away to remain

like

or

io tracts,
Sermons,

the merely

-

that this parable
conditions of proexample, it does
the aid and teach-

learn,

to

listeners:

You, he says, can inquire and be taught.

full of the precious seed of the Gospel, The rest only see the mere picture; they
see and yet do not, they hear and yet do
fall upon ears closed and dull; testimonies and exhortations rich in seed truth not hear; but they are keeping away
receive no lodgment in the hearts of
those who hear them. There is no lack
of seed, nor, in our own land, much lack
of sowing. The seed is neglected, sometimes by the sowers, who

ought

to

is,

as it

men

and

had

others, Christians who ought to follow

ful husbandry.

much

of

the

by care-

And for lack of attention

seed

were, trodden under

well

sown

foot by

THF STAR QUARTERLY.
It is very gratifyingto know that the
attempt, to supply our Sunday-schools
with a ‘“lesson help” adapted’ to the
older classes has not been entirely unsuccessful. We have to compete with those
who have an assured patronage many
times greater than ours would be if we

after it lest it be lost, and, sometimes by
those on the soil of whose hearts it has
fallen. Sometimes it is neglected by
the work of the faithful sowers

great benefit from themselves, namely,
conversion and pardon of sin.—S. 8.
World.

look

that

of

all

our

schools,

and

with

beasts, or eagerly devoured by fowls of those who, by using inferior paper, type
the air, ever watching for chances Lo. de- and press-work, are able to undersell us.

feat the good work done by the sowers of
. the word. It is not enough that there be
sowing. Care and protection are equally
necessary.
|
Il. Shallow soil. Much of the seed
sown falls upon soil too thin to give it
the root itgught to have in order to live
‘and thrive and grow. Many minds sre
like the soil that needs to be turned up

if

would,

by deep. ploughing. They

rightly treated, in due time be in a condi-

tion to receive the seed and

bring forth

an abundant crop. Too often they seem
satisfied

with

their

affects them deeply.

condition.

and

go

in most respects satisfactory to those who
have used it.
:
We hope that all who use it will, at
least, make themselves acquainted with
al} -its features, and, if possible, use
every part of it according to its plan.

The future numbers for this year will
and

the New

sionsof the lesson text, and we

present other valuable: features
We

Ver-

hope

to

which

be recognized ‘as improvements.
earnestly wish thut we may have

All expe- the hearty support of all our school, so

riences pass lightly over them.
and sorrows come

lieve that we have furnished a Quarterly

Nothing | ‘will

Their lives may be

fitly described as superficial.

In spiteof these difficulties we have been
will sustained, and have reason to be-

contain both the Old

Juys

making,

at

that we may be able to®make

plays

unconsciously,

to

his

The soul, in the same way, may beso

ed-

in life, and to reach his

heavenly

home.

Seasons of religious exaltation are rare in’

John Hall.)

curious

or

ucated during youth, in habits of truth,
generosity, modesty and honesty, that any
departure from these habits will give it,
.|'at adult age, a painful wrench. These
good habits once acquired both help the
man, and leave him frep-to seek out the
highest truth or aspiration possible to him
me

gpies on him and had no desire

speaks

utter

a man’s life, when he can climb like
Moses to the mount and see God face to
face; but every day—if he will—he can,
in a thousand little ways, make his own
welling clean and pure,

Master

the Quar-

erty the best possible for the price,

and

bring

the

in to abide with him.—Selected.

‘THE OONSOLATIONS OF GOD.

ing of the Holy Ghost, elsewhere taught

Alford

every

thought or to fling his emotion into music.

a8 ‘* a serious narration within the limits us. The purpose of Christ was to set
of probability, of a course of action out a particular truth, and the picture is
pointing to some moral or spiritual taken up with that, namely, that the
be
truth.”
It means a putting forth of effect of preaching the word would
one thing beside another, usually for the according to the hearts the hearers
purpose of comparison between them. brought with them. It dwells on the reThe ‘ mysHenge it is applied to a narrative in sponsibility of the hearers.
which supposed events belonging to the tery” does not mean something hopelessIt
ordinary things of life are employed for ly hidden from all but the initiated.
beween
distinction
any
to
point
not
does
the’ representation and illustration of
clergy and laity. It is never applied in
higher spiritual truths.”—Bib. Com. :
It means
I. Seed neglected. * The seed is the Scripture to a sacrament.
have of
not
could
man
which
something
word,” the word of God, either written
of his
God
which
but
ont,
found
himself
or spoken. The end of the seed is not in
in itself; it maybe sealed up and kept grace reveals. The ‘‘ mystery of the
for centuries without any change, but kingdom” is just the gospel he was
this is not the purpose for which it was preaching, nota thing he was hiding,
created. Seed is for sowing, and until it but declaring. Now the hearers were of
(1) real learners, an inside
is sown, it has no chance to prove its two kinds:
without,”
another class
(2)
and
circle,
value. But a vast amount of good seed
elc., who were
Phurisees,
scribes,
the
like
lies veglected in the world. Bibles are
unopened. Religious truth
books and papers is unread.

mo-

machine to reach his home,

for all in pre-

GLEANINGS.
(From

1-9;

walk, or talk, is conscious of

walks,

hear

>-0

is the lesson for to-day.

Parallel passages: Matt.

The

automatically ; he has his purpose only in
view.” The body is so well-trained that it
serves him as obediently as a mindless

II. Enemies of the sower to-day.
11I. The privilege of fruit-bearing.

to the ** sea-xide,” or lake shore, where he
and spoke
sold be heard by a large compan
ple, using several parables, one of
0
Lhe

heaven only in spasmodic flights.

tion of its legs or tongue; a child in its
first musical lessons thinks only of its un‘willing, clumsy fingers; but an adult

TOPICS FOR FURTHER STUDY.
Teaching by parables.

I.

tioned in the closing verses of the last lesson
Jesus went out from the housé, and returne

a moral

we

to rnin by
but rise to

truth is that the soul, like the body, can
be trained fo'the habitual exercise both of
good or of evil. A baby learning to

paring the soil to receive the seed.

Notes and Hints.

which

go down the easy descent
steady, imperceptible steps,

&f the Master.

We must take heed how

III.

* Comnecting Link.~After the incident men-

from

women, will give him.
Goodness must
come to him, he thinks, in sudden" Waves
of emotion, of pious aspiration.
He will

teachers,

lest we fail to bring forth fruit.

Shallow soil.
Seed cheked.
» Good ground.

Luke 8: 4—8.

and

THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
1. We must sow liberally ; much seed
will be lost.

Torics—Seed neglected.

which

preachers

in the storehous

such us heur the word, and accept it, and
bear fruit,

smokipg, drinking or card-playing will |
have to drag him down, but he is apt to
underrate the resistant power which the
habit of reading the Bible, of prayer, of
frequenting
the society of pure, good

should never grow weary or despondent
or doubtful, but sow in every field, on
all soils ; sow widely and sow abundant.
ly, so that, by and by some one, ‘themselves or others, may come bringing
sheaves withthem, and souls be garnered

17 it with joy ; und they have no root in themselves, but endure for 8 while; then, when
tribulation or persecution ariseth because of

hundrediold.

heard of the-stf®ngth which the habit of

unfrequently,

fall upon a’choice spot ready to receive it

upon the rocky places, who, when they
have heard the word, straightway receive

18 the word, straightway they stumble,

happen, not

in

places,

and quicken it to a vigorous life. Plainly enough, the sowers, all Christian men

the

16 word which bath been sown in them.

it may

unlikely

that seed cast, as it were, at random may

sown; and when they bave heard, straight-

way cometh

It is oftentimes

wlhiat we think the most

and

can one tell
thrown may

5

lest huply
18 should be

habit of liberality was formed. There is
no yoke like that of habit. Now I like to
give.” Itis a singular fact that preachers and. moralists, while they ‘urge upon
young people the power "of "bad habits,
say somparatively litle of the equal force
of good habits.
Every young man has

wilt be watched over with patient and

in parables: that

seeing they may see, and not

clare to you, it was torture to me to part
with a penny, but I persisted until the

Have you ever seen, or, perhaps, made
one of a party of people who are going to
explore some dark, deep cavern—the
Mammoth Cave of Kentueky, or the Catacombs of Rome? They all stand out in
the sunlight, and the attendants, who
know the journey they are going to make,

pase round among them and put into the
ands of each a lighted candle. How
useless it seems—how

pale

and colorless

the little flame appears in the gorgeous
flood of sunlight! But the procession

moves along; one after another enters
the dark caverns mouth; one after anoth-

that I could not live, as my

only by the afflicted, but by those who, from hereditary taint or other cause, suppose themselves liable to
any affection of the throat or lungs.

ITISSENT FREE-

to be lifted.

out

into

God,

or

in

after

flight

him;

and

the

latter is as good an evidence of religion
as the former; for delight is not only a
part of complacency und affection, but
also fear, complaint, desire—fear of loslng the obj: ct; complaint of our enjoying
so little of it; desire to attain and feel
more.— Henry.
Why

Wear

Plasters?

They may relieve, but they, can’t cure that
lame back, for the kidneys are the trouble and
you want a remedy to act directly on their se-

cretions, to purify
condition.

and restore their healthy

Kidney-Wort has that

tion—and at the same

specific

ac-

time it regulates the

bowels perfectly. Don't wait to get sick, but
yourself. Liqget a package to-day, and cure
uid and dry cold by all Druggists.—German-

town

Telegraph,

“9

QUIPS AND ORANKS.

on

the

second

each

month

=Li REIEDY
TE gs
= ui,
—FOR—

=> NEURALGIA.
= GRAWPS,
mm

Sates,

very

me,

thing

Mass,

mmm Frosted Feet and
Ears, and all other
Pains and Aches.
1t is a safe, sure, and

but

effectual Remedy for
Galls, Strains, Scratches,

Sores, &c., on
HORSES.

to do,

One

trial will prove

its

CHURCH'S

Musical Visitor,

me care-

ed a lung doctor at Bangor; he examined

no
fully;he shook his head and said there was
I
use in taking anything but stimulants. Fmally
came home,

and

heard

having

by

cures

of two

trial.
your medicines, concluded to give thew a
and
At this time I often coughed up clear blood,
the
was so weak I had to rest when half-way up
twentystairs, and‘weighed only one hundred and
swollen
four pounds. My feet and ankles were so
a
that it was very difficult for me to walk. Ihad
and
steady diarrhea which nothing would check,
:
night sweats every night.
-and
I bought one dozen of your medicines,
ctwo boxes of your Mandrake Pills, and commen
it was
ed taking them. Some of my friends said
to go to
throwing money away, and advised me
I was dethe Massachusetts General Hospital; but
not see
termined to give them a fair trial. I could
bot:
any improvement untill I had taken several
tles; then however I began

to feel a little

strong-

a bottle each
er. I took the medicine regularly,
in four or
Tonic
ed
Seawe
and
Syrup
nic
Pulmo
of
bottles or
dozen
a
taking
after
and
days,
five
more, they could see that I was

pounds;
one-hundred and eighty-seven

have

con:

am well as
tinued gaining strength ever gince, and
eight

for
as ever. I have not lost a meal

months,

MR. HARLEY

P. HOPKINS, who writes the

“of Dr: Schenck’s medicines.
H. I. LEITH, Druggist,
May 19, 1881.

Discharged from the Army in the Last
Stages of Consumption. Cured by
Dr. 8chenck’s Medicines.

and

I know

C. W. EMERSON.
Natick, Mass,

Mrs. J. V. Wellington, of Oam-

bridgeport, Mass.

.

DR. J. H, SCHENCK, Philadelphia:
cough,

years ago I

which

con-

sudtinued for about three months, when I was

. After
denly taken with a severe homorrhage
got so
this I gradually lost strength, and flaally
the first I
low as to be confined to my bed. From
ians
employed what we considered the best physic
medicines
of Boston, but all to no purpose; their
all my
gave me but little relief, and I felt as did
In
friends, that I had but a short time to live.
that I
face, the last doctor I had told my sister
apparcould live but a few weeks.. While in this
an
ently hopeless condition I was visited by
to
uncle from California who étrongly advised me
take your remedies, saying that he had been
nd,
cured of Consumption by them. My husba
who had no confidence in patent medicines, was
I convery much opposed to my taking them, but
cluded that as my doctor could do nothing for
me, I could not do better than give them a trial.
At this time your father was making professibnweak
al visits to Boston, and although I was so
that I had to be lifted into a carriage, I went to
He gave but little encou ragement,
see him.
saying that I, like many

others,

only

came to see

him after being given up by all other physicians.
He promised to do what he could for me, howev

JOHN CHURCH & CO.,
No-Pew yoru. | CINCINNATI, 0.

Ayer's Cherry Pectoral,
The few compositions
which have won the éon-

fidence of mankind and
become

ry virtues.
Z one ever
in June,

surHe

My cough was almost without cessation.
lungs

in

large

I

quantities

and I had all the other well-’known symptoms of
the disease. I took many-reniedies without bene~
fit.” In September I went to see Dr. Schenck, and
soon after began to use his full course of med:I soon felt their beneficial effects, my
cines.
my gtrength’coming back

to me very fast. In the following April I was entirely well and came to Providence and went to
work. From that time to this I have been entirely
well, not spending one dollar for doctors or medi
cines for myself.
I therefore know that Dr.
Schenck’s medicines are good and reliable in Lung
Disease. My cure was considered almost a miracle by those who knew me when I was discharged
from the army.
JuLius BOYDEN.

.

Guard the System Against

MALARIA
DR. SGHENCK’S

Perhaps
secure

no
80

as AYER’S CHERRY PECTORAL.

[I\ known

to

It

has

the

been

public

_
=»
about forty years, by a
long continued series of marvelous cures, that have
won for it a confidence in its virtues, never egualed by any other medicine.
It still makes the most
effectual cures of Coughs, Colds, Consumption, that

can be made by medical skill. Indeed, the CHERRY PECTORAL hasreally robbed these dangerous

diseases of their terrors to a great extent, and giv-

en a focling of immunity from their painful effects,
that is well

son.

founded if the remedy be taken

Every

family should have

in sea-

it in their closet

for the ready and prompt relief of its members.
Sickness, suffering and even life 1s saved by this

timely
defenc:.
The prudent should not neglect it, and the wise will not. Keep it by you for
the protection it affords by its early use

attacks.

MANUFACTURED

DR.J.C. AYER &CO.,

in sudden

BY.

Lowell, Mass.

Practical and Analytical Chemists.
SOLD 8Y ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS
IN MEDICINES,

A GREAT

OFFER FOR

HOLIDAYS!!

Of Boyden & Whelden, Grocers, No. 574 N. M:in
8t., Providence, R. I., July 4th, 1881. Formerly

of Bouth Walpole, Mass. .

not only

: wide
a reputation,
or
maintained
it so long,

1864, as an incurable Consumptive.
My discharge
reading thus: ‘ Advanced stage of Consumption

by the army
as possible.

household

among

one but many nations,
must have extraordina-

dence, R. I.

cough growing less and

they saved my life.

i==" Send Stamp for Sample Copy. 21
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Statement of Mr. Julius Boyden, of Provi-

of the Lungs.” I was advised
geonto live oat-doors as much

and
will

Circulars, blanks etc., supplied free.

words,

I was discharged from the U. 8. Army

3

‘For Diseases of the Throat and Lungs,
such as Coughs and Colds, Bronchitis,
Asthma and Consumption.

No. 282 N. Main St., Providence, R. I.

informed my friends that I was incurable, but
that with care I might be made comfortable for a

of your medicines,

was attacked with a hacking

be paid.

fore-

going letter to Dr. Schenck, of Philadelphia, is an
old resident of Providence. I have known him
well for the last fifteen years, and I can assure the
public that all he has written in regard to his sickness and recovery is strictly true.
He was considered a consumgtive, in the last stages of the
disease, by his physician and friends, and I believe that his recovery is entirely due to the use

raised matter from my

From

Agents Wanted in every Town
City, to whom a liberal commission

May 19, 1881,

time.

Yours-truly,

Subscription, only $1.50 a Year.

No. 2 Howell 8t., Providence, R. I.

I cough-

better.

violent, 1 be
ed less, my night Bweats were less
flesh, and in a
gan to regain my appetite and
and weighed
short time was quite my old self,

Dear Sir—Over twenty-three

A Christian is always on the perch, or
on the wing; he is always reposing in

man

»

however, as I only weighed about ninety pounds.
merits. Ite effects are in
As I have said, I commenced the use of the medimost cases
| cine with no thought of its curing me, but after
Post-paid, to all Applicants.
am
INSTANTANEOUS.
sometimes
|.
taking the
eighth bottle I would
Address Dr. J. H. Schenck & Son, Cor .Arch feel a little bungry, a thing I had not before done
for many months. I omitted to mention that after
and Sixth Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
taking four or five bottles of the Pulmonic Syrup,
letGo and see the people who write the following
1 also began taking the Seaweed Tonic and I also
ters, if possible.
took some of the Mandrake Pills.
J
It is needless for me to give you an account of
all my feelings during my recovery. Of course it
From 0. W. Emerson, Esq., of Natick,
was slow, but it was also sure.
I gradually
Mass.
gained strength, the character of what I raised
frommy lungs was changed—not being so offensive
J. HISCNENCK & SON, Sixth and Arch Sts., Phil, Pa.:
—and at last I was able to get up and walk about
of
account
an
Gentlemen—I send you herewith
my room. From this time my recovery was rapid.
my case, and I have been careful to confine myI gained flesh fast and soon went outdoors, and
gelf strictly to plain facts:
now I am entirely well, a wonder to all my acJune,
of
I was taken sick in the latter part
quaintances who saw me when I was 0 low.
1872; the doctor said it was Congestion of the
1 weigh one hundred aud sixty-two pounds, apAn INDEPENDENT JOURNAL of MUSIC.
I had what he
Lungs, and three days after
petite good, and I can truly say that I never felt
Among
Liver.
Every number contains 32 large pages filled
of the
Congestion
called
better in my life. I consider your medicines as
with Musical Sketches, Original Articles, CritiAmong other medicines, I took six blue pills, and
wonderful as their effects. They have saved .my
cisms,
Poetry, Notes, Musical News, and 5 to 10
after ten weeks was just able to go around the life, and I feel so thankful to you that I am "anxpages of New Music.
Every subscriber reas
much
as
raised
and
ceives
free,
the choice of
cough
bad
a
Ihad
house.
ious that all who are suffering with lung troubles
went
then
I
day.
a
in
matter
white
a pint of clear
hould know how good they are.
Of course, I
10 Elegant Premium Volumes !
About
to the State of Maine (my native place).
.give a better account of my case in telling of
with
Each
premium contains 32 .pages of Sheet Mustreaked
was
this time the matter I raised
"than in writing, and if any who read this are sic. Full particulars and list of contents of premiblood, and when I coughed it seemed as though interested, they are welcome to call on me at my
ums
sent,
on application.
wy
a thousand needles were sticking between
residence.
Yours truly,
consnlt1
breast.
shoulders and through my left
' HARLEY P. HOPKINS,

the faithiul nse

come

|

symp-

be

cure

This was not a dificult

MEDICINES

and Thursda,;

finding great relief from its use.
When the first
bottle was gone I sent and got more; so I continued it until I had used seven or eight bottles. All
this time I was in bed and was so weak that I had

in the dark, holding fast their candles as
if they were their very life—totally de-

besuty and value as we pass on into our
lives.— Phillips Brooks.

would

it, never even hoping that it .would

nes. withcut
there is no use in taking your medici
d it to two
mende
recom
since
have
I
ering.
persev
I am firm
and
cured;
has
it
whom
of
both
,
others
cured by
be
can
n
mptio
Consu
that
belief
in the

little meaning to at first,

time

Dr.

be nsed in
rely, Bg

MAN AND BEAST.

short for arranging my worldly affairs. They also
said that no medicine would be of any use to me.
The next day my friend, Mr. H. I. Leith, bearing
of my condition, sent me a bottle of your Pulmonic Syrup, thinking it might relieve my cough,
and make my expectoration easier. I began using

er loses the splendor of daylight; in the
hands of one alter another the feeble
candle-light comes out bright in the darkness: and by and by they are all walking
pendent upon what seemed so useless half
an hour ago. That seems to me to be a
picture of the way in which God's promises of consolaticn, which we attach very

well.known

Boston,

Wednesday

my bed, through the

all the

debility,

Office hours from 9 A. M. to 3 P.M.

toms of Comsumption in its last stages.
At the request of my family, my physician called
in two other doctors of this city, and they,after an
examination, agreed that my case was hopeless.
They informed my wife that 1 had better be told

lavish and unceasing liberality, as well
as for the wisdGm with which he gave to
individuals, to every worthy cause; On Schenck’s Book on Consumption, Liver Complaint
one occasion, when a friend spoke to him and Dyspepsia. It gives a full description of these
ot his generosity, he said bluntly, * You diseases in their various forms, also valuable informistake. I am by nature extremely
avaricious. But when I was a young mation in regard to the diet and clothing of the sick;
man | had sense enough'to see how mean | how and when exercise should be taken, &c. This
-and belittling such a position was, and I book is the result of many years of experience in the
forced myself to give. At first, I de- treatment of Lung Diseases, and should be read, not

other things of like nature, so occupy
the heart that the good seed, in too many
cases, has small chance of taking root so
as to come to maturity.
!
:
1V. Good ground:
After all there
and the thorns grew up, and choked it, an
| is good ground ; ground made mellow by
8 it yielded no fruit. And
good ground , and yielded fruit, growing up
deep and thorough plowing ; made rich by
and increasing; and brought forth, thirtythe gracious ministrations of the everfold, and sixtyfold, and
a bundredfold.
9 Ard he sald, Who hath ears to hear, let blessed Spirit; ground on which the sowhim hear,
10
Aud when he was let alone, they that er may cast the seed with the assurance
were about bim with the twelve asked of that it will be received with gladness and
prayful care. Not always
when the handfu}- of seed

lungs, and at last had

SCHENCK’S

ican House,

night, would be as wet as thongh water had been
thrown over me. I was continually raising blood
and large quantities ot offensive matter from my

well-known persons which should
~ convince the most skeptical.
For other Certificates of Cures send for Dr.

or Dyspepsia,

or

Dr. Schenck will see patients at the Amer~

disease
in 1880, for my lungs had been weak for
many years previous to this, and I would quite
often have severe pain in my bresst, if I took the |:
least cold or exerted myself too muchin any way. I
grew worse, my cough became very bad; I had
night sweats so severely that

weakaess

Are sold by all Druggists, and full dwrections for
their use are prin
on the wrappers of every
package.
.
:

I can hardly say that I was first attacked with the

Olear and explicit statements from
York,

who died lately, was noted during life for

demands of modern social life, and many

Unto you is given the mystery of the kingdom of God: but unto them that are with-

CONSUMPTION
CAN BE
CURED.

is great

MANDRAKE PILLS,
.
SEAWEED TONIC,
AND PULMONIC SYRUP,

DR. J. H, SCHENCK :
o
Dear Sir—I have been cured of what
three of the best physicians of this city told me
was Consumption of the Lungs, by the use of your
medicines. I was first attacked with the disease in
October, 1880, and although.I was from that time
continnally under the care of a physician, I grew
worse and worse, until I was confined to my bed.

‘his assertion that

POWER OF HABIT.
A well-known financier in” New

DR.

some of the best physicians of the city.

dence on which he bases

Till thou step from grace to glory,
¢ Forward, march 1”
* =—Theodore Monod.

excitements of business and politics ; the

In all cases of Liver Complaint

where there

Schenck’s Seaweed
Tonic should
connection with these Pills.

r

Dr, Schenck gives the evi-

Till shall close thine earthly story,

propensities of the body assert themselves forcibly; the love of riches; the
fascination of worldly pleasures; the

11 bim the parables.» And he said unto them,

0

By ten thousand foes surrounded,
Mocked, opposed, assaulted, wounded,
Thou shall never be confounded—
“ Forward, march I?

the soil of the heart.

(See American Dispensatory, page 720.)

From Mr. Harley P. Hopkins, of Providence, BR. I. He is cured of Consumption by Dr. Schenck’s Medicines,
after being given up to die by

"those afflicte

Through the allurements of temptation,
Through the fires of tribulation,
Holding forth the great salvation,
* Forward, march I”

lodgment and will spring up and
strive with the good for the possession of

tiveness. In Chronic Liver Complaint there is not
its equal m the whole range of medicines, being
vastly mere useful than mercarial agents, avousinz the liver to healthy action, increasing the flow
of bile, and keeping up these actions longer than
any other agent with which we are acquainted.”

12 Tremont Street, Cambridgeport, Mass.

Which should be read

He stands beside thee:

He shall help thee, guard thee, guide thee:.

things to prevent the growth and maturity of the seed. If the soil be thoroughly
prepared, and the good seed be sown

GoLDEN TEXT. He that hath an ear, let finda

Some interesting Letters from the
people,

Tarry not to count thy treasure;

a goodly acd abundant har!

them
to a great many people, and they have almost invariably cured them, the only exception
being those who were beyond the power of all
medicine. Ialways keep your remedies in the
bouse and pow consider them the best of all
medicines for the diseases
yon recommend
» them for.
:
Yours respectfully,

MRS. J. V. WELLINGTON.

** Forward, marchl?,

there is, in these shallow fields, chance

Mark 4: 1-20

MARCH !”

Sinner, to the Saviour clinging,

plowshare of truth. If this can be done

READINGS.

#1. ’ Parable of the sower.

“FORWARD,

After a while heat and

frost do their work and there is little to:
show for the fair promises of the early
season. The sub-soil of the heart needs
to be broken up by the strong, sharp

For Questions see Star Quarterly
and

CAN
~ CONSUMPTION
BE CURED?

Selections.

‘most, only a momentary impression upon
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LOW Riles for cash, Instalments received.
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HORACE
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and Dealers, 826 Broadway, New York.

By Using

MANDRAKE

PILLS,

N: Yo
&Co(
7s % Conca)
W.H.Schieffelin

The Great Vegetable Substitute for Mer-

oury.
They will oure Chills and Fever.
They*will oure Diarrhea. |
They

will cure obstinate

Oonstipation,

Here's a positive fact that jecured in one of the
er, and I immediately began taking the Mandrake
leaving the Stomach and Bowels in a
public schools in this city recently : A small boy,
Seaweed Tonic and Pulmonic Syrup as he
Pills,
body.
own.
his
of
was asked to name rome part
healthy condition.
ed. After using them for three weeks I bedirect
He thought a moment ard then replied: “ Bowels
Complaint, that
—which are fice in number—a, e,1, 0 and u, and
and, continuing their use for They will oure Liver
improve,
to
gan
sometimes w and y."'— Philadelphia Bulletin.
to make a
great
forerunner
of
Consumption.
some months, I got well enough
1
« GOLDEN MEDICAL DISCOVERY”
my . friends in Philadelphia.
to
viet
for all sorofulous and virulent blood-poisons, 18 was 80 low that it took a long time to entirely
specific. By druggists.
recover, but I was permanently cured, for I have
An Arab came to the river side,
excellent health for the last twenty years,
had
earing
With 2 donkey:b
an obelisk,
Do not produce sickness at the stomach, nansea
with the exception of a slight weakness of the
But he would not try to ford the tide,
and
| or Bip ing. On the contrary, they are.so wild
For he had too good an*.
lungs which compels me to be careful not to take
agreeable in their action that a person sufferi: g
with a sick hr adache, sour stomach, or pain 1 the
cold.
.
« BEST OF ALL.”
bowels, is speedily relieved of thesg distressing
Soon after my recovery, happening to meet the
symptoms, They act directly on the | ver, the orDr. R. V. PIERCE, Buffalo, N. Y.: Dear Sir—
your
last physician I employed before using
gan which, when in a healthy coodition, purifips
My family has used your Favorite Prescription”
tue blood fer the whole bod
nnd it has done all that is claimed for it. It is the medicines, he was surprised te see me alive, but
g
They are a perfect Epa alion of that grent and
for female complaints, I
beat of ull preparatisn
said that he could truly say that I was not the well-known
andrake or Podoph Ulin, a
remedy,
recommend it Lo. all my customers.
only one he knew who had been greatly benefitted
G. 8. WATERMAN, Druggist, Baltimore, Md.
remedy thd has d splaced the use of mercury, 28
es.
medicin
diugs, in the prac
your
of
poisonous
ne
other
manv
well.as
“ When I look at the quackery and gpeciosity of by: the
of your tice of every int 11 nt physician,
the times, I d« termine to dist ail tolerance to the . Teel ( ai 1 cannot speak ©00 highly
Prof. John King, of the Coll« e of Medicine, of
winds.” said Garlyle ** My dear fellow,” sald
remedies, believing as 1 do, that they saved my
Cincinoati, euys: “In Constipation it act: npon the
Ste ling slyly, “1 had no idea you had any to life. I have, since my recovery, recommended
bowels without disposing them tu subsequent cos-

DR. SCHENCK’S

MANDRAKE

testify
to its delicacy of
tasteand smell. For sale by Druggists,
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Author,
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late President of Oberlin
soon
nounced ' Masonry
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and.

He reCollege, Ohio,
after his conversion to

E. A. COOK & CO, 13 Wabash:
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C. A. BICKFORD, Resident Editor.
ER Na
All communications designed for publication
be addressed to the

lejiers

al

and

Editor,

on business, remittancés of money, &C.,N. 8 ou14 4, 0! bx :
addressed to the Publisher, Dover,
side ;
tributors will please write only on one
to ma :
their paper and not roll it preparatory
They must send full name and a ress) Bo
ing.

return
mecessarily for publication. We cannot
manuscripts unless stamps are sent forcansat par
1
le.
needed
be
will
pose. Whether stamps
ary ¢ermined by reference to the list of accepted hi e
week.
each
cles given at the end of this note

pe

t in which to decide whether
a week
need at leas
We have
we can use contributions of any length.
special oon
paid editorial an
of
corps
a farge
tributors and cannot pay for articles contribu

by others unless an understanding is had to that
effect before publication. The following will
appear: How it was Done; Eugene McDonald.

Every path is a good

leads

which

one

home!

A

which
God's

The ray’ outside the spectrum
prints the photograph is invisible.
ayays are not

ours;

as

Kingdom,

his

in

great results are often wrought out by
unseen forces. It may be best to. hide
thyself!
—

re ——— ——

William Wordsworth sang of one whose
~oice ** seemed the very sound -of happy

thoughts.” ‘So should all

our

voices

seem, and they certainly would if we
walked continually with God; for then
sin would not be able to make us miserable, and afilictions would not be able to
prostrate us.
‘‘ As waves phosphcresce,

‘joys would flash from the swing of the
sorrows of our souls.”
———

eel

A

-

MMigery is not a necessity ;. it is only

g

a

said, ¢ The carnal mind is

ter 1 conceive

him to be.

Then

again,

there are things that men single out as
exhibitions of justice, as if this were
something apart from love. In times of
affliction, we are sometimes told it is the

plans you have made for

church work this present season, have
you included work for revival? Is there
anything you need

a

genuine

revival of religion, such as shall

so much

as

restore

the joy of God's salvation to

back-sliding

Christians, and bring to life the dead in
trespasses and sins? * Are you planning
for this, and praying for it? Have youn
said anything to your pastor concerning
it? Have you spoken of it in the place of
prayer?
In a word, do you really want

such a work of grace? God is always.
ready to bless, always ready for a revival.
Prepare my way, he says, and I am
ready to come.
‘Behold I stand at the
door and knock.” God stands at the door
of many a church. Will you hear His
ois

and let him in?
>

Some persons are wont-to presume un( “V ‘warrantably
upon the goodness of God.
/He will not permit punishment forever
“for the sins committed in these few days
of mortal life, say they. Why not? Oh,
because he is good. But why does his
goodness permit such woe in this life?
The vast degrees of suffering—pain, disstress, physical and spiritual anguish on
Jand and sea,

in

cities,

in

deserts,

in

every latitude and longitude on the glebe,
witnessed by the genial sun from day to
-day, and by the stars which look down
with pitying eyes’ at mght,—why does

the good Father permit the immeasurable
miseries of this life? And if he permits
such here, what makes it so incredible
that he will pérmit them hereafter? If
he permits them at all, where is the certainty that he may net forever? There is
no proportion between sin through time,
it is said, and punishment through etermity. But, what if the soul sin endlessly? The Bible gives not the faintest
gleam of hope, so far as we can see, that
the soul which does not choose God in

this life, will ever do so after death. The
Scriptures say plainly that now is the day
of salvation, and say,itin sucha way, in
:guch connections, as compe! the inference

ithat once beyond the gates of death the
:soul is bound forever to the choice made
there, whether of good or of evil. If we
assume more than Christ's words and the
Scriptures warrant, we are erecting a

re-

fuge of lies and hiding ourselves under
falsehoods.
Reader, what is the
safe
position for you to take, and, to your conscience, the most satisfactory ?
-0-O
+404

‘

THE DIVINE LOVE AND JUSTICE.

God's justice is often presented as if it

‘‘ Please remember,”

he

says,

“¢¢hat God is alsojust.” Another man is
@owerfully wrought-upon by a sense of

"ithe awful justice of God, and he gives ut-

terance to his. ¢onception ; “Stop” saygihis
neighbor, ‘“you forget that God fs, love
and mercy.”

$

:

So, like partisans, they tilt

this attribute and that alternately up and

down, as if they thought the character of
God wonld suffer among men if one view

or the other should becomethe exclusive
‘one; as if God's nature would be misun-

God in his loving kindness is blessing us

revised, will be given usin a year
little more.
i

to us a dark side.
Whence.
did men derive such narrow,
unhealthful conceptions of the Divine
character ? Certainly from nothing in the
teachings or life of Jesus Christ. Where
is this balancing of qualities in God's nature set forth? Whence is.the warrant
for this anxiety in regard to his attributes?
Is his nature’'to be likened to a storehouse, in one department-ef which jus
tice is kept, and in another, love? Is he
represented as acting sometimes in ac-

Gi

with

or a

It isincontrovertible, we think,’

that the reader of the Scriptures will be
far less often at a loss to know what is
really meant, and far less frequently misled, in reading the Revision than in read-

Bat the

short than one that is too long.

vised Old Testament before taking form-

tice, for this would signify that his love

stronger attribute.

God is one God,

his

characteris the character of an Almighty
Ruler working in love in all the cut-goings of his nature.

then also the hope of Protestants,

———
el
As

nies

MORE ABOUT BATES.
The friends of our New England college
have reason to feel pleased, and its Presi-

dent and other officers to be greatly encouraged, by the well merited recognition

it may

the institution is just now receiving in va-

be, gradually defaced and worn, they passed out of existence. Before their destruction, however, a great many copies had

rious quarters. Io addition to the
E. E. Hale’s gratifying note quoted
the Boston Advertiser,

the

late issue of the
ing:
: :

churches. It bas been thought that as
many as sixty thousand copies of the gos-

we

take

Zerald

Rev.
from

from

a

the = follow:

A large amount of good educational
pels were in circulation‘at the end of the
| work Is done for a small sum of money in
‘econd century.
some - of the small colleges - scattered
Upon what: does the Christian church through the country. Take the case of
rely to-day for pdssession of the New Bates College, situated at Lewiston, Me.
It was recently alluded to by Rev. E. E.
Testament Scriptures P
First, upon manuscript copies of the Hale as a place where $20,000 would pay
the necessary yearly
expenses of 120
originals, of which copies there are over
young men. These figures are from the
seventeen hundred in existence. Notone college catalogue. A young man can
live there and pay his toition for $166 a
of the copies, however, now in existence,
is older than the beginning of the fourth year. And the best of it is that the young
men who go to a college under such concentury. Secondly, upon ancient versions ditions, go because they have a proper
or translations from the original Greek conception of the value of education.
into various languages. The earliest of They are willing to economize and make
sacrifices—to werk hard and live

these translations, known as the Old Latin
version, dates back as far as A. D. 170.

and

not

one

ed by the opportunities of a

cation.

of these

have

is

Clem-

ent of Ronvie, who wrote A. D. 91—100.
He was succeeded by voluminous writers
who quote so extensively that the substance of the whole New Testament could
be collected from their pages. Of the
writings of these church Fathers, however, we have only copies that have no
earlier date than the fourth century. It
appears, then, that there are no New
Testament manuscripts of any kind extant that date back within two hundred
years of the close of the apostolic era.
And yet, such was the care, of which
there is sufficient evidence, taken in mak-

ing transcriptions of the sacred writings,
that our earliest copies, in all probability,

as accurtely represent the
far as all points of any

originals, so
importance

are

concerhed, as though they could be proved
to have been made before the close of the

tament was completed A. D., 1380.
sequently the translation of the Old

SubTes-

tament and Apocrypha was addeds by
other hands, and the whole work, known
as the ‘‘Wyeliffe Bible,” formed, in manuscript copies, for a century and a half,
England's only Bible. Then came ‘Tyndale’s translation (1625-6), which was

followed during the next thirty-five years
by several others. The famous Geneva

Bible appeared in 1560, and for a century

it was the Bibleof the people,though never

The authorized version was known as the
Bishops’ Bible; it was published in 1556.
| In 1609 appeared

the Douay

Bible, a

Roman Catholic work and the ouly English version

approved

by

the

Catholic

church. The King James version, so
| familiar totous all, was given to the

Nalivnal

Baplist

lican

freed from the relaxing grasp

antism;
upon

college

edu-

Bates College wantsto-day $100,-

the same amount of money go further ?
This commendation is made especially
noteworthy by Mr. Haskell's generous
giftto the college, of which mention is
made in the following paragraph from
the Transcript:
Bates college is the kind. of a college
where young men and women are educa- |
ted for a tuition fee of $36, acd at a total
average yearly expense of $166 per head.

have

Baptist

endowment,

denomination,

but

means to be very liberal in religious matters. President Cheney- and Professor
Chase are at presentin Boston. They
have received no little encouragement
here. Mr. E. B. Haskell, editor of the
Boston Herald,

heads

their

subscription

with $1600.
4
:
Mr. Haskell did not exactly *‘head” a
subscription, but he
gave
President
Cheney $1000 in cash’ for the college.

The President

writes us:

*‘One good

It

me

of

Pentecost.

Matthew

New Hampshire,

The Rev. C. W. Griffin has resigned the pas-

torate of the 2d F. B, church in Sandwich,his

resignation to take effect April 30.

The 1¢t Belmont church and

18: 15—17,

he should

present to

Line,” pub-

ister so employed, and

have

spects; but it is likely to secure the cireula-

——The Rev, A. J. Kirkland,

were

he

might

be

Horton, of Hillsdale]

Mie.

a

pastor of the Lynn F. B. church, and subseWe knew him as a true-hearted Christian and

Christ

of wh
incre:
to be
*the In

is closiog
his labors in Centér
after a period of two years which

Protracted

meetings

have

been held

in

the

Alexandria, No. Holderness and Center Sand-

invited,

wich churches.

“

There is an increased religious interest in

the Ashland F. B. church. The church has
been guickened, several backsliders reclaimed
and several hopeful conversions.
Mr. Folger of the Young Men's Christian
Association held meetings for a week with
the Bow Lake church, following the Q. M.,
and seme thirty or more manifested

est, among them,

an

inter-

several young men. Bro.

Young, the pastor, 1s earnestly engaged in “the

work, and the interest contipues..s... Pastor

0 1

and people at Northwood are‘ working

harmo-

niously and the meetings are ‘increasing in interest.

A

donation

visit’ the

first

of Jan.

demonstrated
fact. = It - is simply
too
far away for means of communioation. We,

brought good cheer to the pastor and family.
About $75 in cash was left as indicating the

best of papers,—and expect to have it,but
our
needs demand more, A correspondence
hetween two parties, or members of Commit
tee

has receivehis
d fourth unanimous call snd

in the far West, want

quently of thé Roger Williams church, Provtdence,died recently in Florida, of consumption.

with

Meredith Village and New Hampton churches.

Many will not go East for their paper,
even
| though it be the best published, This
is a

at one time

at the

as above.
The Jackson, Moultonboro’, Meredith Vil:
lage, Bristol and West Campton churches are
without
pastors......
Fcur have been
added to the Ellsworth church, and the revival
interest still continues......Five have been
added by baptism, and ‘one by letter to the
N.
Sandwich church....The church at Madison
has been
quickened,
and some have been
hopefully
converted.,....There
has . been
some
religious
interest in
the
Jackson,

[A part of Bro. Smith's communication of
last week arrived too late to go in with
what
then appeared.
We insert it here, and also a
wordof his relating to the death of
Bro,
H,

tion of some ideas that are of great practical

getting

he

which

met

has been very agreeable.
Any church .desiring his services will please address him

The Proposed Paper.

re-

importanéado
the American people. In this
matter Mr. Blaine has showed once more, for
the ——th time, his remarkable facility for get-

though

30, and gave him $25.50,

Winslow
Strafford

and doubtless should be,to speak for himself at

affair is
some

in

the proper time; but all the church could do
48 the result of such investigation, would be to
decide whether to continue his services,

H. W. Bellows of New York.
As a practical
philanthropist, he has been widely useful.
in

as

Strafford

man gifts amounted to $38.50. The pastor and
his wife feel grateful for the liberality of their
people and for the goodness of God. Bro.

member.
At the instance of any of the members, if the majority thought best, investigation
could be made touching charges against a min-

met with a great loss in the death ofthe Rev, Dr.

Chilian

trial

The people of Center

residence of their pastor, L. H. Winslow, Jan.

an aggrieved member refuses to follow the
Scriptures and take this course, a church may,
for its general good and influence, be obliged to
investigate and seek settlement of existin
troubles,
.
Again, he asks, If a Free Baptist church
employs a minister as a temporary supply who
is not a member of that church, in fact is a
member of another denomination, and any
member of the church should chance to have
a‘ grievance’ against him, could the matter
be brought before the church for trial?
The minister could not, of course, be sum-

for

since

§ months), all of which are fully appreciated.

Matthew as sufficiently plain. Our Treatise
appoints this course. If, as sometimes happens,

moned

mostly in

wife

they have been with the Belmont people (about

give

tative, and the directions of Christ as given

thirty and forty dollars were given,

of very many other kind remembrances

to hear his complaints. He claims that this is
in accordance with common usage in the Free
please

and

cash. Mr. and Mrs. W. were also-very generously remembered at Christmas time with a
well filled purse.’ Mention might also be made

hand, claims that these steps need not be taken,

Will ‘you

society made

their pastor, the Rev. T. G. Wilder,

a donation” visit on. the evening of Feb. 3
which was a very enjoyable affair. Between

but that the church should appoint a committee

;

the

Hardly any

of the pastor to dt-

sustained.

obligatory

the church in due form his charges—stating by
whom, and in what manner, he has been
wronged. The aggrieved member, on the other

X

perhaps,

or:
hear t
great!
our ch
of Ode
logg ¢
with |
four.
after t
with |
we Col

the pulpit of the 2d church in Buxton.
The
meetings are well attended and the. weekly

ascension

same church and demands redress. He is told
thal after having first proceeded. according to

~The affairs of our American Rugby, on
the Cumberland plateau, Tennessee, are not

over

the

been wronged by certain other members of the

and adds, * I always thought it ridiculous for
a pastor to send a batch of them running back
six or eight months and possibly covering
divoree cases!” Pastors, please consider.

enough,

before

fall-

show the warm friends of the church and so
clety.— Lewiston Journal.
The Rev. O. F. Russell is supplying again

ty subsequently te the time of its institution.
Another friend submits the following case:
A member of a Free Baptist church feels he has

——Referring to our remark, made recently,
that we ought not to be asked to print marriage notices after the parties have been married a month, a brother writes approvingly

——The muddle

just

by fir
\ recep!
> candi
more
The

tempt the raising of the money.
It was a surprise to nearly all present.
But the results

only upon such as were converte
to Christiand

lished last
week, instead
of ‘ala mal a
propos,” the reading should have been ** ¢ la

unfortunate

they responded to the occasion.

one knew of the purpose

baptism” & Christian ordinance
till

present

(Matt. 28: 9, 20), and was not acted upon till j Pr*Yer-meetings and the meetings of the Golden Rule Society are well

the day

NOTES.

into a bramble-bush and then
2 work certainlyis being done for the col- , ting
triumphantly out again,
lege. Many persons are learning for the
first time what it is, as well as what it
has done, and what it promises to do.”
We feel confident that the institution
needs only to be ‘more widely and fully
known to win golden opinions from all
classes of people. We repeat what we
said not long since that God never allows
an institution to attain in so short a time:
such a remarkable degree of success

which made

The
the Ri
also 0
ily Bil
self an
enjoy i
The
of Gill
thank
$40, J
about
with
tribirt
ren in

to twenty-five. The chureh aud society are to be

Christian baptism is baptism into the pame
of the Trinity and specifically into that of a
crucified and risen Christ. The commission
was not given

and yi

first fruis

congratulated upon the hearty and liberal way

From the very nature of the case,

Baptist denomination.

——The Unitarians, but not they enly,

the

ing off, one generous person changed his
pledge of ten dollars to fifty, another from ten

us the best authorities in such a case?
We regard the Bible as sufficiently. authori-

3

with

ble feature was when the responses were

The
with

ist until after the crucifixion and resurrection.

————

Mrs. Malaprop.”

and

The next was a'pledge of two hundred dollars:

Christian baptism implies acceptance of the
crucified and risen Christ, and so could not ex-

them

verge of bankruptcy.

Free

for

his work.

prefer that we ** deposit” ourselves there

~——In “ Culture and the Dead

the cl
benefi

substance,

the next, one hundred.
The fifties came along
in a hearty manner; so with the twenty-fives
and twenties; the tens and fives fell like a
shower,
the young people doing
nobly in
these, In less than an hour from the time Mr,
Hall called for pledges, a sum of about twentyfour hundred dollars was secured.
A noticea-

the significance that it has to us, could not have
existed then, because Christ had not yet declarcd his true nature nor by any means completed

themselves

rather than in their seats to behold
eat and drink.

of all thine
increase,”
Prdv.
8: 0, Ay
the close of the sermon, the pastor at once
called upon the treasurer to make his financial
statement, from which it was seen that a sum
of about twenty-eight hundred dollars Was re-

were called for, and a good start was made by
an offer of one dollar fer every three raised.

the practice

they baptized in the mame of. Christ.
rite of distinctively Christian baptism,

in the street; and we have too much reason to believe that, courtesy aside, the

would

+ for the
entow

date and bonds which come due in June next.
It was thought best to take hold of the matter
at onte and raise this sum. Subscriptions

igreply to aquestion,we

Christ followed

VOWS.
strong
shall

quired to meet the present indebtéduess of the

of John in allowing his disciples to baptize
but
there is no
reason to
believe that

even

of the

off

It is true that

mo

prosperous. The scheme of this colony, it will
be remembered, was supported by an organization known. as the Board of Aid to Land
Ownership, of which the Hon. Thomas Hughes
of England, is President. Mr, Hughes visited
the colony last year. The enterprise is on the

well

In the Star of Jan. 25

cupy a seat. inside—only that, however,
and nothing more.
But we ourselves,
under the circumstances, would have

good Baptist brethren

esponsibility

said, “Christian Baptism
in the nameof the Futher,Son,and Holy Spirit, has no existence, we
understand, previous to the day of Pentecost.”
A friend now wants to know if Christ's baptism (that by his disciples), referred to. in
John 4: 1, 2, occurring before the day of Pentecost, was not Christidn baptism.

doubt, the Christians on the steps to oc-

preferred a seat on the steps—yes,

The writer uniutep.

preached a brief, but carefully prepared ger.
mon from the words, * Honor the Lord with

thy

. Questions Answered.

By

allowed,

dm. 18, an account was given

Bociety, inclusive of deficiencies up to

ly love of the emblems of the body and

courtesy they ;would

is our

Jan. 22 was a good day for the Court street
Free Baptist church of Auburn. The pastor

Denominational.

Our friend,

Redeemer.

God

older

labors of Messrs. McKenney and Smith, evap.
gelists, The good work continues thera.

of the Romish

grave

in

:

facts were not before’us.

the Protestants everywhere,

=

having $150,000 and a claim at law for
$100,000. To supply the place of this
last doubtful quantity it solicits aid from
those who would support a college for the
pour in purse. Itis under the auspices

It is not very

it places
a very

for

work.
of the

tionally omitted the services of the other regi.
dent ministers.of- those ‘places as well ase

the

church, may drift into infidelity and extremely
irreligious habits of life.
The situation not
nierely affords a great opportunity to Protest-

however, goes on ; and as he recommends
first that the ‘*martyrs” take their seat on
the curbstone, and finally that they seat
themselves in the middle of the street,
we are well nigh convulsed.
After thetide of our merriment, however,
has ebbed, the rather serious question remains whether the Baptist church that
owned the steps did not present, after all, a
more ludicrous spectacle than the Presbyterian elder and his wife who sat thereon.
Within they were partaking in brotherof our common

and

sionary effort. One great peril has been frequently pointed out. It is that the masses,

|

blood

has receiv-

however,

Letus :pray much,

strength.”

In the Yo

The stability of the repub-

sentiment in France,

us.

“jg still

of a work o!
in Farmington Falls ang
Chesterville! We regret that at the time y]| the

character of the new ministry, are far from
sustaining such an opinion.
France remains
still a very promising field for Protestant mis-

leans

deposited on the steps outside.

closely.

000 to increase its endowment to $250,000—a very modest sum.
Where will

copies. is of earlier date than the fourth
century. Thirdly, upon citations or quotations from the Scriptures made in the
works of the church Fathers, of whom the
earliest whose works we

the

They are the men who are really benefit-

But neither of this, nor of any other early
translation, have we the original; we
have only copies;

understand,

ed a heavy blow.

‘back and roars with laughter at the amusing spectacle of the *‘elder and his wife”

must not forget our dignity.

ed.

[We invite the sending from all
items

it is reported, that in the fall of Gambetta, republicanism in France, and if republicanism

Now, would it not be strange if an
open-communionist should have a weaker
qualified persons, will ‘give rise to’
chaotic diversity of translations in the sense of the ludicrous than his perpendicroom of a generally accepted version? I Mular neighbor ? We also think the spectaam bumbly of opinion that the most judic- cle funny.
Our risibles are likewise
ious course is to test the New Revision by moved.
In the cachinnation that fills the
using it in private reading, in family devotions, and, perhaps, in congregations air it would be hard to say which bears
where the pastor and people prefer it; the greater part,our strait brother, or our
and to wait for the appearance of the Re- latitudinarian selves.
The sight of that
vised Old Testament, when the entire worthy couple sitting patiently on the steps
Scriptures in the amended form will be in outside is altogether too —too——well, we

as a whole, cab be intelligently determin-

MANUSCRIPTS, VERSIONS, AND THE
REVISION.
The books which comppse the New
Testament were written during the last
half of the first century of the Christian
Era. The original manuecripts were
doubtless preserved with caresfor some

been made and circulated throughout

experiments in the
undetlakén”"by oS

our hands, and the value of the Revision,

+0

time, but after a while, becoming,

there

not danger of, hypercriticism? Is there
not danger that innumerous or trivial
faults will be thought to outweigh numerous and substantial merits? Is there not
danger that further
"business of revision,

Binisterand
s Churches

The preacher

nial, however, is a turning of the back upon
much good evidence. - Ultramontanists think,

al action even as regards the New Tessomething of the ingredients of both love tament. We like this latest expression of were ¢ invited to leave,” we do not beand justice to constitute an evenly-balanc- .opinion by Prof. Geo. P. Fisher:
lieve.”
ed and proper being?
;
Ou the whole, I do not see how any
Perhaps they were not, in s0 many
No, we find nothing of all this, save in candid and enlightened person can ques- words, yet it seems strange that anybody
the narrowness of man’s soul. * Ged is tion the fact that the Revised Version is a should prefer to sit outside on the steps
vast improvement upon the English New
love,” is the term by which he wishes to Testament which we have been accustom- rather than remain inside unless they had
be known among. men. His justice is ed to read. That which is new, is in, the reason to feel that inside they would be
love; his omnipotence is love; his threat- main in accord with the best scholarship
in some sense intruders.
:
enings are the outgoings of love; his dis- of the age, and it is in the main so inter_
*
The
picture
of
these
door-step
marwith the old as not to give a jar to
cipine, his punishments, are those of a laced
the associations connected with the Eng- tyrs,” continues our contemporary,‘ ‘seems
being who acts from love, one whose lish Bible. Are we likely to get anything to us extremely ludicrous,” and so, we
Is

SMith,

who wearies, is not the preacher who wius.
No one should think he ought to occupy the
same amount of time every Sabbath.
Topics
and circumstances differ greatly, The speak-

tive. «It is quite likely that the pastor
gave the usual invitation.”
¢¢ Perhaps,
participants were invited to occupy such
and such seats.
That non-participants

mittee’s work in the appearance of the re-

Revision?

—————

a, Where are the young
8] pa,

tou

Dror on

It is far better to preach a sermon that is too

expresses doubt of the truth of the narra-

church awaits the completion of the Com-

better than the New

2%

for this department of ne
The ite 3
the Young Men's Christian Association
must be accompanied by the
é8ses of the we
ers, not necessarily
building in New York City, one Sunday,
for pub)
on, and gh,
this office before Sat
night in orq oul
he saw a Presbyterian elder and his wife er who delighted and helped his audience last reach
gettinto the next issue of
Star, Wo, ®
sitting on the steps outside. On inquiry, Sabbath, speaking a whole hour, may prove a fourse, reserve the Hight
to condense, and tors,
when
for any reason it shall seem
he found that they were visiting the city bore the next, in less than balf of that time.
matter thus
ed.
ell
oa
as guests of a member of a Baptist church
——God waits for the church to get ready
then worshiping in Association Hall. , for his coming, and not the church for God.
Maine.
3
They had accompanied their friends to We frequently talk about waiting for God as
The Rev. E. G. Eastman sends the follow.
church that, morning, but at the close of though we were ready, and he were not. But
ing: “ Dedr brethren of the Montville Q X;the preaching the Lord’s Supper was announced, and they were ‘invited to the precise opposite is true. God is ready and the Rockville church is. already praying ang
leave.” They were loving disciples of waiting for us, and will bless us, as goon as hoping that our next. session which ‘convenes
the Lord, had served him faithfully for we will repent and turfi to- him. To-day, there may result in great good. Though with.
years, but with a Baptist church they he says, after so long atime, if ye will hear out a pastor, yet there have been some tokens
were not deemed worthy to participate in my voice hardem not your hearts. Will you of the Divihe presence with these brethren
the memorial of his dying love, and so, as hear his yoice to-day? He waits to be gracious. within the last few weeks, Let all who an
they were strangers in the city, they What d'long time you have put him off by re- come to this meeting seek to be filJed
were waiting outside till the ¢ worthy fusing to come to your duty. Will you put Spirit that they may have a mind with the
to work,
him off still?
vl»
partakers ” came forth, This is, a practiThe field is apparently ripe for the harves;
cal illustration-of.
one phase of Baptist
——The Roman Catholic organs of France The Rev. E. N. Fernald of Lewiston expegs
Close Communion,
and other of countries uniformly deny that
to be present, and some hopes are entertajneq
Tae National Baptist, having read this, Protestantism is increasing in France. The deBro, Palmer ot Boothbay will also be with

whole, a more accurate and clear trans-

ing the King James translation.

La

is

preach too long sermons.”

+ A writer in the Observer, under date of
Sept. 15, 1881, records that while passing

lation of the original Greek than the Old
Version.

i

we learn rom Gals Solem Sve 18 ues We
athe pai and prompt.
eply Toms ilo girl

munion Principle Examined,” opens with
the following:
©
:

-It is beyond doubt true that the Revised
Version of the New Testament is, on the

cordance with one and, again, as moved
by the other, ‘that it 18 necessary to take

derstood, if some check were not interpos- | formally authorized by church or state.

-ed to prevent exaggerated views of his
love at one time, and of his justice at
‘another. Men talk about justice bein g
tempered with love. As if justice were
_ in danger of hurrying God to some un.
~ happy extreme, if it were not for the check
of love. Men also often speak of love as

blished

:

1882.

&,

FEBRUARY

STAR,
:

scholarship and care, and

with mercies which just then &ge showing

were some dreaded quality that can. not first century.
be appropriately mentioned in ‘the same
"A few words as to the renderings of
breath with his love.
the Scriptures into the English tongue.
One man is impressed by the great love The history of the English Bible is usually
and mercy ofGod, and declares them with ‘said to begin with the translation by John
4 full heart, but his neighbor puts in a Wycliffe, whose version of the New Tesjprotest:

"

RS .

justice of God, in such a way that it is, such eclat, remains to be seen. We have
like pouring vitriol on the wouud; when the New Testament. The Old Testament,

would introducean element of weakness
were it not under the direction of some

enmity against God.”

Amongthe

.

of 1881 or some later Revision or Version.
During the last two hundred years, upwards of one hundred versions of the whole
or parts of the Bible have been offered to
the public, but none of them have ever
gained any considerable degree ‘of popularity. What shall be the fate of the
New Revision, prepared with so much

in the Divine character!
Then again, men point, to some of God's
dealings and say : “There! see the love of
God ; there he appears just the charac-

possibility. Happiness is also, of course,
only a possibility ; yet it is the Divinely love, unintermittent, unforgetting, is as.
appointed and, normal condition of the just as justice, and whose justice is as
soul. The dark possibility of woe has lovely as love. His justice is not to be
been converted into an awful reality by “placated, softened: by onli this would
the conflict of the human with the Divine imply some excess, amounting to a defect
will. It sounds strangely sometimes to in his character needing ‘o> be modified
hear man spoken of as in hostility to- his by some other element. Nor is his love
Maker. But Paul expressed the simple to be nerved, strengthened, toned by justruth when he

:

SITTING ON THE STEPS.
if it were some dangerous softness in the | English people in 1611. It is our AuthorDivide Hiture which must be toned up by | ized Version and will remain such until | The pamphlet by Theodore M. Banta,
The Baptist Close-comjustice, or there would be some fatal flaw supplanted either by the New Revision | Esq., entitled

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1882.
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the Star,—one of the

Pleasant

relation existing..

Bro.

has engaged with the church for

Pinkham

another

year

at an increase of salary of one hundred dola faithful servant of the Master.
Houghton
ars.
and Kirkland in the East, and Horton in the cannot get a question asked, and the answer
AE
:
Vermont.
i
West—the loss of such’ young nien by * death. before our, people, in less than five or six
The
8.
weeks. This is working at too great uw disad.
Strafford church and friends gave
is a loss indeed. May their places be filled.
~—The paper of Prof. Tyler, of Amherst, vantage, and has been followed too long already, their pastor, the Rev. T. H, Smithers, a dony| tion visit on Jap. 26, at the parsonage. About
To say that these border states are
in the current number of the Bibliotheca
too far
without somewhere providing the means Saera is a severe criticism of the translation west Is a mistake. Great and prosperous $00 in provision and cash were givén, the
evening was pleasantly spent and the pastor
to meet its growing needs.
Let its of the Greék ‘article by the revisers. The Re- states are fast developing beyond them, and and family
we must plan for future years
were made happy thereby,
vision
is
beginning
as
well
to
receive
as
some
topretty
friends and natural supporters show to
day,or die. Here is the Mission
sharp
handling
by capable scholars. It was
field of our
the world that they appreciate such a
We
are
sorry
to learn that the
Rev, Dr.
hardly to bé expected that the most intelli- country.
:
i Graham elipped from
gift as God has given them in this insti- gent judgment
a horse-car in Boston,
The
Herald
upon it should be
just
brings
that
me the sad news recently,and was severely injured, A passing
tution, and new friends will be found which was earliest expressed.
The
real of the deathof young Bro. H. L. Horton of team ran over him, It 1s hoped that he has
trooping to aid in its increase of strength
Hillsda
test- of the new work is only just commenc-

and usefulness.

ing.

We are

greatly

pleased with

:

——Occasionally a story porth

AO

*

{

the

work

note of will be found floitng through

faith

le college.

making a be tia
the fn.

|

He was

one of the most

oung men it was ever my privilege
to

with,

ureltiefulness.

We had great faith fn his

He had felt for some time,

it the directionof duty would lead him to the

which some of our wide-awake pastors are ny columnsof the press. The following fan’t.| re
ad we had gtrdng ho
from a child:
f welcomdoing in securing subscribers te the Star | bad, coming
ing
him to t
charge
some of thy impor
A
minister
was
quebtioning
his
Sunday.
in their churches and society. . Brethren

all as yow go forth among the people,
please remember youn paper.
&

school concerning
the story of
ee
Eutyehus—the tant fields in the a
Hog
listening to the preaching of should have finished ‘his studies.
God's ways
the apostle Paul, fell asleep, and fall
dow
| are not-accordfng fo Suman planning,
was taken up dead “ What,” he said,
id
In our sorrow at the early death of this
ry
dear

young man who,

-—
ilu:

suffered no internal injury, and that he will
oon be able to be about again,.

«
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The Rev. G. L. White and wife of the Sher-

burne church express thanks for a generous do-

nation given at the church Wed. evening, Feb.
1.© Onsh and valuables amounted to $95.

This includes $12 fora teacher's Bible, raised
by Mrs: Mary ‘A. Dert

same time.

and presented

at the

On their return from a vacation

visit in Maine last fall, a gathering of friends

A

i

mh

Mary

i

MORNING

\

in silver ware worth $16.
Putnam church is enjoying

harmony,

great

the services are well attended, and the work

the recent death of his daughter.
Michigan.

.

On Jan. 26, a large and pleas-

going forward.

A

parsonage.

ant gathering assembled at the

full supply of new tune books was given by
friends, for use of the choir. Mrs, Dea. Peabody gave the church two new fine linen. table
Other
covers, for use at memorial - services.
a beautiful

church

the

to

friends presented

Is desi
medi

;

new communion service. After a plenteous
repast, furnished by the ladies, the pastor, the
Rev. John Willis, was presented with $75 in

have his sincere thanks for their kind remembranee of himself and wife at the Christmas

Several

They are prayiug ‘that

The Peruvian

:

the

other recent

and

etc.

Dr. Hennedy’s

Bro. Stacy departs at once to his new

church.

field in Lawrence, Mass.
The Rev. I B. Coleman

writes:

expected soon.

J.

with the Alps church, laboring hard, but successfully. A number have already started out
VOWS.
strong
shall
veers.

Town.

R. E. Gardner writes of the revival in Wood-

burn,an account of which appeared in the Star
of lust week, Christian union prevails thére.
As the result thus fur 81 have *¢ received the
blessing of justification, ard quite a number
the great blessing of holiness of heart.” About
two hundred have united themselves into a

. for the the benefit of the pastor of West Stephentown church, was an extremely cold one,
and yet a very pleasant time was enjoyed
by
the church and community. They left for his
benefit $109.70.”
church

gave

its

bandof Christian Workers.

pastor,

a donation of $108;

the Rev. Oliver Cooper

tion of the

also on Christmas eve a large, illustrated family Bible, and various other presents for himself and family.
The church at German is
!
enjoying the favor of God.

by fire.

The most encouraging

reception of

15 (Jan.

28)

into

from

report

neighborhood.

1t has

“4

A purse

the

young

of $40

most
in

was

the

handed

Wisconsin.

Oakland a very generous donation on the ev-

as

ening of Jan. 27. He will
with the Oakland church the
March, at which time he will
bor with any other church.
(Oakland, Jefferson Co., Wis.

The following is from the Rev. Wn. Walke
er: ‘* The friends of our Zion may be glad to
bear that the church in Scottsburgh has been
greatly encouraged. Our Q. M. was held with

a week

400.

Rev. J. R. Pope received from his friends in:

more to follow.

meetings

order

him in addition to salary.

loss

our church, Jan, 14—16. The Rev. G. R. Foster
of Odessa was with us and the Rev. Levi Kellogg of Adrian, and both presched the Word
with power.
Sinners felt their need of a Savjour. Bro. Foster remained with us a week
after the Q. M. and preached every evening
with blessed results. After Bro. Foster ‘left,

is about

enterprising and talented of the

3 candidates for baptism with some #ix or eight

we continued the

place

been male to the church, embracing

is the

the church

much

churches, and 9 different denominations are
represented in these meetings.”
:
The Rev. O, E. Aldrich has just closed a
series of meetings with the Delhi Church. The
church was generally awakened and a number
converted.
Several valuable accessions have

The pastor, the Rev. Z. F. Griffin and wife
of Gilbert's Mills F. B. church wish to express
thanks to their friends#for ‘a donation of over
$40, Jan. 81. This with previons gifts makes
about $30 given them since thelr settlement
with this church, Aug. 1. They likewise contribated-about $160 for the relief of their brethren in Michigan who were suffering

So

and so crowded houses the writer has never
before witnessed in the county. The popula.

close his labors
last Sabbath in
be ready to IaHis addgess is

Kansas.

|

longer.

Sinners were saved, wanderers reclaimed and
the membership greatly revived. Our 8. 8,
is large and flourishing,
The outlook for our

The Ret. E. A. Harvey bas just closed a
series of meetirigs with the Mottana church
which resulted in good. The church was revived and sixteen weré received

into member-

ship. Others are expected to unite soon with
the church. The church has been laboring

for the last two

under great disadvantages

QUERU’S

fal thanks to their friends of Ames for a generous donation of $32.80 on the evendag of Jan.
9. They also acknowledge Christmas presents amounting to $18.50.

The Rev. E. Crowell declines thejinvitation to
engage for the fifth year as pastor of the

Bethany chuch.

West

He will close his pastorate on

the Jast Sunday in March.
_ Pennsylvania,
The Bellevernon church fs in the midst of
a good work of grace. ‘The pastor, the Rev.

B. H. Fish,

baptized

four converts

Jan.

29,

and gave the hand of fellowship to 8, making
12 new members received during Jan., 10

of whom are men. The meetings continue with
increased interest.
‘The church 1s thought
to be in a better condition than it has been for
“the Must fifteen years.

Ohio.
having a

pro-

tracted meeting, led by the Rev. A.

Striemer.

Some repairs

progress,

on the church

and a subscription

are

in

of $70 is raised for a hell.

The Sunday-school is in a hopeful condition.
Under the labors of its pastor, the Rev. CA. Gleason, the Blanchester church has enjoyed a precious revival.

The meetings began on

Christmas and continued four weeks. Bro. A.
M. Simonton was present part of the time and
cheerfully aided in the good work. The powerof God was manifest from the beginning,
and the elosing meetings were seasons of great
and especial rejoicing. The church is greatly

revived, wanderers have been reclaimed and
sinners converted. Twenty-five have been added to the church.

The old,

the

middle-aged

and the young have confessed their Saviour.
Nine of the

converts are

young people

trom

good school-bouse is used for meetings, and
the outlook for the church in the future is

informa-

furnish

haps be best, and will gladly

tion to any good minister that is desirous

to

The church
seek a field of labor in the West.
has good, warm-hearted brethren and sisters, .
but very little means, so that a minister must
not expecta large salary; but, under God, a
comfortable support may be expected. The
climate is good, health abounds, and there is

plenty of work

to do.

Who

will

fields to garner the sheaves for the Master?
Indiana.
‘I wish to say
Dr. Wm. L. Hosier writes:
for the encouragement of many, and to the

remem-

glory of our good Father that He has

bered mercy and graciously revived his work
within the bounds of the Noble Q. M. 1 went
to Wolf Lake: Dec, 25, and began a special
meeting which continued three weeks and
three days and the Lord displayed his divine
power, and. the powers of darkness were conipelled, to give way and many who had doubted

time sixty or more manifested publicly their
desires for salvation, and at least forty gave
of
evidence of having been owned and blessed
Twenty-eight were taken within the
God.
or
fold as subjects of baptism and some ten
the
invitation
By
in.
come
will
twelve more
members of the M. E. church joined with us,
and all labored together as one man for the
salvation of souls, and all felt to say * Truly
in
it is good for brethren to dwell together
Surely God is good and to his name
unity.’
in
"be all glory given. I closed the meeting

followed their Lord in baptism.

These with

vice. Several others will be baptized soon.
The results of the meeting are very significant

When it fs taken into consideration that Universalism has had a’strong hold for years

up-

onthe community, The church and pastor
are determined to press forward to new conquestsin the name of Christ. Br. G. expected'to begin a meeting in Mainville last
‘week,

A

The Rev. Thos. KE. Peden writes: * The protracted meeting at Coalton, under the direction

of Rev. O, H,

Dgpney, closed Jan. 26th,

Since

our last report, Rev. H. J. Carr, baptized one,
the Rev. A. Crabtree five, these with six who
ead been baptized united with the church,

making
Others
night of
baptized

with previous additions twenty-two,
went forward as seekers the last
the meeting, . . Rev. R. M. Cloud
twoat Huntington, Jan. 22. Bro, C.

waiting for some church

' -80 to work and see that a protracted

meeting

‘ie held with every church, especially with every

weak church, before the winter passes away?

We expect Rev. W. A. Headrick of
_ Tenn, to come to our afd September next.”

The church in Marion, the Rev, O. E. Baker
pastor, is in the midst of a precious revival....
‘The many friends of the Rev, B.D, Bates will

|

OIL JELLY"

BE. W. RIKER, Clerk of New Durham Q. M.

@uaxtexly

Deetings.

ev

Rev. 8. D. Bates,

Treasurer

Ohio

Free

Com.

munion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio.
Y. M., should be sent for F.M., H. M.
Society,

house of

(25t)
Treasurer

to

whom

Missions within the Wis.

Baptist

Treasurer

Foreign,

of

Home Mission

Societies,Concord,

Rev. J. H. Durkee,

Pike,

be sent.

Meeting

Creek

its

of

coutrib-

(HN.

Y.)

church Friday, Feb. 10.
Cheungo (N. Y.) with

the

S.J. PHELPS,
the Sherburne

Clerk.
church

Feb. 2)—25: Rev. 8. 8. Cadyto preach the opening
sermon.
J
:
C. E. BROCKWAY, Clerk.
McDonough (N.Y.) with the Otselic church,
March 3—5.
Kev. A B. Loomis to preach the opening sermon.

Waterville

Rev. C. Steere alternate.
W. A. PuILLIPS,

church

C. W. CRAIN,

Essays,

whose

Clerk.

factory

of the

Q.

Lmdonale
DY
what means
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inst.,
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sit.
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Summer
Hill 8 8
W M 8S Harrisburg
Rev G H Ball for
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17.00
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Teach-
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« How do you manage,” said a lady. to her

friend, ¢ to appear so ha PY all the time?”

always have

Parker's

Ginger Tonic

and thus keep
was the reply,
family in good spirits. See adv.

“I

handy,

myself and

Have Wistar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry
always at hand. It cures Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Whooping Cough, Croup, Influenza, Consumption, and all Throat and Lung Complaints,
50 cents and $1 a bottle.
.
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Maen

not given,

.

satis-

have

been
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Appropriation by Printing Establishment

CandiaCh NH

Bible School Int Coll by
Rev. CB Mills
Bible 8chool Int Coll by
Financial Sec
Bible School Prin

Coll

30.20

180.34
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DAVID C. COOK, 148 Madison St., Chicago.
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FREE.
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The doctors
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me immediate relief.
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my
strength. and am now able to follow my usual
odecupation.
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Dr. Peck's Artificial Ear Drums

P ERBFECTLY RESTORE THE HEARING.
and perform the work of the Nataral Drum.
in pojkion, but invisible to others.
Always
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expects to commenced; Feb. 4, a series of meet- jy UNV geacion }
ings with the Campaign church, . . . Will
not all the ministers of the Ohio River Y. M.

to oall him to service.

N —Sanborn

Rev
Rev
A M
Rey

Aotices.

of
M., which was held with the first church
Allen at Cold Springs, Jan. 21, 22, We en-

The next session
kept many from attending,
will be with the Wolf Lake church in April.
Special efforts have been, and are being put
forth within the Q. M., the results of which

the

recured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of
this Jelly than by double the quantity
of
d
oil, and the most Jelioate stomach wil > . rect
r
sale by all druggists,
and E. H.
Piatt St., New York. hE
1y6.

time to attend the Jan. session of the Noble Q.

joyed a pleasapt and profitable season together, although the weather and roads being bad
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B Stevens—J
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T Sewall—

Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit

enter the

the ranks of the Sunday-school. Sunday, Jan.
22, was a day long to be remembered. A large
by me.”
audience was present at the morning service. ‘are not now known
. Correction:
After the sermon the Lord’s Supper was ade |
Rev. O. Pittsisa good minister in regular
ministered, many -hdppy souls partaking for
the first time, Hearts were overflowing with standing in the New Durham Q. M. His name
the Register because the clerk
love, and it was a difficult matter to close the is left out of
He is
meeting, In the afternoon 8 happy ‘converts of ‘the church failed to send report.
others previously baptized, received the hand
of fellowship at the close of the ‘evening ser-

LIVER

ater TN
years on account of not having suy place of |b yet. pal
nl
By
worship except at private houses, but now a | 77 Rev. P. Setambliog;

were led to say, * It is astonishing.’ During the

The Albany F', B. church is

COD

odge; What are the present needs

cause in Scottsburgh was never better; but’ good. Bro. H. hasbeen preaching there for
our Q. M, is wea
we have -only three almost five years and thinks a change will perchurches, and one of these has no preaching.
The writer is preaching te the other two.”
The Banat éOufigx and wife express grate:
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Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
consumption, scrofula and general debility. The
most mild, bland, and nutritious form in which

the

Ciyde, Oakland Co. Mich., or J. V. Hagadorn,
Highland, Okaland.Co., Mich.

«+ + + The Poestenkill church is riaking a
effort to procure a pastor. Whoever
accept a call will find fellow helpers.
The evening of our annual gathering,

The German F. B.

is alive and

with this church can address L. D. Lockwood,

their

renewing

are

in the new life, and some

This church

prayer-meetings have averaged 25 through the
year. Any minister wishing to communicate

effort

a, protracted

in

B. Randall is engaged

Ta
*‘ Rev.

Seth W.
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Liverand Kidneys. Cnres Constipation, and all
diseases and weaknesses: peculiar. to Females.
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I
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church the firstof April. During this time he
has baptized 36, and received 35 to the membership of the church and more additions are

cepted a call to the pastorate of the Fairport

has cured thousands

‘Pamphlets free to any address.

re

G W Seeley—E Smith—E Sandborn—JC Steele—C
8 Smith—W
OC Slayton—J Silvernail—T H Siddall
—S E Stowe—Mrs.U M Stickney—O J Tomlinson—
W H Trafton—J C' Tucker—M B Taylor—A: Traf-
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er Complaint, Boils, Humors, Female Complaints,

The Rev. John Silvernall closes a very pleas
ant pastorate of 3 years with the Highland

gifts amount to upwards of $60.
The Rev. C. E. Brockway of Norwich has ac-

Syrup

moves all impurities

A

§ C Russecll-D F Rhoads—S

who were suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, Liv-

its location and beauty of design. It is’ cawork, now mostly confined tg the members
pable of accommodating a large congregation.
of the Sunday-school, muy reach the hearts of
“The members of this church have manifested a
:
2
or
older ones.
The pastor of the Pike church would ac- commendable zeal and unanimity in the work
:
kiljowledge a donation on Jan. 25, which with of building.
the present of a new cutter

3

Fowle & Sons, Boston.

The Bloomer church has succeeded in buildin a house of worship, Which is noticeable for

work

good

The

others stand as candidates,

+i jg still going on.

tree.

$1 a bottle; six for $5.
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Mowry—O T Moulton—M J Marston—N P Main—
A Murphy—Mrs I Mur—B
F Marsden—L A
Meader—Matthews—E Noyres—A Nichols—B D
Newell—J C Osgood—O F i*érson—L B. Potter—
Mrs P Parker—G F Price—E Peabody—G Plumer~J A Ray—R A Proctor—J W Parsons—Miss C
Patten—Mrs A G Preston-J M Pease—I 8 Parsoné—F A Palmer—J E Rand—A IT. Russell—
—8 H Remick—J C_
Robinson—L
Roblee—

Pearl’s White Glycerine penetrates the skin, and
removes all faults of the complexion. Try Pearls
White Glycerine Soap.
hu
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™

of

all renewed life and energy.

The E'mira church is enjoying a precious
revival. Four were baptized Jan. 29, by the

pastor, the Rev. J. B.. Harrington.

‘the machinery

day, Monday and Tuesday evenings.
At the
close several rose for prayers, asking a deeper
work of grace in the soul and one, a man of
46 years, was
brought under
conviction,
Thursday, an oyster supper was given for
bis benefit at which Bro. W. wet abeut 80
of his former friends. Jan. 1, Bro. War-

ren delivered an address to the Lyme church of

and wifé, which is gratefully acknowledged.

up

their bodies. No other article takes hold of the
system and hits exactly the spot like Hood’s Sarsaparilla. It works like magic, reaching
every part
of the human body through the blood, giving to

which he is pastor; at the close two persons
presented their names for prayer. The friends

presents for

in

$20

purify their’blood, and oil

A few weeks ago the
el:
8. Warren
visited his former field of labor in Sanilac Co.
and held meetings with the Zion church Sun-

himself

gold, und nearly
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REE
TAL
‘
- Hood’s Sarsaparilla
to meet
the wants of those who need a
“to build
them ups give them an appetite,

sympathize deeply with him and his family in

made them a pleasant reception'and lefl a gift
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Family Circle.
that
greatest moral power in the world is child.

The

exercises over her young
din
She who rocks the cradle rules the world.

IN THAT FAR AWAY LAND.
BY J. W. BARKER.

’twould be

In that far-away land I’ve thought
sweet,

Tn the light of some beautifal morn,

A dear little wandering spirit to meet

From the fold of our happiness gone.
He spread his®soft wing on the whispering

|

air—

O’er the form of the beautiful clay,
‘When flowers were out, and the summer wad
fair,
He went on his journey away.

Refrain:
And Pm sure ’twould

be

sweet,

such a desr

one to meet,

In the kingdom of beauty and rest;
On some beautiful orn, where the rainbows
are born,
:

In the far-away realm of the blest.
‘We would talk of the

loves,

in

the

shadowy

past,
By the mystical River of Years,

;

Of blossoms that dropped, in the withering
blasts,
In the valley of sorrow and tears;
Pm sure my sad heart would exult with delight,

At the story of triumph and joy,
In the morning that breaks o’er the gathering
night
I shall meet thee, my wandering boy.
Refrain:

And I’m sure ’twill be sweet, etc.

I care not to see the old prophets and kings
That have passed to that beautiful clime,
Nor to hear the sweet anthem the seraphim
.-sing
Tho’ tuned to its measures sublime,
If I miss in that circle the form of my love;
I'ghall wander, my lost one to see;

It

hear not his voice, all the chorus above

TERRY

and, making some slight apology, left the

nurtured by years of self-abnegation for

room.
:
¢“ Well,” Grandma began, * I was just
a little past twenty when I was married,

the great struggle,

ful, ruddy. glow over the plain chairs and
benches, and to beautify the earnest
faces of the worshipers, as one after an- and from childhood up to that time was
other, they took their seats. There was | one of the most romantic of girls. I almost lived on poetry. You will laugh at
our good deacon, tall, lean “and angular,
with a face bronzed by sun and wind. ‘the idea, but when sent down cellar to
He looked like a man made of iron, but a churn, as I often was when the rest were
busy, I used to repeat long passages from
‘in his
faithful, tender heart throbbed
favorite
authors—from ‘Marmion,’ ‘The
not
were
eyes
bosom, and those stern
‘unused to pitying tears. There are others Lady of The Lake,’ * The Pleasures of
that come before me, men and women in Hope,'—it was sure to be one of these.

COOK.

And speeds the flying year.
The birds and flowers are gone away,
Or sleep in Mother Earth’s warm breast.
But I amid the storms must stay,
And toil and never rest!
Hush, heart unquiet and dismayed!
Soon shall the sun in strength return:
‘Why dost thou mourn, of life afraid?
Soon the black year will turn.

sity not only in his beautiful home in the

That humble room was hallowed
night by the presence of the Master.
knew he was with us as surely as
disciples knew when he met them on

that
We
the
the

city, but to his own personal happiness
and success; ro [ finally consented to
commence sharing his joys and sorrows
on the next Valentine's day.

shore of Gennesaret, and bade them come
and eat.
He spread the table, and supped with us, and he bade us break the

‘‘ The time arrived, all too soon for me,

bread he gave to all around. Oh, that
was a royal banquet, never to be forgot-

loth to give up my freedom, as I supposed

ten!

‘* We were married in the evening, and
just as good Parson Cook pronounced us
husband and wife there was a loud rap at
the door. We were all startled of course,
but supposed it was an uncle who lived
some distance away, and had been invited
to the wedding as I was a great favorite
of his. Judge of our surprise when my
father, who had gone to answer the sum-

That young man who came in burdened with sin, anxious and doubtingif he
be saved, returned to his home re-

In the slow days of storm and gloom,
And Spring begins her journey here,
To tempt the earth to bloom;

storm, which had increased so much that
the drifts were difficult to pass, he said,

ket, and placing it on the floor remarked,

«t That was a royal wedding, wife.

I shouldn’t wonder if it were a--weddiag
gift for you, Hetty.’
| ‘ We surrounded the basket wondering
what the contents might be, and beheld a
beautiful child sleeping as sweetly as if
it were in its little crib at home. A note

“Yes,” she replied, ‘‘ and the Master
bade us to the feast, not as servants, but

I read in the Star of Jan. 18 about that
rainy night prayer-meeting. The sketch
is not a pleasing one, yet I was forced to
acknowledge it was not drawn from fancy. If I was not at thal meeting, I have
been at some so like it that the picture of
any one of several I remember might be
mistaken for the one described by Alf
Williams. And yet, these dre the excepin regard

to

rainy

This the

writer

felt, for he says, “We

always

have the best meetings stormy evenings.”
is the rule—the best meetings

stormy evenings.

The article set me to thinking of stormy
and while I

would gladly forget some like that described meeling, in which there was no
joy or profit, nothing but discouragement and loss—yet there are others so
sweet and blessed, that I set their memory among my treasures, and call them
to mind to cheer and strengthen me.
It is years ago, but I remember so

well that stormy night among

the New

Hampshire hills. The snow had been
falling all the afternoon. As night began to approach, the pastor of that scattered country church looked anxiously
from his wiodow. The prayer-meeting
that evening was in a private

house

two

miles away.
“It is guing to be a very unpleasant
evening,” he said. * Do you think, wife,

that I ought to go to the prayer-meeting?”
** Would you go if it was a wedding P"

y

:
* I think T should,

perhaps you would go with me.”
¢ Aod sol will now.

The

and

not impassible, and the snow will not
“ harm ws.” That decided the matter, and
~ shay weng,
Cn
"The people in the neighborhood came
in early, stamping the snow from their

feet, and shaking it from their clothes.

There were no gossamer Coats

nor rub-

~ber bootsin those days. They are means

of gracefor which we ought to be very

thankful,
but people then managed to do

without

them.

They had

seen

Elder” pass, and they came

** the

because

“ their hearts were longing for ** a refresh-

—

AE Th

it

was

ad-

Vaughn as her valentine

MILLY.

and wedding

or

three envelopes and rose to put away her

thing else to give the slightest clue to the

writing ‘materials.

mysterious gift. Something had evidently been given to the child to make her

two

TA

sleep, as she did not wake until the

next

face,

and

of love

and

morning.
:
;
¢¢ She proved to be a bright intelligent
little thing; snd though I have never

and, while she was considered

known wherg she came from, or who left

genial

brimful

by those of her own

her at our door, I do know

that she

hands, and as usual

her benevolent heart

0-4
+

was touched.
Her needles flew likeAN UNPUBLISHED STORY OF LINmagic, and Johnnie’s mitten grew rapid:
OOLN.
ly, but Grandma's thoughts were travelBY FRANCES E, WILLARD,
ing faster. Away back over the years
they fled until a child again she played
In one of my temperance pilgrimages
by the brook-side, or gathered flowers in through Illinois I met a gentleman who
the broad fields eof Mapleton with big was the companion of a dreary ride which
black Ponto running at her side ; or later, Lincoln made in a light wagon, going the
when a romantic,

fun-loving

school-girl

rounds of a circuit court where

she had sent and received valentines
with the same enthusiasm that her loved
grandchild Florence now exhibited ; and
later still, when lovingly and trustingly

he had

clients to look after. The weather was
rainy, the road * heavy” with mud of the
southern Illinois pattern, never to be imagined as to its blackness and profundity
by bim who has not seen it and assuredly

she had given her hand and heart to the

dear companion of her youth.
How, needing no description to jostle the mef®vivid, how real it all seemed. There ory of him who has. Lincoln enlivened
was the small parlor with its plain car- the way with anecdote and recital; for

pet. and

still plainer

furniture;

there

few, indeed, were the

incidents

ere her sober father and weeping mother, the good old pastor, and the few in-

lieved the tedium of the trip.

vited friends.

most

. So absorbed was she that Florence

that

At last,

re-

in

wallowing - through a ** slough” of the
approved

Western

manufacture,

they came upon a poor shark

re-

of a hog,

peated her question two or three times
before she even heard her voice.
:
“Did 1 ever have a valenline? Oh,
yes, child, a great variety of them. I
have one in my mind now that I received
on my wedding day; I was married on

who had succumbed to gravitation and
was literally fast in the mud. The lawyers commented on the poor creature's

St. Valentine’s day, you know.

* I don’t know how you feel about it,
‘but I've got to go back and pull that pig
out of the slough.”
| His comrade laughed, thinking it merely a joke; but what was his surprise

pitiful condition and
half a mile was

since an esteemed

go

by.

Sometime

friend persuaded

gone

when Lincoln suddenly exclaimed :

I prize

it very much, and have preserved it with
the greatest care, loving it more and

years

drove on.’ About

laboriously

me

over,

when

he

should

Co. 1882. pp. 347. Price, 1.00.
This story is the eighth in the Round-Robin

be

strong enough to ** put a shoulder to the

series.

TRUE LOVE.

ey in part, and her

was a most

marries

heart

eye

that

even. your spectacles

nothing had happened.

Lak

cannot conceal. Come, I am all curiosity.”
One incident like that, revealing a great
What was it please?”
Hw
and magnanimous character while yet ut* No, no, iny dear; it is no joke; and terly unknown to fame, is worth a volume
-

Et mnt

o

tess

“a

a

1

of M. Saillens at Marseilles; Missionary py.

telligence; Literary Notices.
House, N, Y.
The Supplement

Designs

No. 4

Bible

in the February

Galleries describes the splendid collection of

She loses Her mon-

altogether.

The ob-

devoted mother.
of

John Jacob

Astor.

A

the Greek Church, she always opposed
the tendency to substitute forms and as-

page of fac-similes. of

studies in pencil by Jerome adds not a little to

the interest of the number.

Single numbers,

N.Y.

;

35 cents. Publication Office, 23 Union Square,
PA

nature of his alliance, dispels all delusion, and

We

oa

sends him heart-broken to the grave and her
The Electrician for February. A ney
back te the Old World to finish her days in a
cetic ceremonies in religion, in place of convent. The book illustrates the folly of monthly journal devoted to the advancement
and diffusion of electrical science.
It bids
true feeling and domestic every day duty. hasty marriages; contracted from gratitude or
a senseof obligation; its tone is pure; and its fair to be a valuable publication for students
While visiting the Smolnoje, for girls,
-literary qualities are good. The conversations in science. Williams & Co., N.Y. Price,

some years ago the Empress, during

the

are well managed, and a few of the scenes

examination of the pupils, suddenly asked, “* What is love?”
:

Macaulay.

edge Publishing

and

fice, which alone can ennoble

self-sacria

woman's

life, and which, whether it is given to parent, child,

or

lover,

makes

her

more

akin to her Master.
If we are asked for a typical picture of
love in the present time, we should
choose, not a pretty little girl sitting by a

moustached youth in the moonlight,

but

Mary Diller, standing by her old helpless
father on the burning deck of the Seawan-

haka, the flames wrapping her like a garment, and burning
Youth's Companion.

her

eyes

blind.—

By T.B.

The Useful

Compwy,

This is the first volume
Company

pp. 137.

Price

published by the

which succeeds the American

Book

DR. HOLLAND'S FIRST POEM.
A little

few minds have been more susceptible of impression and sable to copyey. it to others than
| that of Mr. Macaulay. The hook fs printed on
good paper in clear leaded type

bound in cloth.

and

is neatly

'

After

his

death I wrote

the poem, and it was published in the
Youth's. Companion, a publication still
prosperous. I was then seventeen years
old, and that was forty-four years ago. I
took the printed copy containing it from
the post-office, peeped within, and then
walked home on air. I shall probably
never be so absorbingly happy as I was

then.

Earth had

nothing like it—earth

never had anything like it—for me. I
have seen my work in type since then until I am tired of the sight of it, but I can
never forget the great joy of that occa-

sion.

Smith College, in Northampton,

now stands on the site of the old Dewey
place, and when they cleared things away
for the new building they found an old,
gnarled willow tree. On learning the
history of the tree, and the nature of my
association with it, President Seelye had a
‘book-case, handsomely mounted, made of
it, and sent it to me.
Of course it was

installed among
Dr. Holland.

my
PN

household
°

gods.—
Jn

+o

It is related that one Ole

Bull's tricks

was, when be had diminished his tone to
nearly inaudible pianissimo, to continue
the attitude, as if he was playing, but actually having drawn off the bow entirely

from the violin, holding it in the air and
producing no tone whatever,
audience, in raptures at

his really

inaudible

the

sighs,

while his
softness

made

of

ear-

trampets of their hands and bent forward,
eager to catch the sound

exist.

which

did

not

Then the violinist, as if suddenly

a deacon in the Marcy Ave. Baptist church

of

Brooklyn, N. Y., is 8 mgn who has the courage of his convictions and sufficient Toyalty to

them “ to do one man’s work
Baptists

see

the

toward

un-Christlikeness

making
of

close

communion.” This pamphlet is a Review of
Professor W. C. Wilkioson’s recent book, entitled ** The Baptist Principle”, and presents
in clear statement mot a few points which
none can ponder more profitably than mem:
bers of close-communion churches.
He well
says, * Let uny one who has never heard any
of the reasonings of close-communionists read

simply the Scriptures which refer to the institution of the Supper and its ebservance in the
early .church and,
without
question, -the
thought will never enter his mind that the will
of Christ is declared therein that only that

small part of his' church which

is known

as

Baptist should ever partake of this feast of his
dying love.”
.
>

ol as

MAGAZINE NOTICES.

The Bates Student for January comes
somewhat late, but it makes a very pleasing
appearance.
The new cover is conceived in
accordance with the present taste in art, mani-

festing itself in all the details of life and enter‘prise, and is very neat. The new editors enmay

of contents we receive as an intimation that it
is not necessary for us tu indicate the contents.

We have just received from the well-known
Publishing House of Fowler -& Wells, their

The
- Young

Scientist

practical journal
cents a year.

N.Y.

of

for

Home

Publishing

D.

February,

Arts.

office,

A

Price, 50

14

Dey

St.,

:

The Plagues Alcoholic and Narcotie, by

the Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage, and Twenty-one
Historic Landmarks, by B. W. Richardson,

thor of A Fool’s Errand.
The Children’s Museum for February.
illustrated monthly

An

published

young,

the

for

copy.

at a dollar a year. Send for specimen
Goddard & Co., No. 6 Bond St., N. Y.
O--OBh
da 0-0
oo

;

LITERARY

The Living

JOTTINGS.

Age is forty years old.—Dar-

win’s works are in great

demand

in

London.

——Scribner’s re-issue of the complete works
of Dr. Holland in 16mo volumes, will be supplemented

writings

by

upon

Scribner's

a volume

* Topics

made

up

of the

Monthly.——Mr.

from

his

Time”

in

Longfellow

de-

nies having a dancer in his cheek, or ever baving had one anywhere else.——The
ever printed (in Latin, in the year

first Bib
1462) was

#6ldii London recently, at a book auction, for
$8,000.—Mr. Charles Reade, after four years
of
comparative
retirement
from
theliterary
world,
re-appears
in the
January
number of Belgravia, with 8 new povel.—
‘ The groundworkof ®stheticism ”, says beau-

tiful Mr. Wilde, ** 1s that you

cannot teach a

knowledge of the beautiful; it must be revealed.”——Matthew Arnold will have a poem

on Dean Stavley in the next Nineteenth
tury.~—1It is said that the article on Mr.

CenRob-

ertson by Dean Stanley, in the Century would
have appeared sooner, but nobody on this side

the Atlantic could read the manuscript. It
had to be sent back to England for some
expert familiar with the

Dean’ hendwriting.

~=—Dr. Carpenter, of Boston,” deélutey; We understand, that he is the author of “ Ecce Spiritus.”——The International Sabbath Association, Philadelphia, has published * How to
Meet the Demands of To-dsy Regarding the
Sabbath.”——Houghton, Mifflin & Co. have
published a complete Analytical Index to the
works of Nathaniel Huwthorne,—~~R. Wortkington will immediately bring out the Amer-

fcan edition of Richard A. Proctor’s * Familiar Science Studies.”——The “Q. P. Index” who has arranged so many indexes for
current periodicals is Mr,

W.

L. Griswold,

Harvard graduate in the class of '75.——Hen-

s

ry James, Jr., is at present in Washington,
report says, gathering material for another of

his remarkauble literary schievements,.—
Mise
Louisa M. Alcott is said to be writing a novel

with the suggestive title of * The Superfluous
to the usual astronomical notes, monthly calWoman.”——The English criticism is very seendars, etc., contains the Principles of Phrenology, with the names and the location of the vere on Mark Twaln’s * Prince
and Pauorgans, illustrated; A fine life-like portrait of per.” The .theneum says that his attempt
to write a serious book is the worst and
Mr. Nelson Sizer, the well-known Phrenolo-

gist and Lecturer; Portrait and sketch of Mrs,

Eliza Garfield, the mother of the late President; Some Contrasts we meet in daily life,
illustrated; Influence of Habit on Character
and Destiny, illustrated; Mental and Medical
Scieace in China, with illustrations; Character and Longevity; The Annual Sanitarium,
with hints and admonitions for the farm and
household, suitable to the different seasons of

the year; und a great

amount

of information

in mall paragraphs, and a full and complete
catalogue of Phrenological works published b

this house,

and

all sent by maj

y

cents. It is handsomely pytfished, and will
huve a large circulation. / Send 10 cents in

stamps to the publishers, Fowler & Wells, 755
Broadway, New York.

The

Baptist

Missionary

for

February, together wth much other matter of
interest, contains a map of the Asiutic Mis.
sions; an article on Custes and Classes of In-,

dis; and one on China Revisited, by Rev.
William Dean, D. D. Quite an amount of

space

Is given

to Missionary

flattest joke he has perpetrated. ——The satisfaction with the ‘Memorial Copy” of the
English University Edition of the Revised
New Testiament has been so wide-spread tbat
the Finance Committee of the American Bible Revision Committee have decided to offer
for each contribution of $20 forwarded them a

similar * Memorial Copy ” of the forthcoming
Revision

raised,
pleting

of the

Old

Correspondence

| and the Missionary Outlook. Amer.
Miss. Union, Tremont Temple, Boston.

Bap.

Littell's Living Age for the week ending
Jun. 28 contning Peasant Proprietors,~Jottings in France in September snd October,
Contemporary Review; The Boers at Home,
=Jottiogs from the Transvaal, Blackwood;
The Freres, by Mrs. Alexander, author of
“* The-Wooing O't,” etc., Temple Bar; More
Diversions of a Pedagogue, Macmillan; Rob
in, by Ms. Parr, anthor of * Adam and Eve,”
etc., Temple Bar; Juliet, by Helena Faucit
Martin, Blackwood; A Bheep- Eating Parrot,
Chambers's Journal; together with the usual

amouat of poetry

sel of ix litle Fantasie: Pieces, by Zeckmer
There is ulso the sweet * Milkmaid ” Song

(40

Testament ; the

sum

so

of course, to be employed in comthe
work.——The
table
of

books issued during
1881 offered by
The Publisher's Weekly records about
Thee bud books less than last year. This

slight

decrease fis attributed by the statistic-

fans to the great ¢ development of the periodical press”and
the immense increase in the

number and variety

Magazine

As piely is a friend to outward prosper; | Violin piece from Winner's “Social Pnstime,”
ity, so outward prosperity, if well wan. onéof three Fantasies on Eogland, Ireland
und 8cotlund (40 ete.) by Pridhwm, und one ofa
aged, is an ornament

to piety and an ,op.
portunity of dving #6 mach more good.

pp. Beautifully illustrated in colors.
Ferry & Co. Detroit, Mich,

The Baptist Close-Communion Principle
Examined is the title of a well-written pamphiet whose author, Theodore M. Banta, Esq.,

lad, son of the late Judge Dewey, of
Massachusetts, stuck a willow twig into ustrated Annual of Phrenology.
and
the ground of his father's garden, which Health Almanac for 1882, 64 octavo pages,
took root after the manner of such twigs price 10 cts. It is filled with reading matter
and grew into a tree. The boy lived containing valuable information relating ‘to
long enough to call this tree his .own, Pbrenology;: Physiognomy, Health, Hygiene,
and to secure its protection as such, ,and.} Diet, etc. The number before us, in addition

then he died.

A pamphlet of 17.

M. D, F. R. 8. These two excellent pamphlets are just published by the National
selection of this brilliant essay of England’s | Temperance Society, J. N. Stearns, Agent. 55
peerless
historian.
Few figures in history
Reade St., N. Y. Price 10 cents each.
make a deeper impression upon the mind than
Advance sheets of John Eax (pronounced
does the hero of the Seven Years’ War, and Eex), the new story by Judge Tourgee, xu-

with good
judge from their first number;
prospects of success. The omission of a table

The first article of mine that ever saw
the light was a little poem of four stan-

i

Seed Annual for 1882.

substantial form
and at surprisingly
low
‘prices. A good choice has been made in the

ter upon their work hopefully and, if we

zas, entitled, * James's Tree.”

Knowl-

Exchange. It carries. good evidence of the
Company’s determination to provide for the
reading masses standard literature in a good

being a dangerous subject, madame,” she

divine quality of devotion

New York:

25 cents, postpaid.

said, ¢* love should be the pure mainspring of a woman's life; first, love for
her parents ; then, love for her husband;
lastly, love for her children ;-and love for
God, always. If your pupils have not
learned this, they are badly prepared for
the duties of life.”
The empress left the Institute, and the
next day Madame Leontieff was removed as incompetent by the Imperial Ministry
of Education.
In American society the mention of love
is too often received by young girls with
a blush and giggle, which betray the narrow and vulgar meaning which they attach to the word.
It is to them simply a
flirtation with some joung man, which
may or may not end in a marriage.
It is the fault of their mothers if they
are not taught to know and respect that

:

LIFE OF FREDERICK THE- GREAT.

The young ladies blushed as though an
improper question had been proposed, became greatly confused, and were silent.
Madame Leontieff, the directress, kneeling, begged leave to state to her “majesty
that all knowledge of this dangerous subject was prohibited by her, and that, in
all probability, the pupils did not know
the meaning of the word.
The czarina frowned.
*¢‘So far from

cents a year.

are

painted With skill.

and miscellany.
to lend it, and though he has not yet re- when Lincoln dismounted, left him to his awakening from a trance, bowed to the
A
pretty set of picces of music are the
turned the treasure, I have the pleasure reflections, and, striding slowly -back, enraptured audience.
dozen, lacking one, that Oliver. Ditson & Co.
of knowing my valentine is kept
sacred- like a man on stilts, picking his way as
send us, First appears the uncommonly nice
ly, and that he, as well a§ myself, has his long walking implements permitted,
The Providence which watohes over portrait of Patti, ornamenting
*¢ Patti Polka”
learned to prize its value,”
be grappled with the drowning swine, the affairs of men, works out of their (40 ots.) by Bial. The “Ideal March”
(30
‘“ What an odd valentine; Grandma. dragged him out of the ditch, left him on mistakes, at times, a better issue than ¢'8) by Lune, and * Maude Galop” (86
wots),
by
C.
F. 8., both filled with good
Do tell me all about it. I am afraid, its edge to recover his strength, slowly could have been accomplished by their
mysig.
We buve also ome of the numbers of the ** Litthough, you are playing one ef your ‘measured off the distance back to his wisest forethough
Baplist Weekly. tle BouqueL” set (each
The t.—
25 ots), by Msjor, just
good jokes on me, for there is a ‘twinkle, buggy, and the two men drove on as if
the thing for beginners, a capital Piuno and

in your

a

ject of her love is similarly affected. The disclosure, however, of the fact that he is already
a married man, a fact by himself kept secret,
because of the singular and certainly unhappy

faithful wife, in spite of the long-continued harsh treatment and neglect of the

and

woman

old-and new, chiefly men,

A pretty story is teld of the late Cza-

Czar, and a wise

French

Enfants”; The Macedonian ¢ry from France:
The Queen and the Pope; Report of the work

number of The Art Amateur are Kiven in
in 8t. Louis, where her beauty, wit and money
seven large plates and are quite pleasing,
enable her, avoiding “society”, to gather
about her'a few select friends and admirers, | The eleventh installment of American Ay

> orb

Althougha strict observer of the rules

young

er is, of course, surprised to learn that he dies
at the end of three years. Madame Lucas
goes to America and makes a home for herself

out of the mire and set a subject race upon its feet.— Independent.

rina, who, as is well known,

A

venerable admirer for money, and the read-

wheel,” that should lift the chariot of state

has

been a bright sunbeam in our home, and

of children as well. Indeed the little that even now she is the comfort of my
ones all agreed that, ‘Gradnma Good declining years.”
knows just the splendidest plays, and
‘What a delightful story!” Florence
ber stories arc just elegant.” She “was exclaimed ; * but who can be the person?
universally a favorite with old and young Is'it any one I know, Grandma?”
and was sure to be sent for to sympathize
‘ You know Ler intimately, my dear,”
in any great joy or sorrow which might Grandma replied smiling; * for she is
occur in the neighboring families.
your own darling mother.”
Just now she sat in her easy chair,
*¢ And the‘ esteemed friend’ to whom you
knitting
a pair of mittens for the little lent your valentine was papa,” Florence
tellow who brought the morning papers. added, after recovering from her surprise.
She happenedto be at the window one I knew there was some joke in it. Ab;
cold morning, and
noticed the bare Grandma!”

more a8 the

roads are

enough,

gift? She is two years old to-day. We
have given you our treasure because we
know well your worth. God bless you
and yours.” There was no name or any-

¢¢ good company”

V. G, RAMSEY.

sure

which covered

dressed to me. The note ran thus: ¢ Will the bride,
Mrs. James Good, please take this Mabel

age, she could entertain a whole roomful

ANOTHER STORMY NIGHT PRAYERMEETING.

. she asked.
He laughed.

the child and,

VALENTINE.

AUNT

her blue eyes were

— Christian Union.

evening -prayer-meetings,

was pinned to the shawl

as friends. He has given us bread from
heaven, and the very wine of the kingdom. Truly it was good to be there.”

kindness;

And all these mists in radiance burn.
Wait but his hour ; take heart of grace;
Thy year begins to turn!

Yes, that

«This 1s all that met me at the door, - and

The

great Prince has espoused a soul. There
is joy in earth and heaven.
It was geod
to be there.”

had the sweetest, most

80 sball thy Sun unveil hig face

must have

mons, returned with a large wicker bas-

ow Grandma Good, or Aunt Hetty, as
she was familiarly called by everybody,
was just the dearest of women.
She

Even as turns the fuithful year

rule,

I must, of necessity, after marriage.

:

Florence Stoddard, as she sealed

Be deaf to thf complaint:

the

for though I loved your Grandpa very
dearly, yet I was selfish enough to feel

«Did you ever have a valentine in all
your life, “Grandma Good?”
inquired

‘What if thy year be near its end;
If failing heart and flesh be faint;
What if thy lovers, kin‘snd friend

your

the Lord had led him there.

BY

The morning never fails.

I met

Grandpa, then an enterprising young man
of some means, and was by him persuaded that my presence was an actual neces-

GRANDMA'S

After the longest, loneliest night

tions, not

‘“ But time passed on, and

on that stormy evening, and when he
entered there was a thrill of joy in every
heart, for we all knew that the Spirit of

However man its depth bewails;

night prayer-meetings.

the many rustic seats I had formed, and
then my girlish happiness was complete.

0-000

The darkest day preludes the light,

labor,

hardship.

When I had a leisure half honr, with
book in hand I at once repaired to one of

a mile

He had walked

at our meeting.

pleasure with

and hence considered work no

| stormy evening more glorious than thé
noon-day.
As the pastor drove home through the

The days are brief and dark and cold;
The barren fields are brown and sere;
The world is chill, the world is.old,

BY MRS.

Thus 1 combined

the prime of life, who were then bearing

the heat and burden of the day, who are
now resting in the better land, and the
young who were gathering
strength
for the work ef life. Among these was a
young man, whom we did not often see

"| the light of his countenance made that

ro

BY ROSE

ago,

but it was large enough to send a cheer-

the enormous fire-place of a century

joicing in the liberty of the sons of God.
He had seen the King in his beauty, and

Refrain: But I sure ’twill be sweet, etc.

Book Table.

; cts.) a8 sung Ly Mdme. de Angelis. «
is of dress-parade records, posthumous or
Fisher Tad ” (35 cts.) by Rawstorne, a tough,
: ‘otherwise. It is for this reason we cherish
ing Song and Chorus, “ Please, Fapa, can’t 1
Mrs. Stoddard who had been busily the stories of Lincoln’s and of Garfield's
£0 with you?” (30 cts.) by Danks, and one of
By cultivating an interest in a few good books,
reading in the same room, and, of course, obscurity, and delight to find that they
Will Hays’ successe
‘ Leaving
s, Stells a listle
which contain the result of the toil or the
had heard all that had been said, quickly were always great.
: quintessence of the genius of some of the most while to wail ” (30 cts.).
gave consent, and with flushed cheeks regifted thinkers of the world, we need not live on
The grand and brotherly nature which
a large kitchen, uncarpeted, unpainted,
the marsh and ‘in the mists. The slopes and
The Christian World for February has the
—the country homes then were quite dit- sumed her book. She seemed suddenly could not consent to see the lowest of
ridges invite us.—7'. Starr King.
following contents: Editorial Notes; Evange).
to
have
lost
all
interest
in
the
subject,
fire
bright
A
animals suffer without coming to its resferent from the present.
ization in the Department of Ain; Weg.
glowed in the open fire-place ; it was not however, for she soon laid the book aside cue, at great personal discomfort, was
MADAME Lucas. Boston: -#. "R7*U%good & leyan Missions in France; “ La Maison deg

you shall hear all about it if mamma
quite willing.”

ing from the presence of the. Lord.”
People, when they long for this blessing,
and expect ic at the . prayer-meeting, do
not mind a storm.
:
:
4
The room in which we assembled was

could

‘Will never be music to me.

8, 1882.
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MORNING STAR,

THE

“46

of daily,

weekly, and

monthly papers and magazines,——Scotland
appears worried in view of the fact that the
Rev. Dr. Lees, of Strouboy,has lately published a successful novel, and that several other

clergymen of the Established Kirk

are known

to be the authors of recent works of light fice
tion.—=—Prof. Georg Ebers’s desgriptive and
historical work upon Egypt, which Messrs.
Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co. are publishing a8
a serial, in Clara Bell’s translation, and with
notes by Dr. 8. Birch, has reached Its twentyfifth part. The four latest parts are devoted to
a description of the journey to Thebes, and ¢f'

the curious thiogs to be seen in ‘that ancient”
city. The letter-press is scholarly and aboundsIn information, and the illustrations are numerous, spirited und extremely interesting.

The

New England branch of the publishers is at
No. 186 Washington street,~—Count Campello, whose secession from the Romish Church
bas made such a sensation in Italy, has pub=
lished » book In which he tells how he came to

believe the Romish Church to be the * most
monstrous counterfeit of Christianity.”—GP, Puteam’s Bons will issue in February

next the second volume of William Shepard's |

series on The Literary Life,

It will be en-

|

titled “ Pen-Pictures of Modern Authors,” and
will vontain sketches, anecdotes, and persons

|

reminiscences of the famous writers belonging
to the present half of the nineteenth century
from Carlyle and George Eliot to Bulwer

|

|

and’

|

Disraeli. ——Harper &' Bros. have made 8 |
most important addition to their Franklin |
Square Library in Dorman B.
n's ¢ Cive
dl Service in Great Britain,’ with an introduc

tion

by Mr. George

Willlam Curtis. T 9

placing of this valuahle work at a merely nom!nnl price renders the cause af civil reform ma:
terial assistance,
.
rd
Tad

»~
rr

a

|

u
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—

is the Nausicaa of Jewish sto.

heen

Two sweeter idyls have never

«ry.

by

told than those recorded, the one

the

,
grand Hebrew law-giver and prophet
bard.
the other by the noble old Greek -early
in the
Nausicaa, stealing forth

dawn, with her mules and maidens ; clad
e maiden; laving her round
a royal
lik
s in the sparkling flood as she washed!

It is with feelings of mingled sorrow
and anger that we read of the imposition

Hulse.—Henry Seward Hulse, son of Bro.
and Sister

died at

that was perpetrated upon the blind old
man by the woman who should have clung

were toadorn her when she stood a bride in
ihe palace of Alcinous; receiving the way-

Jacob's fault, and, doubtless, it was great,

of Ha-

induce to sin we are filled with abhorrence.

ran, at the evening time? The train of
camels kneeling at the well; the aged,

Rebekah's persistency and fierce decision
show a spirit deplorably swayed by. the
thirst of selfishness and ambition. She

walls

© white-bearded Eliezer with his keen eyes,

Syrian

young

the

near; and

standing

girl, beuutiful, radiant, with the setting

sun flashing upon the dark braids, the
oriental drapery, the scarlet turban, who
with her pitcher generously gave him
and his camels of the water of the well,—

Nov.

Wis.,

24,

three

and

the

civilized

treacherous and

unfilial

Esau

him not only the common products but a rich
variety of delicious fruit, "His favorite studies .
were geology and astromomy, in which he had
made himself quite intelligent.
He represented his town two yearsin the State legislature.
He and his Christian wife were excellent people and much respected by all. Their only
daughter, with her husband and child, occopies
the old homestead, where the Morning Star

age alike depart, but love never leaves was evidently the better man of the two.
the soil which its footsteps “have onpe We cannot help admiring the manly,
pressed. Love alone is eternal, and the generous, forgiving character of the noJover of modern times can tell no sweeter ble Esau. His character partook somestory than was whispered by the ancients thing of the chivalric and honorable qualin the balmy oriental air four thousand ities which adorned a knight of the feudal
years ago. The ‘wooing of Rebekah is ages. He was a sort of partriarchal Baythe first courtship recorded in history, | ard, Black Prince and Du Guesclin comand men woo and women are won in bined. Little affinity could there have
the same way in the East to-day.
The been between this frank,
impetuous,
description in the - twenty-fourth chapter magnanimous hunter, and, the cunning,
of Genesis "might apply equally well to | smooth-faced, supple man of business.
the courtship of a Bedouin chieftain or a Jacob was his mother’s own son, and
Turkish sultan.

with

-

The two persons, thus brought togelherin
s0 romantic a manver, were of near kin—
second cousins. 1saac was the son of Sarah,

and Rebekah

was the granddaughter of

Milcah, her sister. The patriarch was forty
years old; his bride could not have been

more

than

half

that age.

That she

gained anything in a social way iy not
evident. Her family were persons of
distinction

in

their

own

country,

and

though Isaac inherited all of his father’s
“great wealth and was a prince among the
princesof Canaan, yet we do not imagfrovaws'wél position was elevated thereby.
She possessed beauty and rank, and had
the natural thrift of her family. In the
tent of the prosperous patriarch she filled

a place that could

not easily be filled.

She could not have had any of her brother Laban's shrewdness, business tact and
penuriousness without
bging one of the
best of housekeepers.

Rebekah’s

thrift,

craftiness

still sheds its cheering; light, which ber honored parents had loffg read with great pleasure.

Avery.—Bro Stephen Avery died in Barnstead, N. H., Nov. 9, aged 73 years.
Hayes.—Sister Mary, wife of Paul H. Hayes
died in Lebanon, Me., Dec. 8, aged 73 years,
10 months,
She was buried at Strafford (N.
H.) Corser where they used to live.
Roberts.—Sister Susan, widow of Joseph
Roberts, died very suddenly at her home in
East Alton, Jan. 14 aged 83 years. So rest,
dear saints, till from His throne the morning
breaks and pierces the shade.
D. L. EDGERLY.

and

avariciousness he possessed that characteristic love of home

and

domestic

quiet

which distinguished his father Isaac. Always staying at home in his mother’s tent,
he was more directly under the influence of
her with whom from the first he was the
favored child. But had Jacob possessed
the noble, honorable character of Esau,
he would never have been persuaded
into
him

that sin
so much

As

ly the wife of the mild, unenterprising

kept him from visiting ber in person.

Rebekah's manners at her meeting with
Isaac are also in her favor. She met her
chosen lord with all the meekness and
modesty of a pure, unsophisticated maid-

en.

She

draped

herself with a vail,

‘and bowed herself before
him.
It
was the spirit of a true wife that led her

to seek to gain the good favor of her fu-

ture husband. She desired to show her
submissiveness to the man she had chosen whose rich gifts decked her person,and

that humility was not lost upon Isaac.
Before he was won by her beauty he was
Won by her behavior.

‘And

he

loved

her, and he was comforted after his mother's death,”

:

Later in life the harder qualities of Re-

bekah's character began to show them-

Selves.

The

thrift,

the

duplicity,

mendacity of her race seemed
Upon her.

the

to” grow

In all those earlier years

we

‘Picture her the loving, obedient spouse,

the careful housewife, attentive to her du-

ties, yet not anxious with too much serv‘ng. But gradually we observe a change
coming into the household, The accurau-

lation of cares Sidi tly had a corroding
in-

fluence upon the eager, worldly mind of
Bethuel's daughter. Isaac himself does

Not appearto have changed.

Quiet, qor-

templating, unambitious, his blood which

“coursed slowly even in his youth, meved
'n the same sluggish current in his ad-

“Vadted age.

He had a native tact for business,

‘He

and

had

great possessions,” is the naive assertion
ofthe Hebrew writer, * and the Lord
Wag With him,”

Among

all the

heroes,

Thests, prophets
aud kings whose lives

‘lll out the Bible narrative, there are few

Shatucters more estimable upon the whole

an that of Isaac, A very few faults were
Overshadowed by many noble virtues. He

%d all the faith, generosity, magnanimi-
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by its use.

No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
LIVER PILLS. They cure coustipation, biliousness,
and torpidity of theliver. 25 cents per box.
ra Sold by all Druasists, <5

Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup in my family
for the past two years, and consider it the best
family medicine known.
When the children
get a slight cold, and are threatened with fe-

and

of pills, also inthe

use requires

receipt of price, 81 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham
froely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet, Address as above. Mention this Paper.

P. PICKERING.

WILLIAM

con

harmony with the laws that govern the female system.
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Compound is unsurpassed.
LYDIA E. PINKIIAM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUNDis prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass. Price $1. Six bottlesfor §5. Sent by mail

Fisherville, Merrimack Co., N. H.
I bave used Dr. Clark Johnson's Indian
Blood Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
Liver
Cowplaint,
and
have
never
been
troubled since. I never knew a well day before I took your medicine.
i
Mrs. H. KNOWLTON.
/
Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
I had a very Weak Stomach and was unable
to attend to my work,as I could not eat to
keep up my strength. I purchased some of
Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, and
was greatly benefited by its use. 1 recommend it to be a reliable remedy.
JOSEPH WAINE.
Manchester, N. H.

me.

3

It will af all times and undé¥all circumstances
act in

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
Tn 1877 I had an abscess on my Breast, and
being 70 years old, I was entirely prostrated,
with no appetite,
I concluded to try Dr.
Clark Jobnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, although
I had little faith in it; but, to my surprise, it
soon made a great change in my appetite and
Strength, and I have had no sickness since. I
cheerfully recommend the medicine to old and
young, for purifying the Blood.
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“The first bottle has done my daughter
disdoes not
reat deal of good; her food
di now, nor does she suffer from that
extreme tired feeling which she did before
taking HOOD’S SARSAPARILLA.'

of

is often as much a surprise to ‘ourselves as to
our patients,
Our
Treatise on Compound

B.) Melvin Village,

COMPOUN

“That Extreme Tired Feeling.” a

In

gen is 50 npebt that gives directly this new
and higher vitality,
But we cannot too earnestly urge
the necessity of using this Treat.

el,

(F.

plaints,
all
ovari
bles, Inflammation
and Uleera
tion, Falling and Displ
Spinal Weakness. and is particularly adapted tothe
Change of Life.
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus in
t. The t
an early stage
of
devel

after

It carries off the Old Blood and makes new
It
opens
the pores of the skin and induces
Healthy pod sd
It nentralizes the hereditary taint, or poison
In the blood, which generates Scrofula, Erysipelas, and all manner of skin diseases and
internal humors.
There are no spirits employed in its mannfacture, and it can be taken by the most delicate babe, or by the aged and feeble, careonly
being required in attention to directions.

from us.

TT
LOWELL, MASS,
Messrs. C. I. Hoop & Co.: Gentlemen—
My little girl had the diphtheria last April.
The disease left her very weak, blood poor,
with no appetite, and she could not seem to
rally from its effects, HOOD’S SARSAPARILLA was recommended by a neighbor. After
she had been taking it a few days we noticed
a change for the better—she
began to eat
with a relish,
It seemed to take out the
poison the disease had left in her blood, the
change being very noticeable in her face.
She took it two months and fully regained
her health, much to our delight.
We now
recommend HOOD’S SARSAPARILLA With a
great deal of Pleagute. Very
truly yours,
MITH,
19 Butterfield Street.

only

ry trouble, and before the disease has made
any serious in
upon the system and reduced its power to contend with so dangerous
an enemy.
Too many of the eases which
come to us are of long standing, and the
chances for a radical and permanent cure just
so far remote. That Compound Oxygen, ben-

Fernald,

Complaints
and Weaknesses
socommon to our best female population.

each order received by us for six boxes, accompa~
nied with five dollars, we will send the purchaser

.

that, if taken in

ment in the very commencement

|’

Blood,

Quiiets the Nervous System.

cent cases.

neutralizes and
eradicates the poisoned matter from it,
bringing to the convalescent the color, life
and vigor of robust héalth,

Treatment, that
the

It Purifies the

It

Sarsaparilla ing the blood it

Truly, who

is aware,

FROM

Hood's

/the early stages, eixht out 0 every ten persons

one

vented,

HE PROSTRATION
which follows
Diphtheria, and the ‘persistency with
which it clings to the patient, are well
known to all who have had any experience
with this terrible disease.
The following letter shows how the restoring and invigorating properties of
4

died before

disease might be cured.

Rev.8. P.

H., writes, “Your pills
give the best of satisfaction. Please send me 40
boxes.
»
i
PROVIDENCE, Nov. 4, 1881.

for all these Painful

of food 1s pre-

the fermentation

eating

DIPHTHERIA!

The action of ¢ Compound Oxygen” In arresting the progress of pulmonary consumption has been so marked and constant in our

affected with this

FREE

Harrison Avenue, Doston.

Progress of Consumption.

this disease
as ,
every

TESTIMONIALS.
:
Rev. A. Ridlon, (Cong.) Hallewell, Me., BAYS,
‘1 take great pleasure in recommending your
pills, for they do more than you claim for them.”

Is a Positive Cure

ment.: One dollara box, or six boxes for five dollars ; sent by mail, postiaig on receipt ef price.
We guarantee six
boxes to cure any case. With

the

ing efiects are not followed by corresponding
tion, but are permanent,

to resort to

hope of the patient lies in the establishment

the medicine istaken immediately

PERUVIAN SYRUP

would sin if all sin was followed by such
retribution ?

in saying

This Syrup possesses Varied Properties.

Supplies the blood with its Vital Principle, or
Life I'lement,
IRON,
infusing Strength,
Vigor and New Life into all parts of the system.

prayers, the despairing heart, as the dying woman stretched forth her arms in

we are warranted

a

been Cured ty Them.
They are the
Great Mandrake Liver Pill.

PINKHAM’

{VEGETABLE

1870,

Liver

DEBILITY OR A LOW STATE
OF THE SYSTEM,

death-bed, the wistful eyes, the muttered

administration of this new

E.

and

Pills.
Headaches of 40 Years’ Continuance have

ALL DISEASES ORIGINATING IN A BAD STATE
OF THE BLOOD, OR ACCOMPANIED BY

without any knowledge of his safety and
prosperity, and with harrowing fears that
he might at last fall a victim to his broth- |
er's vengeance. We can imagine that

Arresting the

SINCE

A

Dyspeptic

It will cure entirely
the worst form of Female
Come.

Fever, and

Jacob's return from Mesopotamia,—died

vain for her best loved son.

Invigorates

eral Debility, Neuralgia, Fever
and Ague, Paralysis, Chronic
Diarrhea, Boils, Dropsy,
Humors, Female Complaints, Liver Complaint, Remittent

woman must have been anxious

him again, for she must have

Weak

—CURES—

hence-

She never

the

Dyspepsia, Nervous Affections, Gen-

out of the way.
son steal away

with suspense and fear.

Makes

Brain, and

like a thief in the night, and the heart of
the aged

System,

down,

forth Rebekah’s life was darkened by the
shadow of retributive justice.
There
was no rest for her. She feared Esau’s
vengeance,

the

Strong; Builds up the Broken-

Almighty, in
to fulfill the
and

SOLD

Nerve

should be the

done,

i

agent.

showed lack of

faith and confidence in the
resorting to human means
promise,

11,000,000 Bottles

A
Syrup

preThe

AA

The Best REMEDY RENOWN to Man! | LYDI

cure

the measures

closer we examine the act the

Nervous debility, etc.

cine I ever took for bronchial difficulty and
constipation, which has become chronic and
stubborn;
but I think the Syrup will finally

ed, Rebekah was the chief~Sinner. It is
pitiable to observe the craft of the woman’
in carrying out her object. The readiness
to be followed shows that she had
meditated the deed for a long time.

vein

y, Heart Disease, Bil-

own case I use it, and think it the best medi-

ience.
After all, however, as we

Duspepsia, Liver
Aree

ver, a few doses will set them right. ‘In Th

which afterward caused
trouble and
inconven-

Yet no imbecile was he. a higher vital condition.

‘his Wealth increased rapidly.

a Cure for

Kidney Wort acts first by

parent is, the enormity of her crime.
There are few things more reprehensible
The first impressions|that we have of
than any act of deceit between husband
Rebekah are favorable, though some- ‘and wife. Where love is there should be
times we have been tempted to think that perfect frankness, perfect confidence,
perhaps the jewels of silver and the jew- perfect faith. A wife that dishonors her
els of gold, and the bracelets and the husband dishonors herself.
Ieaac's age
costly garments, were of no small influ- and helpleseness made her impositien-all
ence in winning her ready assent to be- the more abhorrent] She not only wrongcome the bride of a man she had never ed her elder son, but she threw a stumseen. But surely it was no assurance of bling block in his way, and furnished
gain that led her to treat the aged Eliezer him with a plausible pretext for. bitter
80 kindly. She was a woman whose nat- enmity against his brother. Her sin was
ural impulses were generous, and her even greater toward Jacob, for she used
courtesy to the travel-worn servant does her persuasion and. authority to tempt
much to wemove our suspicions of her him to sin ; but, more than all, she dishonmercenary motives in becoming se willing- ored the power of God. The promise
man whose lack of ardor alone must have

M. A, QUIMBY,

(TRADE MARK.)

tism,
tousness,

:
_, A. G. BRANDE,
Warren.—Jane R., wife of Samuel Warren,

Agrippina,

an af.

.
BE

to the eternal rest of the glorified.

uttered when she was plotting for Nero's
aggrandizement, . *‘ Let me perish if my
son
may only wear the purple.”
i,
other scene in the fields before Lahai-ro
Although
the
Jucob yielded to the temptain
ng
walki
Isaac
the grave, dignified
tion
readily,
it would not appear that he
the
;
ade
cavalc
g
achin
appro
the
;
ht
twilig
lovely bride bowing before her stately cherished any particular rivalry or animos- Aaron Clough, Esq., aged 178 years, 1 month,
12 days; also in Alton,
March 20, 1880,
husband,—does not this, too, touch the ity against his brother. His securing of and
Mary P., wife
Aaron Clough, aged 72 years,
| the birthright had been entirely through 7 months and 6of days.
heart ?
Mr. C. and wife indulgin Christ under the labors of Rev.
In the same field where the ancient pa- Esau’s own suggestion. But at the same 8.ed P.hope
Fernald.
Some years after, Mrs. C was
time
it
is
lover
impossibl
Arab
e to believe that the baptized by Rev. I. Keniston and united with
triarch greeted his bride, the
to-day may perhaps wait at the same hour sturdy, generous man of the woods could this church [Gilmanton I. W.]. Mr. C. found
time for the culture of his mind as well as the
for his beloved.
Art, freedom, love of ever have been induced to perpetrate so cultivation of his rocky farm, which yielded
age

:

fort of the aged father and mother, brothers
and sisters and others, that he has passed on

died in Abbot, Me., Jan. 11, aged 70 years.
She experienced religion in early life umder
the labors of Rev.
Leonard Hathaway, and
united with the church in Abbot, of which she
remained a faithful member until death, Her
life was one of self-denial for the cause of
Christ and the church.
She gave liberally to
every good cause. Truly may it be said of her,
# Faithful unto death.” Funeral sermon by
Rev. E. C. Cook of Dover, Me.
CoM.
Clough.—Died in Alten, Sept.
1, 1879,

BLOOD.

"HEART DISEASE: isgigts

enlarging. He was especially active
in the 8.
8. and in the temperance work,
In the midst
of these busy activities he fell. But he has
left to us the rich legacyof a beautiful, symmetrical Christian character.
This is the com-

hardened. ‘ Upon me be the curse, my
son, only obey my voice.” It is the same

CURES

ALL DISEASES OF
_. THE STOMACH,
KIDNEYS,
.
0 SKIN,

DYSPEPSIA,
LIVER
: CONPLAN
TSSI
:

came to admire and ust hig honesty, fidelity
and manliness, His influénce was continually

is it not like a painter's study ? Then that

glory, the heroic

Ll

at the

years, but be graduated at Wilton College in
1878. Soon after,he removed to Douglass,
Kan., where he engaged im the profession of
the law, and was also associated in the editorial management of a paper.
Life seemed full
of usefulness and success.
Men in biisiness

was willing to risk everything to accomplish her ends. Her soul seems wholly
cry that the Roman empress,

Kyn.,

the State University ang remainéd there

e- - his mother was his prompter to evil. Sor~worn, wandering Odysseus with court
ous grace when he appears before her as rowful indeed is it for a son to err, but
a suppliant,—what picture surpasses this,” "when the mother becomes the tempterto
gave that scene outside the

Lester Hulse ‘of Johnstown,

Douglass,

ageof 29 years and 11 days.
Bro. Seward
becamea Christian at the early age of 13, was
baptized by Rev. J. E. Davis and united with
the F. B. church of Johnstown, which relation
he worthily sustained till .death, He entered

to him tenderly, and whose sense of hon-

with choicest care the fair garments that

arm

PARTICULAR
NOTICE. Oulituaries- should be
BRIERE and for the public, For ‘the excess over
‘ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persyns who do not patronize the Morning Star it
18 but just that CASH should accompany the sony
a the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight
words, VERSES are inadmissible,

that marred Abraham’s otherwise perfect
manhood.
Abraham may have been
stronger intellectually, but Isaac
was
stronger morally.

or should have restrained her, if her love
had not, from deceiving the husband of
her youth. Whatever may have been

DR. D. DYER’S
Headache

is the Hope of the Race.

Bis

MBS. LYDIA E. PINKHAM, OF LYNN, MAS

Obituaries.

the aggressive

ardor and that unjust, narrow prejudice

REBEKAH.
Rebekah

without
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reservoir at Calais, France,yesterday, a school,
house and other buildings were swept awayand it is feared a large number of lives have
been lost.
Twenty-seven bodies have been recovered from the ruins thus far.——In a recent encounter between the Herzegovinian insurgents and the Austrian troops near Bilek,
there was a loss of twenty men on each side.

——A movement is being made for extending
the education of women in Spain,

WEDNESDAY, Feb. 1.——A large meeting to
express
opinion on the prosecution of the

Jews

in Russia

is held

in London.——The

Ministerial programme meets with general approval from the Parisian press, the irreeoncilable journals alone objecting.

THURSDAY,

Feb. 2.——The

Austrian

and

ill with ty-

3_l

Many

number of

to

contract calls for

has

granted

8,000,000

Messrs. Trescott and Blaine were at Santiago.
SATURDAY, Feb. 4. —— The new Egyp-

tian
mimstry
is formally
announced with
Mahmoud
Babroudi as premier. The new
ministry declares that it will scrupulously respect private and international rights, and
promptly meet the finanéial obligations of the
country.
The Khedive has accepted the pro-

gramme.

MONDAY, Feb. 6.—The Pope disapproves
of

a political

* fortheoming

character

being given

to

the

*Carlist pilgrimage to Rome.——

An ugreement prolonging the existing AngloFrench cominercial treaty until March 1st
was signed in Paris'on Saturday by Lord
Lyons and M. de Freyeinet.——A severe gale
prevailed on the Egyptian coast-yesterday,
and traffic on the Suez canal is stopped.——
The British steamer *‘ Cosmos” is reported
lost in the Black sea, and it is supposed
all
on board have perished.
CONGRESS.

The House committee on commerce has decided to give a hearing of five days, begin
niog with Feb. 21, on the subject of interstale commerce.
Representative men such as
Chas, Francis Adams, jr. and Judge Russell
of Mass., will probably be invited to appear.
Several bills have been introduced in Con.
gress touching the inter-oceanic canal, and
the sub-committee on this subject have re-

jected the one in favor of Capt. Eads's scheme,
and have concluded to report a bill provid-

ing for the appointieent, by the President,
of a commission, to whom the whole question of a route between the Atlantic and Pacific, will be entrusted.

A bill bas been reported in the

Senate au-+

_now in use.~Boston Advertiser,
The directors of Girard College

classes with 500 pupils.

twenty majority; and now goes to the ways
. and means

committee

of the House of Repre-

sentatives, where it will probably be pigeonoled.
,
:
Among
the numerous petitions
sent to
Cengress recently by churches, associations
and educational ‘institutions, is one from the

Faculty and students of Yale College,
Very few bills have been passed by
the
resent Congress as yet, but much Burd work
8
belug accomplished

by the committees,

"The, prohibitionists have a large
m
' each brunch of the Iowa PvE
ejority Is
Teetotalers will be delighted to learn that
A temperance
movement of no ordinary
bus begun

Secretary

Hunt

officers and men

the
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fn
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bas writen
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Army

navy,

a letter
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found

Advertiser.

Cumbe

for an exhibition to the by he
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* We

SUMMER COMPLAINT
kindred affections prompiy cured

-By druggists, 50c.

by

Dr.

Jamaica Giu-

and

Balsam.
A sure cure for coughs, colds, sore
throat and all pulmonary complaints.
To the
afflicted we recommend a trial of this superior
remedy.—Boston Saturday Evening Express.
The editer of an eastern paper having

received

its accuracy.

We can, without hesitation, say that Dr.
Cough Syrup has given the

Bull's

best satisfaction,

We

have sold an immense amount of it during the past
wiater.
WALLACE, HILTON, & Co.
Druggists, Lock Haven, Pa.
It tells its own Story.
LANCASTER, N. H,, Dec. 8, 779.
By the way I will say that I think Downs’ Elixir
e
best saugh Remedy that I cau find *at our
ruggists.
e always use it.
J.'8. PEAVEY, Pub. Republican.
All diseases arising from Biliousness or Tor3 Liver, are quickly cured by the use of Baxter's
andrake Bitters.
See notice of Arnica and Oil
Liniment in another column.

Mr. Longfellow Is much beter, but he will

be obliged n the future to take greater care of
himself. His life will
be a quieter one, as he
will bereafter deny himself to the strangers
who call upon him, and who bave hitherto
been received by him with unfailing kindness
and- cordiality.
He is, therefore, prevented
from accepting the reception tendered him >
the city of Portland, on his approaching 7d!

Did you read how Josiah Pitkin of Chelsea, Vit,
wag cured of a terrible sore leg, by Hood's Sarsaparilla, the blood purifier ?

birthday.
‘SKINNY MEN.
Mr. Beecher evidently believes in life in- . Wells’ Health Renewer. Absolute cure ‘for
nervous
debility
and weakness of the’ generative
surance,
Lately
the
metropolitan
agent
functions. $1 at druggists.
Pinkham, Dover, N.
H.

oi the Equitable Life Assurance Society tilled
out an insurance policy on Mr. Beecher’s life

which

the

Wendell

premiums amount te nearly

Phillips,

The

Boston

|
New,

Courier

a demolition

necessary.

occupied

in

Sturdy “ Tom”

Hughes

is about

Lothrops

BUCHUPAIBA.,
complete cure in 4 days, urinary

&

af.

——————————————

ROUGH ON RATS.
The thing desired found at last. Ask dru
t
for Rougn on Rats.
It clears out: rats, m ry

Mr. Phillips is

writing—possibly

quick,

Depot,

e
aioe,
8. $1 . Or roggists.
Ssaiune,
i cul urination,
0
hTops yA Pinkham, Dover, N. we
"Glo

says, remains closely at home this winter,
having declined all lecture eng
ments.
He
will be obliged to leave his old home in the
spring, as the extension of a street will ren-

der

his

roaches, flies, bedbugs.

;

to aj pear

ham, 233 Western Avenue, Lyun.

'

CURED

Edwin P, Whipple Is lying extremely fll at

Lydia

home,

having

received
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3 25; Yellow

2758290.
Canada, choice,

da, common 8b
@ 81 40: Green
POTATOBS.
Maine Central
@1 05;

# bu

$1053

1 10;

Prolific, 8 110;

Peerless

Poor

$128¢%14;

Swale

Hay$l0ggll;

Rye

$10a20; Oat Straw $4a$10.
POULTRY.

Western—Turkeys,

chowce

14c;

common to fair,11al2%c: Chickens,choice 118 13c.
Common to good, 9 @ 11; Mixed Chickens & Fowl,
9 @ lie. Northern—Turkeys,
choice 14 @ lic;
Common to good, 12 @ 14¢; Chickens,
i3@lrc;
Fowl, 10°@12¢; Geese, 7 @ luc; Ducks,
10 @ 3c;

Grouse,# pair, 115

230;

8 125; Quai &

Venison carcass,

#¥

saddles, 14 @ 16c.

b.,

THE

doz.

8 @

0c;

For

225

g

Venison,

age

For

External

and

Internal

MAGICAL

Coughs,

Sore

REMEDY

Throat,

church, Yarmouth ;

B

Rev. 8. M.

Andrews, North

Rev. &.8. Mooaey, Salem;

Rev.
M. Emory;

Rev.

.

Congregational

Burns and Scalds,

Sprains,

Bruises,

Rheumatic and Nournigie' ¥ ins,
of the Joints,

Stiff

Swelling

, Contracted

Muscles, Spinal Aflections, White
Swellings, Chafes, Calluses,

'Chilblains, Corns,

Frost Bites, Poisoning by

wood, Ivy, Bites,

Stings

of Insects,

Hands,
Lige, Rinfworme,
Tetter, Pimples, Itching;

Dog-

Chapped

Outward Humor's of any kind,
Hemorrhoids, Piles,
Worms,

Earache,

Hoarseness,

Sore

Coughs and Oroup.

Prepared by H: BR. STEVENS,
Proprietor of
Vegetine, Boston, Mass.

-FAMILINE is sold by all

pastor M. E. church, Roslindale,
H.

Dowden,

Druggists.

pastor

Rev. G. M. Shuiieys pastor M. E.

church, West Medford; Rev P. J.
kins,
past
St. Jerome's chureh, Holyoke; Rev. John Brag.
don,
r Fourth Con
ational church, Haver
hall;
v. B.F.Grant, Plymouth; Rev.G.W Fuller,
Hyuunis; Rev. O. 8. Butler, Georgetown; Rev. C.
B. Pores Pustor Unitarian church, Northampton ;
Rev. 8.
Kvlley, Quisey; Rev. David Metcalf, Auburn, Rey, F, J. Fairbanks, West Boylston; Rev.
son;

Rev. Addison B.ainard, Savoy;

Rev. James

properties of well selected

Swain,
Lyndenborough; Rev. H. 8. Parmalee,
M. D.; East Canaan: Rev. A. R. Sylvester, Gor-

rovided our breakfast tables

with

Epps

nus

a delicatelv-

Eves
peverage,
which may
save us
heavy doctors’s bills. It1s by the judicions
such articles of diet that a constitutin may be
ually
built up until strong enough to resist

many
use of
grad.
every

tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies
are floating around us, ready to attack wherever
thereis a weak point. We may escape many a fatal
shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure
bleod,and a properly nourished frame.”
— Civil Service Gazette.

Made simply with ! oiling

water,

Sold in tins, (only % In. go

MUSICAL

free from technical difficulty, and

Contains

yet

about

of an

one

different pieces, is full music size, and

and

trouble

the mdividual

distributing.

fora

whole

town

is

of Reading

is

inter

hundred
the

best

Music.

(samples of 3 numbers for 10 cents). Temperance
posters xc. each; sample of six for 5 cents; many
other supplies, all at prices suited to general distribution,
Address the “ Temperance Revolution

.

-Publishing House, 118 Madison 8t., Chicago.
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of the above mailed on HE coint of bri

& CO., 235 Union 8q.,
y
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To the American Medicine Co., Manchester, N. H.
A=

Price 25¢.
a box,

or

four

boxes

for

$1.00,

sent by mail, postage pald, on receipt of price.
Address ** American Medicine Co.” tle
N.H. For sule by lesding
druggists.
Geo. O.
Goodwin & Co., Boston, General igh ana
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© Beautiful Face Pictures, 9)
GRATIS,
Appropriate Album
Verses, 9
Pieces New Mu-ie, full size, 1 Puck
“Hold
the Light’ Cards, 1 pick Humorous Cards, 1 al

Heaven and Home.
By

h
oany suffering with Catarr
earnestly
desire relief, | can furnish a
/means of Permanent and Positive Cure, A Home Treatment. |
or. Bronchitis who

.

An entirely new method for the use of schools
and private pupils to develop rapid reading in vocal music.
The exercises are thoroughly praciical and progressive, embracing all the varied vocal forms, from the simplest to the most complex,
This is the first attempt to present, in a lucid and
comprehensive
manuer,
that branch of music
Which io Inost wrpubleseme to hovery student. Part
»
price 40 cts.
Part 2; price 60 ct
Copies
of an

EL eg© words Sg
are
personal, practical,

one

trifling.

“gents, fu 1 particulars free) ; alsoa whole librar;
of$1 80 temperance story books at 2 cents each

¢¢ Throat Trouble,” and Dr, Warren’s

Improved Musical Catechism,

gow.

or go-

Every

riiculars for 10 cents.
Sample of each, and full
)
We
publish Band of Hope supplies includin
weekly
pa
r, library, bad
8,
pledges, certi
cates, p
ge rolls, &c., so
eapoh that penny collections P2 expenses (sample outfit sent for 25

of Representatives.

A new, shert easy Catechism, with illustrations,
by H H. Bullock.
With the help of this little
book mothers can easily teach their chiidren the
elements of tanaio ju #0 simplé and plain a manner as to impart®to young children facility in
sight reading.
More than fills the place of
any ether primer or catechism. Price 30 cents.

A book for the Fireside.

ina year.

will subscribe if asked when it is only 5 cents: or

Andover.

Afilicted for More

Anthem
Book ever
published. . Notice the low
price. $1
per copy;
$7.50 per dozen.
Speci
men pages free on receipt of application.

WM. A. POND

ciety be to no

Rev.C. W. Morse, Walcott, Vt;
wl Be
Smith, Richmond, Me. ; Rev. F. R.wikt; Tatohtleld,

WORKS,

A new Anthem book by H 8. Perkins; intended
to supply choirs of ordinary ability with fresh, attractive anthems from the best popular composers,

Art

‘évery month for a year,
expense to society

J. B. 8. Pillsury, Springfield: Eider W. M. Harmon, South Barnstead, ; Rev. I. B. Hadly, Campdv,

book

3 Lisbon, 3 Thus for $5, one hundred persons can be reached

ham; Rev. John George, Barnstead; Rev. W. U.
Carr, Barnstead i Rev. James P. stone, Dalton;
Rev. John A. Goss, Portsmouth; Rev. H. P. Manson, Milton Mills; Rev. L. H. Winslow, Center
Strafford ; Rev. Josiaah Higgins, Freemont; Klder

Coun,

Perkins’s Graded Anthems.
esting. character.

6.000 words, the matter of a $1.50

eighteen different papers to choose from, each for
a special class of rea ers or special field of work.

Rev.E. P. Moulton, Rochester;
ev.
F. H.
Lyford, Littleton; Rev. E. H. Prescott, New Hampton; Rev. A. Sargent, Wilmot Flat; Rev. T.
P.

ton; Rev. H. Mo

Every Town

Temperance

IPPS & CO.

Homeopathic Chémists, London, Eng.
Also Epps’ Chocalate Essence for Afternoon. "hig
37eo0
NEW

Rev. I. H. Shi rg

with

society or individual 4 means of our Class Pa.
pers and
st-office dellv ery system.
:
Papers furnished (not tracts), sent out address
od, wrapped and malled separately every month
or a ye: to each individual, for & ‘cents—or semi:
monthly for 10 cents a year. Each paper contains

Rev.J. 8. Bachelder, Stratham;
Rev. Isaac C.
White, Newmarket; Rev. W. R. Cochrane, Anirim; Rev. James Holmes, Bennington; Rev.1.D.

Tilton, Rumney;

to Sow

|
Literature,
At 5 cents a head, without any labor 6h the part of

N. Nutting, Fall

BREAKFAST.
“ By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws’
which govern the operations of digestion and nu.
trition, and by a careful aplics on of the fine

Taken

¢ Knee Deep”

River; Rev. J. M. Avann, Southbridge; Rev.
Geo. W. Ryan, Franklin,
New Hampshire—Rev. B. T. Sanborn, Fremont;
Rev. Albert Watson,
pastor Congregational
church, Hampstead; Rev. N. F. Tilden, Leba on;
Rev. Gho. W. Pierce, East Rochester; Rev. W. 8,
Packard, Madison; Rev. J. H. Brown, Stark;

EPPS'S GOCOA.
Mr.

TEMPERANCE !

Contracts

C. N. Smith, Ipswich ; Rev. R. D. Burr, Ayer; Rev.
N. A. Prince, Auburn; Rev. Joshua B. Gay, Han.
E. Smith, Abington ; Rev. James

GRATEFUL—COMFORTING.

Cocoa,

The Scholars’ Quarter, p.m
ey back to you.
scholars.
ed at the same office, would help y
Its beautiful double.page colored map is alone
worth the price of the book.
Send seven eents.
for a specimen copy.
1
Do you know of any better time te attend to all
this than just now as you read this notice.
In writing, please mention this paper.
5

Boston,

church, South Boston; Rev. John Duncan, D.D,
JRsior Baptist church, Mansfield; Rev, Charles
. Smith, D. D., pastor First Baptist church,
Spring
Hill, Somerville; Rev. H. 8. Kimball, pastor
gregntional church, Boyleston Center;
Rev. R. J. Adams, D. D.,
Holyoke, Rev. G. E.
Fisher, Amherst;

Salt Rheum,
Dry, Scaly

Eruptions of the Skin; Scald Head,
T!

Wright,

0.

months,
if you feel that your investment has not
been a good one, the publisher will send. 8. soon

Dart

mouth;

and Side;

Wi

Fifty cents enclesed in a letter and ‘mailed fo

Ve

Pains in the Chest, Shou

Sowing.

JOHN
D. WATTLES, 725 Chestnut Street, Phila.
delphia, with a request that The Sunday-School
Times be sent to you, will result in your receivieg
that paper every week for three months.
The
Sunday- School Times is a large, 16 page weekly
paper, and is used by many thousand teachers.
You will at least try it for three months, if you are:
not already a subscriber.
At the end of three

‘Rev. W. F. Farrington, East

water;

5

at it

Clergymen Who Have Testifled to the Great
enefit Derived from these Troches.
Massachusetts—Rev. A. C. Childs, West Gloucester; Rev. Geo. H. Cheney, pastor Broadway M.
E. church, Somerville; Rev. Jchn W, Dodge, pas-

A quick and thorough cure for such complaints as

Rack

fragran

]

Hoarsness,

Remedy for these
Troubles.
:
Read the Following Names of Mass. and N. HI.

ard, 8

use.

promotes a

fc), beans

; elightfully

an

J. H. Docher, pastor Sanford-s:reet Congregaitionul church, Springfield; Rev.
J. Scott, memberof
the Massachusetts House of Representatives;
Rev. H.
lay, Brockton; Rev. R. H. How-

2

and

WARREN'S

tor First Congregational

Familine.

Sith

Sruwih

® Price Seventy-five Cents in large
glass stoppered Bottles, Sold byall Druggists.

and All Throat and Bronchial Affec=
tions.
Commended
by
More
Than
Seventy Clergymen During the Last
Two Months as Superior to Any Other

Suaw
13 @

Hair

falling

ke,,

Se

Dabirels

TROCHES!
|.

110 a 1 15; Mixed

Jacksons,l 038 1 10¢c; Chenangoes. 90c 8 §1.
HAY AND STRAW. Kastern and Northern--Choice
coarse #20@ $21; Good #16 @ $18; Fine $14 a $15;

ton
and
ic
Hair

WILD GRERAT AND SARSAPARILLA

ana-

$125
@ 95¢; Green Peas, Northe
Peas, Western $1 65 g 81 707.
Aroostook Rosé, # bu.,
3 120c;
Rose, 115 8 (20; Northern Rose,

Beaithy

Established 1834.

DR.

choice

315; Yellow Eyes, common,2 75 § 3 00;

Fi
PEAS.

stops

$3.25.

otf

common

Eyes,

lovely

Fv

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

3

ye sal
and America,

ZYLOBALSAMUM
ain sim
A

a superior as

PRICE,

EGGS. Eastern, ¥ dozen 25¢; New York and
Vermont,24 @ 25¢; Western,23g2ic;Held stock 14 8

to its youthful

Po apie Foin
Throughout any

Errors,

tion, at various times, of much valuable material,
is conceded to be most complete, thoroughly prac.

8c.

HAIR

COLOR, GLOSS and BEAUTY. It
renews its life, strength and
Dandruff quickly removed. A match.
less Hair
Dressing, Its perfume rich
and rate. Soldby all Druggists.

and

tical and progressive, and without
an instruction book.

ter LCo., good 9 @ 1i¢; Worcester Co., comnion 5 @

IS PERFECTION!
RESTORING GRAY, WHITE

or FADED

signs of losing

its hold as a Jub favorite, but is still used
recommended by the best teachers. Itisa

tory, fair to good 10 @ 12¢; Western.
common
5
¢ 8c; Worcester Co., choice 12 8 13¢c;
rCes-

Y.,,

Hair Restorer
:
For

Million

copies have been sold, it shows no

baving been many times revised, and by the addi-

70 ; Pea, N.

WORLD'S

It if the Most Successful Instruction Book ever
published, and although it has been before the
public for nearly a quartet of.a century, during
which time more than a

ern halt ekim, 6 @ 10c; Northern skim, 2 4 5c;
Western factory, choice 12% @ i3c; Western fac-

Pea, Northern, H.P.,# bu, $3608

11

Mrs. S.A Allens

CHEESE. Northern factory,choice,¥#h 13% 8i3%;
Nortt.ein factory, fair to good,11 @ I3c; North.

BEANS.

WORLD.

RICHARDSON'S NEW METHOD
FORTHEPIANOFORTE.

2

18c. Limed, 15 @ 20¢.

32 Franklin St., Boston.

but be sure you receive the original and only true

WESTERN.
Creamery choice, fresh made.
Do
fair to good
Dairy packed? choice. .

Is une

D. LOTHROP & C0., Publishers,

AGGEPTNO OTHER

29
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E. Pink-

a8s., has made

When death was hourly expected, all remedi
having
Vv.
failed, and Dr. H JAMES was eXxperimens
injuries last week in # fall upon a stairease,
in with the many herbs of Calcutta, he accident
.
. General Burnside’s large fortune dosaonde | Br made
which cured his on]
a Jrcharau n Mis
of Consumption,
childis now in th
10 a nephew, who is bis onlysbeir,
ra
country enjoying _the best of. health.
He has
proved
to the world that Comsumptiom can be
Ee
——
positively and
permanently cured.
The Doctor
Nobody
enjoys
the
n
cest
surroun
ir
in
pe free, only asking two three
bad health. “There are miserable people about now gives this
stamps to pay expenses.
This herb also
to-day to whom a bottle of Purker's Ginger cent
curesnight-sweats,
Tonic would bring more solid comfort than all elphia eak up a fresh nausea at the stomach, and
cold in twenty-four hours.
We dostors they have ever tried.
See other will brs, CRADDOCK & CO., 1032 Race 8t., Phila.

his Boston

N.Y. # Vt. long dairies.... ..23
common to fair..... essrsesnnae 18

15¢. boxes.

PERN
Elixir Vite for Women.—Mrs,

in a new character. He will sbon, it is said, ac- tae discovery. Her
Compound is a
cept an appointment as a Metropolitan Police Josiiive cure for femaleVegetable
complaints,
A line adMagistrate in London. There could hardly fresstd
ressedtoto this
ui lady y will e elicit all necessary in .
he a better post for a writer who likes to
study character; bat it will be a somewhat
trying one for a mun of Mr. Hughe#’s kind
AN ONLY DAUG
heart.

Do
Do

Do,

a bank-note detector, returns thanks, and modestly asks for some bunk-notes upon which to test

Personal.

dy
)

committee

If yon have a cold take Adamson's Botanic

ro

¢

ali educated nthe high-

In reply to the question, “ Will the coming man
be bald?” the Norstown Herald affirms that “he
generally is when he first comes.”

Commis-

33
32
32
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Vide Awake Pleaswe Buk

Without the slightest faith in it,

and discouraged mortal may hear of it,
the ¢ Favorite Remedy’ as I did.”
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PRICE, 256. and 50¢. PER BOTTLE.

Severe periodical Congestive. Headaches of 20
years’ standing have been cured by Cephaline.

years before.—Boston

promised autobiography.

proposed Garfleld Too

therer late siorm on the id

and

constantly

:

ea

Mr. 8eoville, counsel for Guiteau, fa
Jroposition
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;
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4, ht the soil in
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be tak-

The } mule has
met his mateh. It was in Delah
ware. He kicked over a beehive.
He died the)
next day. The little bee is never too busy wo’
decline an invitation to tight.

$2,000 per year.

MISCELLANEOUS,

strength

Fish

They were

Pierce’s Extract of Smart-w

found a
of poor
with a

25

oF

has done its work with a similar completeness

36
82

Vermont lots, fall made.
28
New York, lots, fall made.....28

Numbness,

A member of a school

Museum of Comparative
the right to send every
to Woods's Hole to enjoy
States

one,

have two schoel-rooms sufficiently large to actor.
Wodais three hundred pupils, one above the oth.
T.

Columbus seems to.be losing his laurels be.
fore the advance of historic investigation,
I*
is quite well settled that the Northmen- were
nearly five hundred years ahead of Columbus.
The ancestors of the Maya race according to recent researches among the ancient buried cities
of Yucatan, were akin to the people who developed the early civilization of Asia, and at
some
remote
eriod probably came across
Behring’s Straits, As the Maya menuments
are estimated
to be over 5.000 years old,
Columbus and the Northmen must be dismissed as heroes of a very modern date, who only
discovered for Europe a continent Asia had

for

v

er branches,

:

United

weak

THIS AND THAT.

the facilities for study at the station establishthere by the

a

Our ancestors, the monkeys, were not so igno-

ger.

sioner.

only

—

rant afier all.

it

summer made

QUALED.

to

Remedy to others whom I knew to haves
ed from Riduey and Liver complaints; ar
[
assure the public that the ¢ Favorite
Jjemedy

take

340
28 @

Franklin C’ty, Vt., Oct.

0
Do

‘Sour stomach,” discomfort, lassitude

Eo

between 27,000 and 28,000 children who are not
attending any school

ed

is

en 1f desired.

and

The Cambridge
Zoology mow has
year one
student

there

is swallowed, then a swallow of drink can

It is estimated that there are in Philadelphia
Smith™ College is endeavoring to
fund of $50,000 for the assistance
students.
It has begun the work
scholarship of $5,000.

and

ofit and when passed into the stomach the digesive fluid readily penetrates all parts of it and digestion is rapidly accomplished.
In order to
thoroughly masticate a meal of food considerable
time is required for the process: It cannot be
done in three or four minutes unless itis a very
scanty mefl. No drink should be taken into the
mouth while food is in the mouth- - After the food

is reported, to organize a school of mechanical handiwork like that which is now in suecessful operation at Spring Garden Institute in
Philadelphia. This school bas from 90 to 100
pupils in its work-rooms; and it has drawing

thorizing tbe national Board of Health to
distribute pure vaccine virus among the peoSephator Sherman’s refunding bill after several weeks’ debate bas passed the Senate by

intend,

bolted,

the saliva becomes intimately mixed with
all parts

Two of the buildings at the sumniit of Mount

gov-

and

Eyes, improved 315

is

or other uncomfortable sensations will bé experienced. When bread that has been baked weary
four hours, or toasted bread, is well masticated

florins for the

usly,

me

druggist in our village. Iused that and two
or three bottles more, and—to make a long
story short—I am now as healthy a man as
there is in the country.
i
¢ Since then’ I have recommended Favorite

full current rates.

cated,— in

completed.

Hamilton, the site of the Lick observatory,
Supuression of the Herzegovinian imsurrec- have been completed—the first dome and the
transit
house.
Within the first or small dome
on.
=
d
stands the twelve-inch telescope of Clark’s
"FripaY, Feb. 3.—Mr. Morton the Ameriand a four-inch comet-seeker, while the trans.
jcan minister to France, gives a banquet in” it house, which stands a few feet east of the
Paris to the French delegation to the Yorksmall dome, is furnished with time instrutown celebration.—The fund for the relief of ments, all in complete working order. The
the Russian Jews instituted by the lord mayor
six-inch meridian circle is to stand a short dis.
of London has reached £26,000.——The various
tance east of the transit house.
A series of
self-appointed rulers in Peru and their followphotographs
bas been taken of the place,
‘ers are meeting with varying fortuves, aceordshowing the observatory as it is at the present
ing to the latest despatches from that restless
time, together with asection of the newlysection of South America.
At last accounts
completed road, with the temporary buildings
ernment

Do

Dairy

little, then

there will be slow digestion and probably various
uncomforiable sensations. Warm new bread is a
very popular article of diet. By applyiug butter
to it freely, masticating it a very little and taking
a- swallow of drink, it is easily hurried into the
stomach. Probably a meal of hot biscnit can be
disposed of about as quickly as any kind of food
usually found on the table.
Disposed of in the
usual way it will require about as long to digest
as anything eaten. The warm bread is formed
into
pellets about the size of the mouthful
taken and goes into the stomach in that form.
Such pellets can not be penetrated by the gastric
juice of the stomach, but must be dissolved by
acting upon the outside. If the stomach is weak,
fermentation will take place before the process is

lass 10 be finished and delivered by Nov.
, and it is thought that the lens will be
’
constructed within tbat time. The price, as
agreed upon,is $50,000, $12,000 of which was
paid in advance
on signing the comtract.

viceable stock will be wanted at

to good 2 75 @ 3 25; Medium, choice hand picked
360 84 365; Medium,
choice seréened 3 40 @ 3 55;
Medium, eommon to good 275 @ 325; Yellow

fact

advertised.

Oat Meal, fancy brands....ccoeeeeess700
725
BUTTER. owing to the scarcity of fine grades of
Butter the demand for medium quality
has increased, and the indications are that.all kinds of ser-

a mouthful of tea or coffee is taken, and down
goes the whole mass into the stomach. Such food
will be difficult to digest. It is imperfectly. mast:

be digested after a whale, but if itis a

James Lick fund,
it is thought that Alvan
Clark of Cambridgeport, Mass., to whom the
contract for the Lick observatery
lens was
awarded, will complete it in a shorter time

oeiiaveenanes cearssaesued

the

slight quantity of saliva mingled with it. If the
stomach is.a remarkably strong ove, the food may

number ever reached

The

into sugar, and

A mouthful of food is taken, chewed a

According to a letter recently received in
San Francisco by one of the trustees of the

expected,

starch

cation and with only a slight admixture of saliva.

for the corresponding term was 186.

was

meal

Many persons manage ia such a way that their
food enters their stomachs with very little masti-

The number of students in New Hampton
Institution for the winter term (now closed)

ibe

a

the stomach.

More than half the students in the Theological School supply pulpits Sundays.
Of the
graduates of this school, one is a minister in
Providence, one in Lowell, one in Lawrence,
one in Portland, one in Bath, three are in the
State of New York, and others are elsewhere
preaching the word.
The influence of this
school grows wider and wider from year to
year.
K.

than

which can easily digest

pewer of changing

ad.

highest

stomachs

bbl.coeeersnrnacescevases
3 1

Meal, com, to good West.ooovee 650

Buyers, however, operate
only enough for immedis
imperfoctly: masticondition."
:
N
food js a very im. Creamery choice fall made ¥-b...
Do
Fair
to
good....covieeene
perfect digestion.

sweet taste derived from chewing
bread
is
due to the change of the starch of the bread into
sugar by the action of the saliva. The longer the
food ig chewed the more is this digestive process
promoted.
It has been determined by experi
ment that food introduced into the stomachin perforated tubes was more quickly digested when
mixed with saliva than when it was mixed with
water, showing that food well masticated and
mingled with saliva is more readily digestible in

At Bates College four new students bave
entered the freshman class. This is now one
"of the largest classes that the College has ever

The

eat in that space of time.

of food which has been well masticated are uttéerly unable to" cope with a meal of food which has
been swallowed with
but very little mastication.
The process of digestion begins with mastication.
Durmg mastication, the food is mingled with
the saliva of the mouth.
The saliva has the

At, Hillsdale on Jan. 28, President Hinsdale of Hiram College delivered a lecture on
the late President Garfield, for the benefit of
the Garfield Memorial Hall fund.

was 185.

what they

Meal

Rye Flour..ec

induced

al

Faculty

eat

As a consequence food is very
cated and is swallowed in that
The proper mastication of the
portant process preparatory to

Corn
| Oat

wife

be

must

TiNOiBus cxssvnensneses
St. LOUiB. sss enssssssdilhosnrervasnnees

my

but solely to gratify her, I bought a bottle of a

WHEATS.

choice.........

Finally,

at bat PS Po

though they were in a railway eating saloon and
expected the bell of the train on which they were
to go to ring in about three minutes aud that they

must die.

| try a bottle of Dr. Kennedy’s ¢ Favorite Reme-

~~

although it doesn’t all reach the point of destination.

Bolting food continues a very common practice.
Most Americans eat in a hurry. Many. eat a8’

Minnesota, DAKersceeserssscesscssvans 550
Minnesota and Wisconsin, patents.....7 50

Patents, common to good

g from the pens of
our
most popular Authors with
Prize
Cover,
all for $1.
1

dy’ which she had somewhere heard®$¥oF seén

WisOOnBiN..ciciveisesnvetsnerssenes
dB

Patents,

and

hd LS

the

to

relief,

CN

ac-

Abernethy gave utterance

;

BOSTON, Saturday Morning, Feb. 4, 1882.
FLOUR.
SPRING WHEATS,
Western superfine. .csceeecsesecccnsess 4 50
COMMON EXITAB. sere eersserresssasansesd 2

permanent

Te ow |

ABROAD.

Siar an

attend the funeral.
:
Mr. Horton was nat one of those persons
whose character and talents are appreciated
only after death, and of whom kind things are
then said out of courtesy to their memory.
He was rather one of those who seem so eminently fitted for usefulness that we are wont,
in our blindness, to think that the Almighty
cannot possibly get along without their help
in promoting his cause in the world; and so
we all thought, * (tod will not let Horton die.”
But he has gone, and many hearts are sore.
As Professor Dunn remarked in his funeral
sermon. “With all respect to those that are
left—Death could not have selected at Hillsdale # more shining mark.”
And the college
is certainly not intrutling here, when it asks
the sympathies of its friends in this bereavement.
8. Sincraf.

Hunt of the

Jan. 31.—By the bursting of a

the

students rode six miles Into~caie country

SATURDAY, Feb. 4,.——A fire at No. 51 Lakest., Chicage, has caused a loss of about $113,000,—The thermometer was 71 degrees.above
zero st Bismarck, D. T. on Thursday.

THURSDAY

entered

when

Is

TR.

day, and

application for a new trial in the Guiteaun case
before
the
court
at
Washington.
Mr.
Davidge opposes the motion, and a decision
will be rendered Saturday by Judge Cox.—
The Commereial elevator at Buffalo, N. Y.,
is burned, the property loss aggregating $175,000.—— There have been 146 business failures
throughout the country during the past seven
days.——By the explosion of gas at the Grove
shaft of the Midlothian coal mines, near Coalfield, Chesterfield county, Va., thirty-two lives
are Jost.

on the Atlantic coast is reported.

year

as

called Gravel.

A.

to assist

in the search for the survivors of the Arctic
steamer *“ Jeannette,”
FrIDAY, FEB. .—Mr. Scoville argues his

6.——Justice

present

now,

|

i

is

hos

|

REE

,
9.

|

(ly

yl.

One of the party, Hans Eriksen, bas died from

Feb.

those words, But the saliva is to a large extent
wasted as it was then, but instead of being spirted
upon the carpets it is directed towards spittoons,

of the

phoid fever. For the next twelve days the
question, ¢ Have you heard from Mr. Horton {”
was on everybody's lips; and at length
20) came the sad
news of his death.

the effects of exposure.——Lieut. G. B. Harbor and Master W. H. Scheutz of the navy

MoNDAY,

he graduated from the (‘lassical Course and at
the opening

been taken suddenly and seriously

which has been found and is dated Oct. 1, 1881.

of ex-

mon

ton,a young man who seemed destined to make
himself known to the world and particularly to
the Free Baptist denomination by a life of noble'service. But two weeks ago there came
the news from a neighboring town where he
was supplying a pulpit, that Mr. Horton had

endured.
De Long

The practice

pending the saliva upon the carpet is not as com-

Commencement

count of his ordination.
So much has been said to introduce to the
readers of this column Herbert Lester Hor-

officers now at Irkutsk, is published. In it he
gives some further details of the loss of the
*¢ Jeannette,” and the efforts of her crew to

United States Supreme Court has tendered his
resignation to the President.——A fire in C. B.
Brock &Co.’s barrel factory in Jersey City, N.
J., yesterday morning destroyed property valued at $200,000.—Judge Cox, on Saturday,
over-ruled the motion for a new trial in the
case of Charles J. Guileau, convicied of murdering President Garfield, and sentenced the
prisoner to be hanged on Friday, the 30th of
June. —The snow-storm of Saturday night
wus general throughout New Hogland and the
Middie States. and was everywhere remarkably heavy.
Considerable damage to shipping

last

weeks ago there appeared in the

THURSDAY,FEB, 2.—An important despatch
from Lieut. Danenhower, of the ‘‘ Jeannette’s”

have been detailed by Secretary Hunt

At the

‘Theological department with prospects for future usefulness and success, Only ‘a few

sociation is held in New York, over sixty dele.
gates attending. An interesting address is
made by President Sprague,
:

reach civilization and the sufferings
It also transmits the last record

said upon the patient’s mind.

Latiz, to the eminent satisfaction of both Faculty and pupils.

cy Market, Boston.

"WINTER

which wil]
the wants »

pis

of
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mills at Lockport, N. Y., are burned, causing
a loss of $125,000;. Assistant Fire Engineer
‘Woodsis killed.——There was
a reduction
of nearly $13,000,000 in the national debt during the past month.—— William H. Armstrong
hu
id
is nominated for United States
railroad commissioner.——The
first annual
convention ofthe American Agricultural As-

fing

TEE

was most natural; and during the last years of
his’ course he filled the position of Tutor in

0

Wide Awake PeasBute |

Cats-

Ee

flouring

without obtaining any

Samoa

1.—Three

volume

successfully meet
Young Readers as

for a long time my case was regarded as hopeless. All who knew the circumstances said I

2EHGS

Feb.

one

impossible

had employed some of the most noted doctors,

Report.

Reported by HILTON BROS & CO., Commiasion
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
eggs, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No. 3,

How can you ‘expect

to digest food that you neither take the trouble to
dissect nor time to masticate ? Itis no wonder you
lose your teeth, you never nse them; nor your digestion, for you overload it; nor your saliva, fory
you expend it on your carpet instead of your food.
It’s disgusting; it's beastly.” This wus decidedly
plain language to use to a patient, but undoubted:
ly It served its purpose of impressing what was

Produce

EEE 4

WEDNESDAY,

That the Faculty of the college should fix
upon such a man as competent to instruct,

food like a boa-constrictor.

Boston

of

be

——e

« For many years I had suffered from a complaint which the physicians

egece

entific American and other business interests

were centered in the building and the total loss
is estimated at over $700,000,
A
mber of
the immates are known to have perished, and
it is feared that the bodies of many more will
be found in the ruins.

The Parkets.

The Americans bave acquired an unenviable
reputation as habitual bolters of their food.
The
great Dr. Abernethy of England once said to Alden
Gobble, an American dyspeptic, who consulted
him: “Inever saw a Yankee who didn’t bolt his

any

i

~TaT~ID

newspaper,

at the corner of Park row and Beekman street,
New York city, occurs and it and several adjoining buildings are more or less damaged.
Several weekly papers, among them the Sci-

,BY HENRY REYNOLDS, M. D,

fu

It will

An Interesting Story—A
Hepeless Case
Cured. A Good Reason for Happiness.

Promo

' formerly occupied by the, Wold

* GRATIFYHISTO WIFE.

:

Statement of Mr. Washington Monroe,
2,
kill, Greene County, New York.

or

'W. Henry Bellows,pastor of All-Souls church,
New York, died in tbat city yesterday, aged
sixty-eight years.——A fire in the
building

;

®ongectseas

with whom he became acquainted; for he had
a genial nature, and one that never lost its
sunniness.
In the class-room he goon earned a
reputation for sound henesty and
taithful
scholarship;
and tin the community “at large
he was known as_a young man who could be
trusted ‘to do well whatever ‘he undertook.
That he was an earnest worker in the Sabbathschool and in the prayer-meeting
wight almost be inferred from what has already
been
said of him. Maay a student of Hillsdale will
long remember the peculiarly sweet voice with
which he has for several years led the singing
at the student’s weekly prayer-meetings.

Rev. Dr.

are entertained.——The

ED.

of all

-3
-3

vere rains in that State, and fearsof disastrous

land-slides

friendship

1882.

The most noted men of modern times have publicly attested to the value of Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral as a cure for coughs and colds.

:

who at once won the warm

8,

, AGENTS AND CANVASSERS
Make from $50 to $55 per week selling goods
for E. G. RIDEOUT & CO., 10 Barclay St., New
York. Send for their Catalogue and terms.
1y43

FOOD SHOULD BE WELL MASTIOAT-

Seven years ago there came to ‘this college,
from the State of New York, a young man.f-

31.——Johnsonville,Tennes-

see has been virtually destroyed by the recent se
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Sanitary.

Hillsdale Notes.
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